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Abstract

Successful new products and services are critical for business success in the
global economy. Many companies, however, continue to find successful new product
development (NPD) difficult. Few studies have investigated the impact of organizational
culture on NPD. The literature suggests that environmental conditions intervene in NPD,
but little research has been conducted on relationships between organizational culture,
environmental conditions, and NPD success.
This dissertation develops a theoretical framework based on Nakata and
Sivakumar's (1996) culture-NPD model which integrates four cultural values,
environmental uncertainty, and firm size as keys to NPD success. Research questions
and hypotheses originate from this theoretical framework. This framework should enable
scholars to gain an in-depth understanding of relationships between organizational culture
and successful NPD, and will lead managers to modify their organizational culture,
structures, and strategies to enhance NPD.
This correlational (explanatory) survey research is the first to examine and
explain relationships between organizational culture and NPD success rate in the
telecommunication and the bicycle industries in Taiwan; the first to compare differences
of organizational culture and environmental uncertainty between these two groups; and
the first to identify whether environmental uncertainty and firm size play critical roles in

mediating the impact of organizational culture on NPD success. The survey, sent to 460
target participants, was comprise of a Clarity Scale, a Project Management Scale, an
Innovation Scale, a Speed to Market Scale, a Product Quality Scale, a Team Member
Satisfaction Scale, a Market Pevformance Scale, and an Environmental Uncertainty
Scale. An independent 2-tailed t-test, hierarchical multiple regression and moderated
multiple regression (MMR) were employed to examine these research questions and
hypotheses.
Project management, market performance, and innovation were found to be
significant positive explanatory variables of NPD success rates, while clarity, speed to
market, product quality, and team member satisfaction were not. Two mediating
variables, environmental uncertainty and firm size, did not completely mediate the impact
of the cultural variables on the NPD success rate. However, the differences of
organizational culture and environmental uncertainty between the two industries were
identified.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
Introduction and Background to the Problems

In order to improve financial performance and sustain successful competitiveness,
even good companies need to continuously introducing new products (Citrin & Tansuhaj,
1998). = Both HP and 3M, for example, set corporate goals of producing more than 50%
of annual revenue from products launched within the past 3 years (Sengupta & Bushman,
1998). Moreover, if a company owns a great capacity for new product development
(NPD), then the company will survive and grow in a competitive marketplace (Jang,
Dickerson, & Hawley, 2005). As a result, the extent of successful NPD is viewed as one
of the most important indicators for assessing corporate performance and competency
(Bartram, Robertson, & Callinan, 2002; Citrin & Tansuhaj, 1998). A key factor
sustaining successful competitiveness, increasing profitability, and accessing new
markets for manufacturers and service providers is the ability to continuously launch new
products or services that meet customer needs (Schofield & Gregory, 2004; Tan, 2001).
However, due to uncertain marketplaces, shorter product cycles, price wars, technological
changes, and other factors, companies have made little progress in undertaking successful
new product development (Oakley, 1997; Power, 1993; Schofield & Gregory, 2004).
A central question is why do some firms have consistently better performance in

launching new products than others? What factors influence successfhl new product
development? Much of the theoretical and empirical literature has been focused on
market-oriented, management-related, and technological factors that influence successful
NPD (cooper, 1979; Craig & Hart, 1992; Hart, 1993; Jang et al., 2005; Stevens &

Dimitriadis, 2005; Tan, 2001; Yang & Yu, 2002; Zirger & Maidique, 1990). For
example, Cooper (1979) concluded that nine market-related and technological factors
influence successful NPD. However, relatively few studies have addressed the impact of
organizational culture on NPD success (Citrin & Tansuhaj, 1998; Nakata & Sivakumar,
1996; Sengupta & Bushman, 1998). Likewise, little research has explored what
components of organizational culture correlate with successful innovation, even though
innovation has been considered as an important factor that influences NPD outcomes
(Brockman & Morgan, 2003; Citrin & Tansuhaj, 1998; Hurley & Hult, 1998; Nemeth,
1997; O'Regan & Ghobadian, 2005).
Organizational culture has also been identified as one of the most influential
factors in corporate performance (Chow, Haddad, & Wu, 2003; Citrin & Tansuhaj, 1998;
Cravens, Shipp, & Cravens, 1994; Deal & Kenney, 1982,2000; Dowling, 2002; Kotter &
Heskett, 1992; Lee & Yu, 2004; Nahm, Vonderembse, & Koufteros, 2004; Sengupta &
Bushman, 1998; Stoica, Liao, & Welsch, 2004; Stoica & Schindhutte, 1999; Waclawski,
2002). Schein (1990) defined organizational culture as the pattern of values and beliefs
developed and shared by members within an organization to handle external changes and
internal coordination, as well as to help newcomers follow the norms of the organization
and assimilate into the organization. This definition was similar to that of Deshpande and
Webster (1989). Furthermore, Cravens et al. (1994) believed that not only was
organizational culture able to be viewed as a combination of values, expectations, and
preferences of managers in a company, but was also able to influence functions and
designs of an organization.

Corporate performance has been defined as "the measure of goal achievement"
(Schendel & Patton, 1978, p. 1613). Henri (2004) agreed with this definition and thought
that corporate performance may be usehlly viewed as "the outcome of organizational
activities" (p. 94). In addition, Bartram et al. (2002) thought that corporate performance
needed to be comprised of four dimensions: "economic, technological, commercial, and
social" (p. 3-4). Of the four perspectives, technological performance was related to new
product development (Bartram et al., 2002). Evidence suggested that organizational
culture strengths, components, and types should be able to influence corporate
performance and behaviors (Citrin & Tansuhaj, 1998; Deal & Kenney, 1982,2000;
Dowling, 2002; Kotter & Heskett, 1992; Lee & Yu, 2004; Nakata & Sivakumar, 1996;
Sengupta & Bushman, 1998; Stoica et al., 2004; Stoica & Schindhutte, 1999). For
example, firms with adhocratic and clan cultures had the highest abilities to search
market information or signals; on the other hand, those with a hierarchical culture had the
lowest abilities to detect market information or signals (Stoica et al., 2004; Stoica &
Schindhutte, 1999). In this study, based on Nakata and Sivakumar's (1996) culture-NPD
model, four cultural values (clarity, project management, team performance, and
innovation) were examined for their relationship with successhl NPD.
The two main phases, initiation and implementation, of NPD were identified to
connect with NPD success (Johne, 1984; Nakata & Sivakumar, 1996; Sengupta &
Bushman, 1998; Zirger & Maidique, 1990). The initiation stage was defined as a phase
in which any idea or concept of a new product, technology, or service was generated,
screened, and tested. The implementation phase was when new products were introduced
and tested in the market (Johne, 1984). During the early stage of developing new

technologies, products, and services, clarity of project targets was viewed as one of the
important factors in conceptualizing new product development (Hong, Nahm, & Doll,
2004; Sengupta & Bushman, 1998). When facing a turbulent marketplace, effective
leaders were able to make use of monitoring and control in order to reduce uncertainty
and risk during the implementation stage of new product development. During the final
stage of new product development, therefore, project management was able to help the
NPD team members to effectively and efficiently achieve product introduction (Gibbons,
Kennealy, & Lavin, 2003; Kotter & Heskett, 1992; Sengupta & Bushman, 1998;
Thamhain, 1990).
A purpose of building teams was to achieve organizational goals efficiently. The

most effective teamwork needed to build on cooperation, trust and cohesiveness (Thorne
& Smith, 2000). Cooperation and cohesiveness were related to the shared values in an

organization (Kreitner & Kinicki, 1995; Tziner, 1982). During the process of new
product development, in consequence, the better the team performance was, the more
successful new product outcomes were (Kreitner & Kinicki, 1995; Sarin & Mahajan,
2001;Thome & Smith, 2000; Tziner, 1982). Failure to innovate in technologies and
products impacted the ability of corporations to strengthen competitiveness and to sustain
success in the global market (O'Regan & Ghobadian, 2005). Therefore, organizational
culture focusing on innovation was able to help corporations sustain successful
competitiveness in the market (Drazin & Schoonhoven, 1996; Hurley & Hult, 1998;
Johannessen, Olsen, & Lumpkin, 2001; Kanter, 1985; O'Regan & Ghobadian, 2005).
Especially when facing a turbulent market, shorter product cycles, and radical price wars,
not only was innovation able to play an important role in improving competitiveness,

increasing profits, and enhancing productivity, but it was also able to advance NPD
outcomes (Brockrnan & Morgan, 2003; Nemeth, 1997; O'Regan & Ghobadian, 2005).
Organizations and their environment form a mutual pressure system. As a result,
the environment wasidentified as a source of many pressures on organizations (Chow et
al., 2003; Khandwalla, 1977; Miles & Snow, 1978; Milliken, 1987; O'Regan &
Ghobadian, 2005). Further, the impact of environmental uncertainty on product
introduction was identified (Schofield & Gregory, 2004). However, there are
opportunities (creating new markets and breakthrough technologies) emerging in the
uncertain environment (Khandwalla, 1977; O'Regan & Ghobadian, 2005). Therefore,
environmental uncertainty was expected to mediate relationships between organizational
culture and NPD success.
Although Taiwan has become one of the most important manufacturing centers in
the world, very few empirical studies have been conducted on relationships between
organizational culture and NPD success in Taiwan (Chow et al., 2003). Consequently,
this study was conducted in both the telecommunication and the bicycle industries in
Taiwan. Furthermore, an integrative model in this study was advanced to examine the
relationships among four cultural values (clarity, project management, team performance,
and innovation), environmental uncertainty, firm size, and NPD success. See Figure 1-1.
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Figure I-I. Integrative model about the impact of organizational culture on new product
development.
Purpose of the Study
The primary purpose of this non-experimental, correlational (explanatory), causal
comparative (exploratory) study was to investigate the relationship between

organizational culture and the new product development (NPD), and to extend Sengupta
and Bushman's (1998) culture-NPD model. In this study, there were five specific
purposes, including one descriptive, two exploratory, and two explanatory purposes.
1.

The descriptive purpose was to describe characteristics of all variables
(social-demographic characteristics of NPD team members, organizational
characteristics, organizational culture, including clarity, project management,
team performance, and innovation, environmental uncertainty, and the
success rate of NPD).

2.

The first exploratory purpose was to compare differences of organizational
culture (clarity, project management, team performance, and innovation) and
between bicycle and telecommunication industries in Taiwan.

3.

The second exploratory purpose was to compare differences of
environmental uncertainty between bicycle and telecommunication industries
in Taiwan.

4.

The first explanatory purpose was to examine the relationships between
organizational culture (clarity, project management, team performance, and
innovation) and the success rate of NPD.

5. The second explanatory purpose was to examine how environmental
uncertainty and firm size mediate the relationships between organizational
culture and the success rate of NPD. There were three steps designed to
describe this purpose. The first was that environmental uncertainty was
treated as a mediating variable between organizational culture and NPD
success rate. Second, firm size was tested as a mediating variable between

organizational culture and NPD success rate. Finally, environmental
uncertainty and firm size was simultaneously treated as mediating variables
between organizational culture and successful NPD.
Definitions of Terms
Independent Variables
Clarity
Theoretical definition. Clarity was defined as "the extent of communication,

understanding, and acceptance of a set of project mission and goals that guide
development efforts" (Hong et al., 2004, p. 1275). It meant "well-defined planning
processes" (Sengupta & Bushman, 1998, p. 392).
Operational definition. Clarity was measured by a Clarity Scale, using a six-

point semantic differential scale with six items developed by Sengupta and Bushman
(1998) (see Appendix H, Part 3).
project Management
Theoretical definition. Project management was defined as "the application of

knowledge, skills, tools, and techniques to project activities to meet project requirements"
(Project Management Institute [PMI], 2000, p. 6).
Operational definition. Project management was measured by a Project
Management Scale using a six-point semantic differential scale with seven items

developed by Sengupta and Bushman (1998) (see Appendix H, Part 3).
Team Performance
Theoretical definition. Team performance was defined as the extent to which a

team is able to fulfill established plans and reduce conflicts among team members in

order to achieve goals set by its organization to meet the needs of customers (Ancona &
Caldwell, 1991,1992; Hoegl & Gemuende, 2001; Meyer, 1994; Sarin & O'Connor,
1999; Sarin & Mahajan, 2001).
Operational definition. Team performance was measured by a Team
Performance Scale. This was scaled with four dimensions, including speed to market,

product quality, market performance, and team member satisfaction, which was
developed by Sarin and O'Connor (1999). All of the four dimensions were measured by
a 5-point semantic differential scale with, respectively, five, ten, six, and five items, as
developed by Sarin and O'Connor (1999) (see Appendix H, Part 3).
Innovation
Theoretical definition. Innovation was defined as "any idea, practice, or material

artifact perceived to be new by the relevant unit of adoption7'(Zaltman, Duncan, &
Holbeck, 1973, p. 10).
Operational definition. Innovation was measured by a five-point rating scale

with six items developed by Johannessen et al. (2001) (see Appendix H, Part 3).
Mediating Variables
Environmental Uncertainty
Theoretical definition. Environmental uncertainty was defined as the degree of

dynamics, unpredictability, expansion, and fluctuation in the environment (Khandwalla,
1977).
Operational definition. Environmental uncertainty was measured by an
Environmental Uncertainty Scale, whch was a seven-point semantic differential scale

with nine items was developed by Chow et al. (2003) based on Khandwalla's (1977)
environmental theory (see Appendix H, Part 4).
Firm Size
Theoretical defnition. Firm size was considered as the level of operating

resources (Chandy & Tellis, 1998).
Operational defnition. Firm size was operationalized as the number of

employees in each firm with more than 30 employees (Hurley & Hult, 1998; Sengupta &
Bushman, 1998) (see Appendix H, Part 2).
Dependent Variable
Successful New Product Development (NPD)
Theoretical defnition. Successful new product development was defined as the

process of conceiving ideas about a new product to the launching this product into the
market and the successful outcomes of that process (Crawford, 1991; Urban & Hauser,
1993).
Operational defnition. The success rate of NPD was measured by the ratio

produced from a response to two items in the NPD Scale developed by Sengupta and
Bushman (1998) (see Appendix H, Part 5).
Justification of the Study
Organizational culture has been identified as influencing corporate performance,
but few studies have been conducted to explore relationships between organizational
culture and new product development (NPD) (Chow et al., 2003; Citrin & Tansuhaj, 1998;
Cravens et al., 1994; Kotter & Heskett, 1992; Lee & Yu, 2004; Nahm et al., 2004; Nakata
& Sivakumar, 1996; Sengupta & Bushman, 1998; Stoica et al., 2004; Stoica &

Schindhutte, 1999). Moreover, relatively few studies have integrated factors of
organizational culture, environmental uncertainty, and firm size to indicate NPD success.
Through the study, findings further revealed the relationships between four cultural
variables (clarity, project management, team performance, and innovation), firm size,
environmental uncertainty, and NPD. As a result, the study was significant because these
findings was able to help companies to reexamine whether their organizational culture
can enhance their NPD abilities.
This study was researchable and feasible based on the following reasons. First,
concepts of the theoretical fkamework were measurable. Second, research hypotheses
were used and explored through a quantitative approach. Third, participants in this study
were available, and the time investment was manageable. In this study, finally, the
construct 'validity and internal consistency reliability of all variables were established
through exploratory factor analysis and Cronbach's alpha. All of the variables were also
analyzed through robust statistical tools, including a two-tailed t-test, hierarchical
multiple regression, and moderated multiple regression (MMR).
Due to the limited number of studies focusing on relationships between
organizational culture, environmental uncertainty, firm size, and NPD success, findings
of this study further revealed the role of organizational culture in influencing the
behaviors and practices of a firm. When facing radical changes in marketplaces, the
findings also helped firms reshape their organizational culture and structures and enact
strategies in order to enhance their NPD abilities.
Delimitations and Scope of the Study
In this study, the delimitations and scope were described as follows:

1.

The variables in this study consisted of only four cultural values (clarity,
project management, team performance, and innovation), two mediators
(environmental uncertainty and firm size), and NPD success rate.

2.

This study only focused on the bicycle and telecommunication industries in
'Taiwan.

3.

This study used two items to calculate the success rate of NPD in a
company.

4.

All participants in this study were managers, engineers, and specialists in

R&D, marketing, and manufacturing divisions of the 54 telecommunication
and the 45 bicycle firms in Taiwan.

5.

All participants in this study were able to read, speak, and write in
Mandarin.
Organization of the Study

Five chapters were developed and depicted for this research study. Chapter I
provided an overview of the study. Moreover, it comprised the background, the purpose,
the justification, and the delimitations of the study as well as definitions of all variables.
Chapter I1 of the study provided a detailed literature review about organizational culture,
environmental uncertainty, and NPD success. In this chapter, a critical analysis of
theoretical literature and measures of four cultural variables (clarity, project management,
team performance, and innovation), environmental uncertainty, and NPD was presented.
Through reviewing literature, the hypothesized model and hypotheses in this study were
derived from the literature gaps.

Chapter I11 exhibited the research methodology to test the hypothesized model, as
well as the research questions and hypotheses. It consisted of the research design, the
target population, sampling, instruments, procedure of data collection, ethical
considerations, methods of data analysis, and the methodology evaluation. Chapter IV
described not only the reliability and validity of all variables but also the findings of
hypothesis testing. Chapter V, finally, presented the conclusions, interpretations, and
implications of the findings. In addition, the chapter provided limitations of the study
and suggestions for future research.

CHAPTER I1
LITERATURE REVIEW, THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK, RESEARCH
QUESTIONS, AND HYPOTHESES

Review of the Literature
Corporate Performarzce

Corporate performance has been defined as "the measure of goal achievement"
(Schendel & Patton, 1978, p. 1613). Henri (2004) agreed with this definition and pointed
out that corporate performance was viewed as "the outcome of organizational activities"
(p. 94). In addition, Bartram et al. (2002) thought that corporate performance needed to
be comprised of four dimensions: "economic, technological, commercial, and social" (p.
3-4). The economic dimension meant productivity and profitability, whereas the
commercial dimension implied market share. The technological aspect referred to
development and delivery of new product and service, and the social aspects were related
to employee job satisfaction and effects on suppliers, customers, the public, and corporate
ethics and culture (Bartram et al., 2002; Capon, Faeley, & Hoening, 1990; Thompson,
1998). Some researchers, such as Capon et al. (1990) and Thompson (1998), also
stressed that companies needed to pay more attention to non-financial performance, such
as employee job satisfaction and the needs of their suppliers, retailers, and customers.
For example, the higher job satisfaction, the higher the corporate productivity. Moreover,
Kwong (2004) pointed out that corporations should consider "direct cost savings, indirect
gains, and reduced environmental externalities" (p. 101) in order to sustain

competitiveness in the turbulent environment. Here, corporate performance focused on
the technological aspect--new product development (NPD).
Cooper's NPD Model
Cooper ( 1 975) introduced a conceptual descriptive model of new product
development (NPD). The conceptual model identified six blocks of particular interest to
marketers. The six blocks were comprised of the commercial entity, information
acquired, proficiency of process activities, nature of marketplace, resource base of firm,
and nature of the project. The commercial entity with which a firm entered the market
included not only characteristics and strengths of the new product, its price, and the
nature of the launch efforts, but also the manufacturing efforts under the launch. The
commercial entity, in essence, was the result of the new product process. Information
acquired indicated whether the firm searched for and detected enough market data or
signals, including customer needs, production costs, and competitors' abilities.
Proficiency of process activities meant how well the processes from idea generation to
launch were undertaken. In the new product's launch place, not only did nature of the
marketplace indicate the extent and the characteristics of competition, the rate of growth
and the size of the market, but it also determined the life cycle of the new product. The
resource base of the firm was used to assess the firm's ability to allocate its internal and
external resources. The nature of the prqject included the complexity of the technology,
the level of management involvement, and the innovativeness of ideas creating the
product during the process of hlfilling new product development.
In the last 29 years, not only has the model provided eight propositions indicating
the outcomes of new product development, but the model has also developed nine factors

in new product success (Cooper, 1979, 1980, 1988; Craig & Hart, 1992; Hart, 1993;
Zirger & Maidique, 1990). The nine factors were described by Cooper (1979) as follows:
1.

Introducing a highly innovative product meeting customer needs;

2.

Understanding market knowledge fully and having marketing proficiency;

3.

Having technical and production synergy and proficiency;

4.

Avoiding dynamic markets with many new product introductions;

5.

Avoiding products, technologies, and customers that are very new to the
firm;

6.

Avoiding entering a competitive market where customers are well
satisfied;

7.

Avoiding pricing a product higher than competitive substitutes and
introducing a product with no economic advantage;

8.

Being in a large, high need, high growth market; and

9.

Having strong marketing communications and launch efforts.

Based on these nine factors (Cooper, 1979), Zirger and Maidique (1990)
conducted an empirical study to further identify the influence of the nine dimensions or
factors on successful new product development. Moreover, product success was related
to the process of NPD (Cooper & Klelnschmidt, 1986, 1987; Johne, 1984; Zirger &
Maidique, 1990). The model has also been revised as the so-called third generation NPD
model (Cooper, 1994). Cooper (1994) provided the eight key determinants that were
associated with success in NPD and combined NPD success and NPD process. The eight
determinants consisted of having a unique superior product, having a strong market
orientation, having comprehensive up-front homework, having sharp and early product

definition, adopting a cross-functional team approach, focusing on much sharper
evaluation and decision points, putting an emphasis on quality of execution, and adopting
a "multi-stage-and-gate Game Plan" (p. 73). Not only did the model address many
innovative, market-oriented, and NPD issues in a variety of disciplines, such as
innovation, business strategy, marketing, and technology management, but it also
revealed what corporate, strategic, and process-related factors characterized successful
NPD (Hart & Baker, 1994).
The two main phases, initiation and implementation, of NPD were identified to
connect with NPD success (Johne, 1984; Nakata & Sivakumar, 1996; Sengupta &
Bushman, 1998; Zirger & Maidique, 1990). Therefore, the model had a good balance
between simplicity and complexity, contributing to its usefulness.

Measurement of NPD
In the model by Cooper (1994), there were nine measures of NPD success,
including "success rate, profit rating, market share, met sales objectives, met profit
objectives, tech success, impact on company, time efficiency, and adhered to schedule"

(p. 62). Success rate was defined as the proportion of new products that reaches or
exceeds the minimum acceptable profitability. Profit rating referred to the degree to
which the profit of a new product surpassed the minimum acceptable profit criterion (O10 scale). Market share was treated as the percent share in the target market. The met
sales objectives were rated by a 0 to 10 scale in which new product reached sales goals.
The met profit objectives were rated by a 0 to 10 scale in which new product met profit
objectives. Tech success was measure by the degree of technological or scientific
success. Impact on company was viewed as the impact of the product's sales and profits

on the company and was rated with anchors of "major negative impact" (0) and "major
positive impact" (10). Time efficiency was the degree of how fast a new product was
developed and introduced and was rated with anchors of "very slow" (0) and "very fast"
(10). Adhered to schedule was defined as the degree to which a new product followed
the timeline to develop and launch. In the study by Sengupta and Bushman (1998), a
self-report, consisting of two items to calculate the success rate of NPD in a company,
was developed. The contexts of the two items were consistent with Cooper's (1994)

NPD model.
A number of empirical studies had emphases on comparing or contrasting

successll and unsuccessful factors in new product development, but there have been
common deficiencies in these studies. Cooper (1979) first pointed out that operational
definitions of variables influencing NPD success were not clear and consistent. Second,
because relatively few conceptual models about NPD were built, there was little logic or
consistency in variables used by the researchers, such as Gerstenfeld (1976), to measure

NPD success. Other factors, including relatively small sample sizes and the naive data
analysis techniques, resulted in lack of robust findings. In order to bridge these gaps,
Cooper (1979), based on his conceptual descriptive model of NPD (1975), conducted an
empirical, exploratory study to differentiate success from failure in new product
development. According to the NPD model by Cooper (1975), 77 variables and eight
propositions were developed in relation to new product outcomes.
A mailed questionnaire was used to collect data from 177 firms, located in
Ontario and Quebec, Canada, which were randomly selected based on a government
listing of active industrial product manufacturers. The 77 variables in the questionnaire

were rated with anchors of "strongly disagree" (0) and "strongly agree" (10). The final
sample size was 103, a response rate of 69%. Moreover, 102 successful and 93
unsuccessful products were identified from the 103 firms. After reviewing the industrial
categories and size of the 103 firms, evidence indicated no response bias.
Through analysis, the correlation matrix of the 77 variables exhibited highly
loading values exceeding 0.5. Through exploratory factor analysis, 18 factors having
eigenvalues greater than 1.0 were identified and labeled, and explained 71.3% of the
variance in the original 77 variables. Eleven of the 18 factors were selected through
linear discriminant analysis to differentiate between new product successes and failures.
The accuracy rate of differentiating between successes and failures was up to 84.1%. In
the model by Copper (1975), the accuracy rate (89.2%) of predicting success was greater
than that of predicting failure. In addition, the ability of the variables through the Wilks'
Lambda criterion with F-test statistic ( p < 0.01) to discriminate was identified. Due to
the successful validation of the discriminant and factor analyses as well as no response
bias, findings could be generalized to North American industrial product innovation.
Based on the findings, Cooper (1979) concluded that nine factors related to
successful new product outcomes. The nine factors included (1) introducing a highly
innovative product meeting customer needs; (2) understanding market knowledge fully
and having marketing proficiency; (3) having technical and production synergy and
proficiency; (4) avoiding dynamic markets with many new product introduction; (5)
avoiding products, technologies, and customers that are very new to the firm; (6)
avoiding entering a competitive market where customers are well satisfied; (7) avoiding
pricing a product higher than competitive substitutes and introducing a product with no

economic advantage; (8) being in a large, high need, high growth market; and (9) having
a strong marketing communications and launch effort (Cooper, 1979). However, three
factors, including being first to market, the proficiency of the precommercialization
activities, arid the intensity of competition, were identified as not being related to
successful NPD.
In the study by Cooper (1979), the reliability of the scaled measures and some
unsolved issues of predictability were treated as limitations. As a result, it was
recommended that future studies should focus not only on building the comprehensive
model of NPD success but also on developing the robust and reliable instruments to
measure NPD success. Finally, future empirical research should have greater emphasis
on the unsolved issues, including the impact of environmental conditions and
organizational culture on NPD (Citrin & Tansuhaj, 1998; Nakata & Sivakumar, 1996;
O'Regan & Ghobadian, 2005; Sengupta & Bushman, 1998).
Organizational Culture Theory
Organizational culture has been identified as one of the most influential factors in
corporate performance (Chow et al., 2003; Cravens et al., 1994; Deal & Kenney, 1982,
2000; Dowling, 2002; Kotter & Heskett, 1992; Lee & Yu, 2004; Nahm et al., 2004;
Sengupta, & Bushman, 1998; Stoica et al., 2004; Stoica & Schindhutte, 1999;
Waclawski, 2002). Schein (1990) defined organizational culture as the pattern of values
and beliefs developed and shared by members within an organization to handle the
external changes and the internal coordination, as well as to help the newcomers follow
the norms of the organization and assimilate into the organization. This definition was
similar to that of Deshpande and Webster (1989). Furthermore, Cravens et al. (1994)

believed that not only was organizational culture able to be viewed as a combination of
values, expectations, and preferences of managers in a company, but it was also able to
influence the functions and designs of an organization.

Hofstede's Model of Culture
In 1980, Hofstede introduced his cultural pattern based on data collected from
over 100,000 IBM employees in seventy-one countries. This cultural pattern identified
five major dimensions, including individualismlcollectivism,power distance, uncertainty
avoidance, masculinity/femininity, and long-termlshort-term orientation to time.
Individualism referred to the "relationship between the individual and the collectivity
which prevails in a given society" (Hofstede, 1980b, p. 21 3). Power distance was related
to the extent of human inequality in an organization or a society. Uncertainty avoidance
concerned with how these cultures will adapt to changes and cope with uncertainties of
the future. Masculinity/femininity was defined by Hofstede as "the degree to which a
society is characterized by assertiveness (masculinity) versus nurturance (femininity)"
(Hofstede, 1980b, p. 262). In the time-orientation dimension, long-term orientation
referred to the extent that was exhibited a pragmatic future oriented perspective, rather
than a short-term viewpoint, in a society. The five dimensions were used not only to
compare differences among different countries, but also to explain behaviors, values, and
beliefs of people living in one nation (Hofstede, 1980b).
In the last 26 years, the model has been revised and has provided explanations of
the relationships between cultural values and social behaviors (Lustig & Koester, 1999).
Moreover, the model was used to measure and classify cultures (Hofstede, 1980a;
Hofstede, Neuijen, Ohayv, & Sanders, 1990). Based on the model, Nakata and

Sivakumar (1996) also created ten propositions to identify the impact of these five
cultural dimensions on new product development. Therefore, the model had a good
balance between simplicity and complexity, contributing to its usefulness.
Schein 's Model of Culture

Schien (1 990) introduced his seminal theory of organizational culture based on
his descriptive and clinical research about organizational culture. This theory practically
identified three major levels of organizational culture. These three levels were comprised
of behaviors and observable artifacts, values, and basic assumptions. Further, Schein
(1990) pointed out that the structure of organizational culture might be viewed as that of
an apple. Because behaviors and artifacts were similar to an apple's skin and are located
on the outside of organizational culture, they were the most visible and palpable.
Moreover, artifacts were thought to be the symbols of corporate culture, and behavior
norms bind members in an organization. However, it was very difficult to describe the
meanings behind them. Due to being located in the middle layer of culture, values were
less visible than behaviors and artifacts. Values played a pivotal role in translating basic
assumptions into these artifacts and behavior norms of a company. Schien (1990)
thought that not only were basic assumptions viewed as the core values of organizational
culture, but they were also used to explain the artifacts, behavior norms, and shared
values of organizational culture. Therefore, the basic assumptions were the most
invisible and difficult to be converted.
Schien's (1990) study provided an in-depth understanding of this theory, and
proposes seven dimensions, including "group versus individual, formal versus informal,
self-destructive and reconstructing versus self-enhancing, serial versus random,

sequential versus disjunctive, fixed versus variable, and tournament versus contest" (p.
116), to investigate organizational culture. In the last 20 years, not only has the theory
been used to explain the development and evolution of organizational culture through
socialization, environmental changes, and managed change, but it has also contributed to
the field of organizational psychology.

A number of researchers, such as Dowling (2002), Kotter and Heskett (l992),
Lim (1995), Nahm et al. (2004), and Yauch and Steudel(2003), have made use of this
theory to conduct their studies because it clearly and definitely provided definitions and
contexts of organizational culture. Dowling (2002) and Lim (1995), for example,
adopted the definition of organizational culture as their description of culture. Kotter and
Keskett (1992) also used the framework of this model to develop and expound adaptivetheory. Another example was that Yauch and Steudel(2003) conducted a mixed method
to examine organizational culture of two companies based on Schien's (1990) model. In
addition, Schien (1990) deeply and in detail explained in this model the advantages and
disadvantages of measuring organizational culture. After examining these different
approaches used to measure culture, Schien (1990) concluded that a qualitative method,
combining interviewing, ethnography, and observations, was the best design to explore
organizational culture because this design provided a more detailed and in-depth
understanding of culture.
Strong-Culture Theory: Deal and Kennedy

Deal and Kennedy (1982) introduced their seminal theory, strong-culture theory,
by conducting a study to examine whether or not the strength of organizational culture
was related to corporate performance. This theory identified four elements of culture:

"values, heroes, the rites and rituals, and the culture network" (Deal & Kennedy, 2000, p.
14). Over about a six-month-period, the authors interviewed McKinsey consultants and
employees of high-tech companies, including the Tandem Corporation, through an
informal survey. These questions used in this study were as follows:
Does Company X have one or more visible beliefs? If so, what they?
Do people in the organization know these beliefs? If so, who? And how many?
(Deal & Kennedy, 2000, p. 6).
After analyzing the data, Deal and Kennedy created nearly 80 company profiles and then
proposed the "strong-culture" theory that could drive successful corporate performance
based on three reasons. First, strong cultures enabled a company to have aligned goals
and encourage all members in the company to achieve the goals. Second, due to creating
an unusual level of motivation in employees, strong cultures could help to improve
corporate performance. Third, because strong cultures was able to provide needed
organizational contexts, such as structures and controls, companies can achieve excellent
performance without relying on stifling hierarchical structures (Deal & Kennedy, 1982).
Based on research by Beyer (1 988), findings supported the proposition that there was a
significantly positive relationship between strong cultures and corporate performance.
The theory, however, was inconsistent with the findings of the studies of Kotter
and Heskett (1992), Frame, Nielsen, and Pate (1989), and Quick (1992). Ten companies
in the study by Kotter and Heskett (1992) had strong cultures, but they had relatively
poor performances. Lim (1995) presented the review of the methodologies and findings
of cultural researchers into the presumed link between culture and performance in his
study. In four cases, including Fairfeld-Sonn (1993), Frame et al. (1989), Lewis (1994),

and Quick (1992), the findings only slightly supported the relationship between
organizational culture and corporate performance. This indicated that the findings of the
study by Deal and Kennedy (1982) were insufficiently robust, as they were based on only
80 companies.
Adaptive Culture Theory: Kotter and Heskett

In order to refine Deal and Kennedy's (1982) strong-culture theory, Kotter and
Heskett (1992) conducted a mixed-method study to examine the impact of organizational
culture on corporate performance. There were two kinds of questionnaires in the
methodology. In order to indicate a large and diverse sample, data were collected by
mailing the letter and the first questionnaire to the top six officers in all 207 companies
selected from twenty-two different U.S. industries. The first questionnaire was designed
to ask these executives about the strength of their competitors' overall organizational
cultures from the late 1970s to the early 1980s. Likewise, the strength of culture in this
questionnaire was described by the scales from 1 being very strong to 5 being very weak.
However, due to incomplete responses or too divergent answers in five cases, only 202
firms were accepted for this longitudinal study. In order to examine the validity of the
questionnaire, Kotter and Heskett visited seven of the 202 companies and interviewed the
executives in these firms.
After analyzing these data, 69 firms had relatively strong cultures, 103 had
cultures of moderate strength, and 30 had weak cultures. In respect to corporate
performance of the 202 firms, financial data from 1977 to 1988 were collected by Kotter
and Heskett. The data originated from three resources: "(1) average yearly increase in
net income, (2) average yearly return on investment, and (3) average yearly increase in

stock price" (Kotter & Heskett, 1992, p. 19). Based on the 202-American-corporation
case study, findings partially supported the "strong-culture" theory because ten
companies with strong culture had relatively poor financial performance while 22
companies with strong culture had excellent performance. Moreover, four companies
including McGraw-Hill, SmithKline, General Cinema, and Pitney Bowes, had weak
cultures, but they had strong economic performance. Therefore, the findings of the study
by Kotter and Heskett (1992) indicated that strong cultures had no or slight impact on
corporate performance. This could be because strong cultures sometimes cause
companies to neglect changes in the environment (Kotter & Heskett, 1992; Lim, 1995).
Later, 22 firms that were selected from the original 202 had cultures of relatively
equal strength and were classified into two subgroups. The first subgroup had twelve
higher-performing firms, and the second had ten lower performers. Kotter and Heskett
(1992) conducted a second study to compare differences between the two subgroups.
Data were collected by asking 75 industry analysts about the culture of the twenty-two
firms. The second questionnaire, including two open-ended and six close-ended
questions, was designed to examine whether the cultures of these firms valued leadership
and key constituencies, such as customers, stockholders, and employees. By formally
interviewing thirteen firms and informally visiting four firms in the sample, not only did
the authors test the validity of the questionnaire, but they also obtained in-depth
information with respect to cultures of these firms.
Findings indicated that average scores on valuing leadership, customers,
stockholders, and employees of the 12 higher-performing firms were much higher than
those of the ten low-performing firms. Kotter and Heskett (1992) concluded that due to

valuing key constituencies, these 12 firms created useful change to fit the turbulent
environment. In contrast, the ten low performing firms paid more attention to themselves
and some products rather than customers, stockholders, and employees. Kotter and
Heskett (1992) then proposed the "adaptive culture" theory to replace the "strong culture".
The authors thought that an adaptive culture was able to help corporations predict and
adapt to the environment and then lead them to enact appropriate strategies to fit these
environmental changes. However, companies with an unadaptive culture always had
hierarchical structures and greater emphases on control. Moreover, due to focusing more
on themselves, these firms always neglected changes in their market even though they
had strong cultures and excellent performance in the past.
The "adaptive culture" theory was identified by other researchers, such as
Waclawski (2002). Furthermore, the findings obtained by Stoica and Schindehutte (1999)
supported the "adaptive culture" theory, but the two authors pointed out that very strong
or very weak adaptability negatively influenced corporate performance. However, one
main weakness of the adaptive culture theory can be inferred. Lim (1995) pointed out
that due to the lack of an instrument, such as the balanced scorecard, top managers of one
company may not be able to evaluate the extent of adaptability of their corporate culture.
Moreover, this theory did not lead managers in one company to move from unadaptive
culture toward adaptive culture. Hence, Kotter and Heskett (1992) should have further
provided some kind of methodology to measure organizational culture.
Measurement of Organizational Culture

The methodologies about measuring organizational culture were controversial
issues. Schein (1990) pointed out that survey research alone was unable to fully and

deeply present organizational culture even though data were collected from a large
sample of items. This could be due to dividing culture into many dimensions and then
only focusing on some of these dimensions (Schein, 1990). Moreover, values, beliefs,
and assumptions of a company's culture were not easily and deeply revealed solely by
quantitative approaches, even though the quantitative approaches were able to compare
differences between two or more different groups. Some researchers, such as Schein
(1990) and Yauch and Steudel(2003), thought that adopting qualitative designs enabled
researchers to more deeply understand the culture of a company. However, the major
weakness of using qualitative research to investigate culture was that it was time
consuming and expensive. Another weakness was that some important or potential issues
were easily ignored because participants might not be interested in these issues. Finally,
in view of high costs, the findings of the qualitative approach were limited to small
sample sizes . As a result, these findings were unable to be generalized (Creswell, 2005;
Hofstede et al., 1990; Lim, 1995; Yauch & Steudel, 2003).
Yauch and Steudel(2003) conducted a non-experimental, mixed-methods
approach to assess organizational culture based on Schein's (1990) model. In this study,
not only did the authors expound in detail cultural assessment techniques, but they also
deeply discussed and compared differences between qualitative and quantitative
approaches to evaluating corporate culture in order to point out that adopting mixedmethod designs was superior to using only either qualitative or quantitative approaches.
Originally, 43 companies in 1998 were invited to participate in the study, but finally only
two companies, including Plastics Company (PC) and Beverage Equipment Company

(BEC), agreed. In order to further understand the cultures of both companies, Yauch and
Steudel(2003) adopted qualitative and quantitative approaches to collect data.
Qualitative data were collected through document review, participant observation,
and group interviews. With respect to document review, the employee handbook, sales
literature, and the company newsletter would be reviewed at PC. In addition to the
documents mentioned above, documentation for a performance measurement system was
analyzed at BEC. The observations at PC comprised of sitting in on the weekly
manager's meeting, attending a customer satisfaction workshop given to new employees,
and observing production in the thermoforming area. At BEC, observations consisted of
sitting in on the weekly production and engineering meetings, attending a monthly
company-sponsored luncheon, and observing production in the fabrication and assembly
areas. Group interview data were collected by three-level organization interviews: upper
management; middle management/fi.~nctionalsupport personnel; and shop-floor
employees. The number of interviewees was 22 at PC and 24 at BEC.
With respect to quantitative assessment, Yauch and Steudel(2003) adopted the
Organizational Culture Inventory (OCI), as developed by Cooke and Lafferty (1987), to
examine cultures of both companies. The OCI contained 10 items for each of 12 cultural
styles. At PC, 26 employees were randomly selected from 74 eligible employees to
respond to the questionnaires. At BEC, 17 employees were randomly selected from 41
eligible employees to respond to the questionnaires. In order to obtain an in-depth
understanding of the analysis, the authors engaged an industrial engineer who had
research training and experience in qualitative method but had not participated in this
study to audit these cultural assessments.

After analyzing the data, findings indicated two primary advantages of conducting
qualitative studies to assess organizational culture. First was that a qualitative approach
was able to provide an in-depth understanding of values, beliefs, and basic assumptions
of cultures. Second was that a qualitative investigation was "broad and open-ended,
allowing the participants to raise issues that matter most to them" (Yauch & Steudel,
2003, p. 472). However, three disadvantages emerged in a qualitative cultural assessment.

First, conducting a qualitative study was time-consuming. In this study, for example, the
authors spent 1.5 years collecting qualitative data in each company. Second, some
important issues could be overlooked because participants might not be interested in
these issues. Moreover, qualitative researchers drew different observations and
conclusions based on individual experience and knowledge. Third, due to high cost, a
qualitative study was limited to a smaller sample size. As a result, qualitative findings
were not able to be extended to a larger sample and to compare differences between two
or more different industries or organizations.
With respect to quantitative assessment, the main strength was that quantitative
researchers were able to rapidly collect data from a large sample and compare differences
of organizational culture among different groups. On the other hand, there were many
weaknesses existing in the quantitative studies. First was that a quantitative study was
unable to explore the understanding of the values and assumptions behind artifacts, even
though it could identify these artifacts of cultures. Second was that participants might
lack language and reading ability during the process of responding to the OCI
questionnaire. Like a qualitative assessment, because some items in the OCI
questionnaire might not include the other factors of cultures, a quantitative assessment

might neglect some important cultural issues (Yauch & Steudel, 2003). In addition, the
authors felt that some data might be missing, unavailable, or the response rate might be
too low to adequately reflect organizational culture. Based on triangulation and
complementarity, the authors provided many recommendations to adopt a mixed-methods
approach to examine organizational culture. For example, when quantitative data were
consistent with qualitative data, results of assessing culture would be convergent.
However, if findings of a qualitative approach and a quantitative approach were
inconsistent, one was to learn from the other's strong points and close the gap. These
results were congruent with Creswell's (2005) research. Moreover, Yauch and Steudel
(2003) thought that by first adopting qualitative methods, such as interviews and
observations, researchers were able to employ a more appropriate instrument to assess
organizational culture.
On the whole, there were four advantages emerging in this study by Yauch and
Steudel (2003). First was that due to citing much of the literature review, the framework
of this study was logically developed. Based on Schien's (1990) model, for example, the
key factors of organizational culture were deeply explored by using quantitative and
qualitative approaches. Second was that the differences, strengths and weaknesses
between qualitative method and quantitative method could be exhibited. Third was that
because of conducting a mixed-methods approach to measure organizational culture,
findings indicated that adopting a mixed-method design was superior to using a single
approach for cultural assessment. The last advantage was that Yauch and Steudel(2003)
drew many conclusions and provided cultural assessment techniques for future
researchers. However, there were two main disadvantages emerging from Yauch and

Steudel's study (2003). First, research questions and hypotheses were not developed by
the authors in this study. Second, overall response rates (PC is 35% and BEC is 41%)
were too low to reveal their organizational cultures. Another potential problem was that
due to a long period of time in conducting a qualitative study, organizational culture in
the two companies might be changed even though some researchers, such as Cooke and
Szumal(1993), thoght that organizational culture was stable during a short period. As a
result, timing might influence the accuracy of analysis.
Relationships Between Organizational Culture and Corporate Performarzce

In the adaptive culture theory, Kotter and Heskett (1992) highlighted that firms
whose cultures focused more on leadership and key stakeholders, such as customers,
investors, and employees, had excellent long-term financial performance. Under this
proposition, Waclawski (2002) thought that the dimensions of Large-Scale
Organizational Change (LSOC) needed to include culture, besides the other variables:
mission and strategy, leadership, and structure. LSOC was defined as "a change in the
character of an organization that significantly alters its performance" (Waclawski, 2002,
p. 290). The main advantage of organizational culture was to assist corporations to
determine whether or not the internal integration of their corporate structures matcheed
external changes (Kotter & Heskett, 1992).
Waclawski (2002) conducted a non-experimental, causal comparative,
quantitative study to examine the impact of LSOC on corporate performance. Before
collecting data, the author viewed "mission and strategy, culture, leadership, and
structure" (p. 290) as the four dimensions of successful organizational change. At the
same time, Waclawski created three main hypotheses to identify the relationships

between LSOC and corporate performance. Among these hypotheses, the third
hypothesis addresses relationships between organizational systems, culture, and corporate
performance. Over a one-year period, the author authorized two external firms to collect
data from three sources, including an annual organization assessment survey, financial
performance indices, and external ratings of customer service. Organizational survey
data were collected from a firm with 3,563 employees, including managers and nonmanagers, in 26 geographically dispersed work areas, within the retail division of a large
multinational financial services organization located in the northeastern region of the
United States. At the same time, financial data were independently collected fiom the
human resources and accounting departments of this organization. Another external firm
took responsibility for independently collecting customer service ratings, and the twentysix units compiled and matched these data over a one-year time period. During the
process of data collection, each item in this questionnaire was well developed based on
Burke and Litwin's (1992) model. The overall reliability of these items was relatively
high (from 0.60 through 0.89) and acceptable.
After analyzing these data using robust statistics, such as descriptive statistics,
correlations, t-test, and regression analyses, findings did not support the hypothesis that
the flexibility of organizational systems had an impact on corporate performance.
Waclawski (2002) explained that the adaptability of organizational systems did not mean
the adaptability of organizational culture because organizational systems might not fit
changes in a turbulent environment. In contrast, the hypothesis that there was a positive
correlation between more flexible or adaptable organizational cultures and improved
performance of a company was supported by these findings and consistent with the

adaptive culture theory of Kotter and Heskett (1992). According to these findings,
Waclawski (2002) concluded that organizational change only focusing on one or two
elements of mission and strategy, culture, leadership, and structure might not be
sufficient to produce excellent performance. Evidence also revealed that because
organizational culture was deeply rooted in organizational members, if organizational
culture could modify itself to fit the environmental changes, the basic assumptions and
values of this culture would drive organizational members to face these changes and
challenges so as to meet the needs of their stakeholders. As a consequence, this impetus
would enhance corporate performance. On the other hand, if behaviors of members
within a company did not easily change, the company would not easily change.
There were, however, several limitations emerging in this study. First, due to
only focusing on an organization, findings might not extend to the larger sample and
increase the generalizability of this study. Therefore, it was recommended that future
research should examine the relationships between LSOC and corporate performance
across multiple industries Waclawski (2002). Second, the data collection only reflected
unit-level changes rather than individual-level changes in perception. Consequently, the
author recommended that future studies should explore in-depth understanding of LSOC
through a mixed method.
From this study, readers understood that corporations implementing LSOC had
reached financial profit maximization and improved organizational structures compared
to corporations that did not employ these particular strategies enabling them to compete
in the global market (Waclawski, 2002). Owing to four variables of LSCO described in
the framework of the author, the holistic organization of this study was robust enough. In

addition, the process of data collection and analysis was clearly depicted. In this study,
IC was defined as "positive change in fewer than four but more than none of these

domains" (Waclawski ,2002, p. 295), and NC was viewed as no change or negative
changes in these dimensions. In order to identify whether firms significantly undergoing
changes in the four dimensions would have higher performance, for example, the author
used t-tests to compare differences between LSCO, IC, and NC. Finally, Waclawski used
correlation analyses of eight scales; mission and strategy leadership, culture, structure,
management practices, cultural flexibility, systems flexibility, and stage of change in
order that readers were able to easily understand whether these scales were
interdependent or not. Based on studies and models mentioned previously, moreover, the
related questionnaires were reliable, and their validity was inferred. The author, however,
did not create his research questions. Moreover, due to data collection through an
external firm,the overall response rate and the reliability of these data were not
mentioned by Waclawski. But, Waclawski emphasized that these did not influence the
results of this study. Finally, the two external firms authorized were not clearly described
in this study. These limitations might lessen the quality of this study.
Schein (1992) mentioned that basic assumptions of organizational culture could
combine beliefs and values of managers with their behaviors and practices to improve
corporate performance even though these assumptions were less visible in a culture. In
consequence, if cultural assumptions of a time-based manufacturer focused on customer
orientation, then they might influence five managerial beliefs, including "beliefs on
investing in facilities and equipment to leverage intellectual work and to promote
creativity, beliefs on working with others, beliefs on making decisions that are global,

beliefs on management control, and beliefs on integrating with suppliers" (Nahm et al.,
2004, p. 580). In addition, Nahnl et al. (2004) thought that these values would drive
companies to fulfill time-based managerial practices, and the practices would enhance
corporate performance. In the research of Nahm et al. (2004), time-based manufacturing
practices were comprised of "reengineering setups, cellular manufacturing, quality
improvement efforts, preventive maintenance, and pull production" (p. 58 I), and
corporate performance was assessed through "sales growth, return on investment, market
share gain, and overall competitive position" (p. 581). Based on Schein's (1992) model
of culture, Nahm et al. (2004) conducted an empirical research and developed three main
hypotheses in order to examine relationships between organizational culture on timebased manufacturing and corporate performance.

In this study by Nahm et al. (2004), a questionnaire was mailed to 3,000 firms
Erom four industries that were classified by SIC code 34-37 "Fabricated metal products,"
"Industrial machinery and equipment," "Electronic and other electric equipment," and
"Transportation equipment" (p. 590). Under a criterion that companies needed to have at
least 100 employees, however, only 224 firms were included in this sample. Moreover,
67%, 19%, and 14% of these firms in turn had 100-499,500-999, and more than 1000
employees, respectively. These measurements in this study were from a single
respondent who was a CEOIpresident, a vice president, a director, or a manager in each
firm. In order to eliminate responselnonresponse bias, Nahm et al. used the chi-square
test based on SIC code and firm size. As a result, the finding indicated no bias in SIC
code or firm size. With respect to corporate performance, the authors adopted self-

reported performance measures to analyze dependent variables, including sales growth,
return on investment (ROI), market share, and overall competitive position.
During the process of data analysis, moreover, standardized coefficients and tvalues of the measurement model, descriptive statistics, composite reliability, average
variance extracted, and discriminant validity were calculated and shown. Therefore, all
composite reliability estimates were estimated over 0.75. Due to comparing the average
variance extracted and the squared correlation between constructs, discriminant validity
was established. In respect to convergent validity, the authors examined the significance
of item loadings through t-tests. Furthermore, findings strongly supported these
hypotheses. In other words, organizational culture focusing on customer orientation had
a significantly positive impact on manufacturing performance through these five belief
constructs and time-based manufacturing practices.
To examine the role of firm size in this study, the 224 firms were divided into two
subgroups. One of the two subgroups was comprised of 151 firms who had fewer than
500 employees, and the other included 73 firms with 500 or more employees. Then using
t-test, Nahm et al. (2004) compared differences between these two subgroups. Findings
indicated that there were differences between the two subgroups. In the subgroup with
small firm size, for example, beliefs in investing in facilities and equipment, and beliefs
in management control simultaneously had a significant impact on time-based
manufacturing practices. In the other one, in contrast, there were no significant
relationships between the two beliefs and time-based manufacturing practices. On the
other hand, beliefs on making decisions that were global in the small firms had no impact

on time-based manufacturing practices, but in the large firms there was a significant
relationship between two variables.
Based on the findings mentioned earlier, Nahm et al. (2004) drew many
conclusions and implications. First, there were positive relationships between customer
orientation and five beliefs, five beliefs and time-based manufacturing practices, timebased manufacturing practices and corporate performance. Second, customer orientation
was identified as indirectly influencing corporate performance through five beliefs and
time-based manufacturing practices. Third, firm size might be a mediator variable
because relations between customer orientation, beliefs, and time-based manufacturing
practices depended on firm size. Consequently, the authors recommended that future
researchers should conduct studies to examine firm size moderating effects through
multi-group analysis.
There were, however, some limitations in this study. First, because the data was
collected from a single respondent for each firm, there might be a bias in these findings.
Moreover, the study neglected to assess the opinions of non-managers. Second, because
some of the 224 firms participating in this study had a single plant, and the others
consisted of multiple plants, the holistic culture in the firm with multiple plants might not
be reflected in the findings. Third, the authors pointed out that the performance data
might lack the credibility of other financial information.
Generally, the framework of this study by Nahrn et al. (2004) was logically
developed based on Schien's (1992) model. Likewise, the outline of this study was
clearly and definitely summarized in the abstract, so the purpose of conducting this study
can be easily captured. With respect to methodology, due to the development of the

questionnaire based on previous research, the internal validity could be suggestive.
Moreover, because no bias was identified through chi-square test of homogeneity ('p <
0.05), the external validity was inferred. Conclusions, implications, and
recommendations were sufficiently provided. As mentioned previously, for example,
firm size might be a potential mediator variable between customer orientation, beliefs,
and time-based manufacturing practices. As Nahm et al. (2004) mentioned, however, due
to the response of only one executive/manager for each firm and the lack of the
viewpoints of non-managers, there was bias in this study.
Not only has adaptability been conceptually ingrained in a biological field, but it
has also contributed to business disciplines. Kotter and Heskett (1992) thought that
organizational behaviors needed to fit external changes in order to sustain a company in a
radically turbulent marketplace. As a result, corporate performance was significantly
linked to the adaptability concept of organizational culture. Stoica and Schindehutte

(1999) conducted a study about understanding the impact of organizational culture on
corporate performance. The authors used a non-experimental, mixed design to identify a
non-linear relationship between adaptability and performance through an information
processing approach, including detecting signals from the market, filtering searched
information, and designing and implementing responses. Five major hypotheses were
logically developed to examine these relationships. Based on research by Jung (1971),
and Quinn and McGrath (1985), organizational culture was classified into four typologies:
adhocracy, market-driven, clan, and hierarchy. The purport of this study was to identify
these four cultural typologies' abilities to search, filter, and respond to information fiom
their environment.

From the Washington State Small Business Development Center (SBDC), 1,000
companies were randomly selected that had from 50 to 100 employees. Based on indepth interviews of six CEOs and small business development specialists, it was
determined that the appropriate relevant respondents should include the owner, the CEO,
or the senior marketing manager. Data were collected by mailing the related
questionnaire to these respondents. As a result, 284 firms responded, a response rate of
28%. However, only 242 usable questionnaires were acceptable among these responded
questionnaires. Of the 284 respondent firms, 124 were manufacturers, 64 were nonfinancial services, 50 were wholesale and retail trade, and 46 were other industries.
Likewise, these firms had existed for five to twenty-five years and had less than 100
employees. With respect to measuring organizational culture, an instrument developed
by Deshpande, Farley, and Webster (1993) was used to categorize these 242 firms into
the four cultural typologies. Therefore, 82, 50,43, and 62 of the 242 firms were clan
culture, adhocracy, hierarchy, and market-driven culture, respectively. The remaining
five firms did not think that their organizational cultures belong to the four archetypes of
culture.
According to research by Quinn and McGrath (1985), not only did firms with
adhocracy have characteristics such as entrepreneurship, creativity, and adaptability, but
they also tended toward joining a venture, creating new markets and potential customers.
Firms with a market-driven culture paid more attention to enhancing competitive
advantages and to goal achievement. Clan culture encouraged firms to put higher
emphasis on team performance, cohesiveness, and employee job satisfaction. Firms with
a hierarchy had bureaucratic structures and highlighted rules, orders, and control. As to a

dependant variable, returns on equity (ROE), returns on sales (ROS), the past three-year
average growth for each firm, and a subjective measure of whether the company's goals
had been attained were used to evaluate the performance of each firm.
Through ANOVA F-test, Hypothesis 1: "organizational culture influences
adaptability in the small firms" (Stoica and Schindehutte, 1999, p. 7) was strongly
supported. That is, firms with an adhocratic culture were the most adaptive, followed by
those with clan and market-driven cultures. In contrast, firms with a hierarchical culture
were identified to be the least adaptive. Through regression analysis, the non-linear
relationship between adaptability and corporate performance was identified. The
negative impact of very strong or very weak adaptability on performance was also
supported. Through ANOVA F-test, moreover, Hypothesis 3-the

impact of information

search was positive on corporate performance, Hypothesis 4--there was a nonlinear
relationship between information filtering and corporate performance, and Hypothesis

5--firm performance was positively related to responsiveness, were positively supported.
Not only did these results exhibit a positive, linear relationship between information
search and corporate performance, but they also indicated that there was a non-linear
relationship between filtering and corporate performance, as well as a positive, linear
relationship between responsiveness and performance.
The findings led to four conclusions and implications. First, Stoica and
Schindehutte (1999) suggested that not only should adhocracy be the most adaptive
culture, but it should also be the most entrepreneurial. The hierarchical culture was
viewed as the least adaptive culture. Moreover, very strong or very weak adaptability
likely led to a negative impact on corporate performance. Second, an overall standpoint

indicated that firms with adhocratic and clan cultures had the highest abilities to search
information; on the other hand, those with a hierarchical culture had the lowest abilities
to detect information. With respect to filtering, however, hierarchy was likely the culture
most able to filter searched information, while adhocratic and clan cultures were thought
to be the least able to do so. Because adhocracy swiftly detected any market signal, it
was the most likely to respond to these signals, followed by clan, market-driven, and
hierarchy. Third, small businesses were apt to have clan or market-driven cultures based
on the location of these firms in this study. In addition, cultures of small firms were not
similar to those of large companies. According to informational processes, finally, the
authors felt that there was no optimal cultural typology for all small businesses.
Although the sample in this study consisted of different industries, future research needed
to focus more on controlling industry-type in order to gain in-depth understanding of
adaptive cultures. Likewise, future researchers needed to model the way in which small
firms respond to informational inputs.
On the whole, the framework of the study by Stoica and Schindehutte (1999) was
solid and logically developed based on much of literature review with respect to
organizational behaviors and informational processes. A self-report questionnaire was
designed to measure each of the variables and then was revised by pre-testing through
interviews with business executives and business development specialists in the state of
Washington. Results indicated high internal consistency and homogeneity in each set of
items and the overall Cronbach alpha was greater than 0.7. Findings of many prior
researchers (Bagozzi, 1994; Churchill, 1991; Nunnally, 1985), supported this. At the
same time, this result was congruent with the result of a half-split reliability test

employed in the questionnaire. Due to the fact that 1,000 firms had been randomly
selected based on SBDC and included multiple industries, the external validity could be
inferred. Moreover, the authors used some statistical tools including regression analysis
and ANVOA F-test, to analyze these data. Findings were robust enough to respond to
the hypotheses. Based on these findings, the authors also provided a number of
conclusions and implications about the linkages between adaptive culture and corporate
performance. Unfortunately, Stoica and Schindehutte (1999) did not mention any
limitations of this study even though they offered some future studies. Moreover, the
authors did not conceptually point to what kind of dimensions or components of
organizational culture was able to influence adaptability and what the components of a
firm's adaptation were. According to results of this research, however, Stoica and
Schindehutte recommended that future research should identify information search,
filtering, and responsiveness as the three primary components of adaptability (Stoica et
al., 2004).
Stoica et al. (2004) conducted a rion-experimental, quantitative, and comparative.
study to reveal relationships between the different types of organizational culture and
information processing such as information search, filtering, and responsiveness for small
and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). In this study, moreover, information processing
was identified as the primary component of adaptation of a firm.Based on previous
theories and literature gaps, Stoica et al. (2004) created two main research questions and
three hypotheses to examine the impact of different cultural typologies on the abilities of
information processing in a company. According to studies by Quinn and McGrath

(1985), cultures were classified into four types: market-driven culture, adhocracy, clan,
and hierarchy. The three hypotheses were developed by Stoica et al. (2004) as follows:
Hypothesis I: Overall, the intensity and scope of information search is greater in

small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) with market-driven cultures,
sequentially followed by adhocracy, clan and hierarchy cultures.
Hypothesis 2: Overall, the information filtering and processing activities are more

intensive in SMEs with hierarchy cultures, sequentially followed by clan, marketdriven, and adhocracy cultures.
Hypothesis 3: SMEs with adhocracy cultures are more responsive, sequentially

followed by market-driven, clan and hierarchy cultures. (p. 255)
Based on suggestions provided by executives and business specialists, as well as a
criterion, firms with fewer than 50 employees were excluded, but 1,000 small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) having more than 50 employees and located in the
State of Washington were the target sample and had at least two-level management
structures. Through a mail survey, data were collected from 1,000 firms. However, a
total of 284 responses were acceptable, and the response rate was 28.4%. By adopting a
chi-square test to determine the response bias, the result indicated that there were no
significant differences between respondents and non-respondents. In respect of
measuring information processing, Kholi, Jaworski, and Kumar (1993) adopted a twelveitem Likert scale to measure information search including search scope and vigilance.
Therefore, these two variables were considered after in-depth interviews, and their
Cronbach alphas were 0.7486 and 0.7450, respectively, by using factor analysis.

Based on the study by Stoica et al. (2004), information filtering and processing
was measured by a ten-item Likert scale and consisted of three variables: structural
formality, information dissemination, and structural flexibility. Similarly, the Cronbach
alphas of the three variables were examined by using factor analysis and were 0.764,
0.684, and 0.6529, respectively. A twelve-item Likert scale was developed to measure
responsiveness. Through factor analysis, the Cronbach alpha of responsiveness was
identified to be 0.8837. In addition, by asking these participants, their organizational
cultures were classified into the four archetypes. Because SMEs having two or more
cultural types were removed from this study, finally only 242 firms were eligible. After
using ANOVA to analyze these data, the hypotheses were partially or totally supported.
Findings, for example, partially supported that firms with a market-driven culture had the
most ability to search information, followed by those with adhocracy, clan, and hierarchy.
This was because adhocracy had the highest degree of vigilance, followed by clan,
market-driven, and hierarchy. Clan had the widest search scope, followed by adhocracy,
market-driven, and hierarchy. Hypothesis 2 was developed to predict that hierarchical
SMEs were the most able to filter searched information, followed by clan, market-driven,
and adhocratic SMEs. However, it was slightly supported by the findings because there
was no significant difference of structural flexibility among the four cultural types even
though structural formality and the degree of information dissemination indicated
significant discrepancies among them. Based on findings, Hypothesis 3 was strongly
supported.
These finding led to three conclusions and implications. First, corporate culture
was identified as one of the determinants influencing the way in which organizations

detect and react to market signals. However, structural flexibility had no significant
difference among the four culture archetypes. Second, due to having the most sensitive
characteristic, for example, SMEs with an adhocratic culture had the strongest ability to
detect environmental changes, but they had fewer abilities to filter market information.
Among the four cultural archetypes, on the other hand, adhocratic SMEs were most
capable of responding to environmental changes. This aspect was consistent with the
conclusions of Stoica and Schindehutte (1999). Although firms with a clan culture had
high values for search scope culture, they showed a relatively lower degree of vigilance
and responsiveness. With respect to hierarchies, they showed the lowest abilities in
information processing except for having the highest degree of formality in planning.
This might be due to having so many formal structures, rules and routines in hierarchical
firms. Finally, market-driven cultures were more effective in filtering and responding to
market signals than were hierarchical cultures. Based on these conclusions, this study
also provided several implications. One was that the patterns of information processing
were identified as playing an important role in examining differences in the process in
which SMEs with different cultures detect, filter, and respond to market information.
Another implication was that no one cultural archetype was superior to the other three.
However, Stoica et al. (2004) recommended that adhocracy and clan should be the best
combination of culture types.
On the whole, the findings related to the impact of different cultures on
information processing were congruent with research by Deshpande and Webster (1989)
and Stoica and Schindehutte (1999). Moreover, this research provided further evidence
that information search, filtering, and responsiveness are viewed as the main components

of adaptability. This aspect seemed to be consistent with Stoica and Schindehutte's
(1999) prediction. In respect to interval validity, the definitions of variables measured in
this research were clearly and definitely explored by citing previous study by Stoica and
Schindehutte (1999). In addition, due to logically and systematically creating two
research questions and three main hypotheses, findings of this research were robust
enough to identify relationships between organizational culture and information
processing in SMEs. Through factor analysis, the overall reliability of variables
measured in this study is relatively high and acceptable. As to external validity, the
purpose of this research was to provide further evidence not only to strengthen Stoica and
Schindehutte's (1999) study, but also to indicate the impact of cultural archetypes on
information processing. Because of logical sampling and reasonable data analysis, the
quality of this research was inferred. However, Stoica et al. (2004) did not provide
limitations of their study and future research, so these might degrade the quality of the
study.
Much of recent literature has contributed to the link between organizational
culture and corporate performance (Lim, 1995). Evidence indicated that different
industries or companies need different cultural values (Lee & Yu, 2004). In addition,
cultural strength has been a controversial issue because some researchers, such as Deal
and Kennedy (1982), thought it led to excellent performance, but others, such as Kotter
and Heskett (1992), Fairfield-Sonn (1993), Frame, et al. (1989), Lewis (1994), and Quick
(1992), pointed out that the strength of organizational culture had either no or a slight
impact on corporate performance. As a result, Lee and Yu (2004) conducted a nonexperimental, causal comparative, quantitative study about the impact of organizational

culture on corporate performance among Singaporean companies. Moreover, the authors
attempted to identify whether different industries needed different characteristics of
organizational culture. Before fulfilling the sampling procedure, Lee and Yu (2004)
logically created three research questions in order to test culture and performance issues.
These research questions were:
(1)

Can the culture construct be operationalized along distinct, repeatable
dimensions?

(2)

Does industry membership affect the profile of cultural values?

(3)

Does cultural strength affect organizational performance? (p. 343)

Seventy-two companies were selected from three industries, hospitals, insurance,
and high-tech manufacturing, to be the target population. A systematic sampling plan
resulted in the data producing ten firms (four hospitals, three manufacturers, and three
insurance firms), with a response rate of 13.8%. Each company in the sample had about
seven senior managers participating in the cultural research project. Therefore, the total
number of participants was 70, and these participants were in the highest two or three
levels of management and had at least two-years working experiences with their company,
with an average working experience being 7.5 years. The average age of these
participants for the hospital and insurance industries was about 40, while that of the
manufacturing industry was less than 35. In this study, five-year performance indicators,
including sales turnover, return on assets (ROA), and net profitability, were used to
assess the corporate performance of the three manufacturing firms based on their annual
reports and internal finance departments. Five-year period financial data from insurance
companies consisted of the rate of growth of business for life policies and annual

premiums, net returns on investments (ROI), and persistency rates according to their
annual reports and the Monetary Authority of Singapore (MAS) Insurance
Commissioner's Report. Over a seven-year period, internal improvement in bed
occupancy rates, reduction in the average length of stay of patients in the three levels
(class A, B1, and B2) of wards, and staff turnover rates from the four hospitals were
included.
The organizational culture profile (OCP), as developed by Chatman and Jehn
(1994), was used in this study to measure organizational culture as an independent
variable. Based on test-retest by O'Reilly, Chatman, and Caldwell (1991), reliability
estimates of OCP were high (median = 0.74, range = 0.65-0.87) for internal consistency,
and the convergent validity of the instrument was established. After using principal
components analysis and an orthogonal varimax rotation, moreover, eighteen allowable
factors with eigenvalues greater than one were extracted from the OCP responses.
Finally, however, only five factors, labeled as innovation, supportive, team, humanistic,
and task orientations, were chosen to be dimensions of corporate culture because
according to the scree test, the slope changed after the fifth factor. In addition, because
the other factors might be peculiar to an Asian context, they were removed. Reliabilities
of the five factors estimated from 0.55 through 0.70, which were congruent with research
by Chatman and Jehn (1994).
Through factor analysis and reliability tests, findings significantly identified
"organizational culture can be operationalized along distinct, repeatable dimensions"
(Lee & Yu, 2004, p. 352). However, the impact of industry membership on cultural
profile was not supported. Lee and Yu (2004) explained that cultural paradigms in a

company were very difficult to shift even though the environmental conditions had
changed. On the other hand, when new competitors entered the industry, this impact
might compel a company's culture to change. Based on the scree test, four factors whose
eigenvalues were greater than one were used to examine cultural strength of these
companies. Reliabilities of the factors were estimated from 0.80 to 0.91, and their
construct validity was established. By using correlation analysis, findings partially
supported the research question addressing the impact of cultural strength having a
significant impact on corporate performance. For example, cultural strength had no
impact on corporate performance in hospitals, whereas it was correlated with ROA in
manufacturing firms and growth in annual premiums (Lee & Yu, 2004). The results were
consistent with research by Kotter and Heskett (1992) and Nemeth (1997). Based on
these results, Lee and Yu (2004) drew three conclusions and implications. First, cultural
difference was greater across multiple industries than within the same industry. Second,
the cultural paradigm in a company was dynamic rather than static. Moreover, it needed
to fit the environmental changes. This conclusion was supported by Kotter and Heskett
(1992). Finally, strong culture may be unable to help all companies to improve their
performance. This was because not only might companies with a strong culture tend
toward bureaucracy, but they might also inadvertently stifle the creativity of their
employees (Nemeth, 1997).
On the whole, the strengths of the study conducted by Lee and Yu (2004) were
logical and robust. In addition, internal validity strengths of this study were established
in hypothesis testing based on previous research by Chatman and Jehn (1994) and
07Reillyet al. (1991). Moreover, the robustness of OCP was well exhibited in this paper.

Due to data collected across the three different industries, external validity of this study
could be inferred. However, there were two limitations emerging in this study. First, the
participants in the sample were limited to senior managers. Because of the lack of the
viewpoints of employees, the overall organizational culture in a company might be
misrepresented. Second, because the three industries were deliberately selected, the
findings might not sufficiently extend to other industries. In the future, not only should
cultural research focus on the opinions of managers and non-managers, but it should also
extend to multiple industries. However, there were several disadvantages emerging in
this study. One was that failure to develop hypotheses may degrade the quality of this
paper. Another one was that the overall response rate was too low, so readers might not
be convinced by these findings.
The Culture-NPD Model: Nakata & Sivakumar

Although many studies have added to the knowledge of the impact of corporate
culture on organizational behaviors, structures, and management, relatively little
literature has placed an emphasis on relationships between culture and NPD (Nakata &
Sivakumar, 1996). Based on Hofstede's (1980b) culture model, ten propositions in the
model by Nakata and Sivakumar (1996) were developed to combine five dimensions,
including individualism, power distance, masculinity, uncertainty avoidance, and
Confucian dynamic, from Hofstede's culture model with the two main phases of NPD.
Confucian dynamic dimension, time-orientation dimension, was used to explain that
long-term orientation referred to the extent of exhibiting a pragmatic future oriented
perspective, rather than a short-term viewpoint in a society (Hofstede, 1980b). The
purpose of the first two propositions was to link the extent of individualism in culture to

the phases of NPD. During the early stage of NPD, high degrees of individualism were
considered to improve NPD success because a firm whose culture was highly
individualistic was more likely to encourage its employees to create new ideas. The
proposition led to connecting innovation and NPD success (Sengupta & Bushman, 1998).
In contrast, high degrees of collectivism more successfully led new product introduction
to the market due to putting an emphasis on cooperation and interdependence among
team members during the final stage of NPD. The proposition led to a relationship
between team performance and successful NPD (Nakata & Sivakumar, 1996; Thome &
Smith, 2000).
The third and fourth propositions linked the influence of power distance to NPD.
During the initiation stage, low extents of power distance were viewed as facilitating the
NPD process because members in a firm with less power distance were encouraged to
contribute their efforts and creativity. During the implementation stage, however, a
culture with higher power distance enhanced NPD success because higher power distance
was able to centralize managerial commands in order to coordinate complex efforts. The
fifth and sixth propositions led to a linkage between masculinity and the process of NPD.
In a firm with a low masculinity culture, employees were more empowered from high
management, so low degrees of masculinity had a positive impact on the initiation stage
of NPD. In contrast to low degrees of masculinity, members in a culture with higher
masculinity were more likely follow the organizational missions and visions to meet
goals. As a result, high degrees of masculinity positively influenced the final phase of
NPD. The two propositions were identified as concerning the impact of clarity on NPD
success (Sengupta & Bushman, 1998). Uncertainty avoidance in the seventh and eighth

propositions was identified to be associated with the two main phases of NPD. Through
risk taking and minimal controls, low level of uncertainty avoidance assisted the
initiation stage of NPD. Through minimizing risk taking and tightening controls, on the
other hand, higher uncertainty avoidance facilitated the implementation stage of NPD. In
consequence, high extent of uncertainty avoidance was proposed as a positive influence
on project management, and to enhance the NPD success rate during the final stage of
NPD (Sengupta & Bushman, 1998). Finally, the role of the Confucian dynamic in the
process of NPD was identified by the ninth and tenth propositions by Nakata and
Sivakumar (1998), respectively:
The positive pole of the Confucian dynamic promotes new product
development (in both initiation and implementation stages) by emphasis
on action and future possibilities.
The negative pole of the Confucian dynamic impedes new product
development (in both initiation and implementation stages) by focusing on
preservation of the past and present realities. (p. 67)
Through Nakata and Sivakumar's (1998) model, the effect of organizational
culture on NPD success was identified. Based on Nakata and Sivakumar's (1998) model,
moreover, the impact of three culture variables, including clarity, initiative, and project
management, on both initiation and implementation stages of NPD was identified in the
study by Sengupta and Bushman (1998). Not only did Nakata and Sivakumar (1996)
develop a conceptual model to connect culture and NPD, but the authors also identified
directions for the exploration of relationships between organizational culture and
successful NPD.

The impact of organizational culture on corporate performance was identified.
However, no one culture was able to fit all companies and industries (Kotter & Heskett,
1992). Different companies or industries needed different components of organizational
culture (Lee & Yu, 2004). Based on research by Johannessen et al. (2001), Sarin and
Mahajan (2001), Sarin and O'Connor (1999), and Sengupta and Bushman (1998), four
cultural components, including clarity, project management, team performance, and
innovation, were operationalized and measured. As a result, these four culture variables
were described as follows.
Clarity

During the early stage of developing new products and services, clarity of project
targets is viewed as one of the important factors in conceptualizing new products and
services. Clarity was defined as "the extent of communication, understanding, and
acceptance of a set of project mission and goals that guide development efforts7'(Hong et
al., 2004, p. 1275). In the study by Sengupta and Bushman (1998), clarity was also
identified as with clear and well-defined planning processes. In Cooper's (1994) NPD
model, how well a product was defined prior to entering the development stage was
viewed as a key success factor because the specific product definition was able to serve
as a communication tool and guide. New product development requires cross-functional
teamwork, so good communications would help to manage and minimize conflicts among
team or group members in a firm. In contrast, failure to clarify project goals led to poor
decision-making, unclear communications with NPD team members, and an inability to
keep the project on track (Barczak & Wilemon, 1992). Researchers, such as Hong et al.
(2004), Sengupta and Bushman (1998), Barczak and Wilemen (1992), and Thamhain

(1990), argued that one of the characteristics of effective leaders was to clearly and
definitely convey organizational objectives and concepts to their team members.
Moreover, clear planning and mission were able to guide all participants to move toward
the right direction and reduce uncertainty.
Nakata and Sivakumar (1996) pointed out that the degree of masculinity, one of
five dimensions in Hofstede's (1980b) cultural model, highly correlated with successful
new product development. There were two factors, purposefulness and formalization,
presented in this cultural dimension. Through formalization of tasks and roles, all
participants were able to clearly know what is done by whom and how tasks or plans
should be fulfilled. In consequence, Nakata and Sivakumar (1996) in their conceptual
model mentioned two propositions about masculinity. Findings of an empirical study by
Sengupta and Bushman (1998) identified the propositions and drew a conclusion that
clarity would be one of the cultural dimensions improving corporate performance
because it was able to become a shared value of all participants in a team or group. In
addition, Hong et al. (2004) conducted an empirical study about the role of project target
clarity in an uncertain project environment. Findings provided evidence to support the
notion that clearer project mission and targets were able to enhance the level of teamwork
among cross-functional product development participants.

Project Management
Project management was defined as "the application of knowledge, skills, tools,
and techniques to project activities to meet project requirements" (Project Management
Institute [PMI], 2000, p. 6). Project management was also proposed as "the execution of
activities, within a specified time frame" (Krishnan & Loch, 2005, p. 433). Projects in

modern organizations were classified four categories, including engineering, new product
development, system development, and organizational change projects (Cicmil, 1999).
Project management in the studies by Hebert (2002) and Loo (1996) was identified as a
powerful, generic management approach enhancing project success based on three
reasons. First, Ives (2005) pointed out that due to focusing on results of projects,
effective leadership was needed to enable project team members to achieve
organizational goals successfully. Second, during the process of fulfilling projects, crosshnctional team would be built, and a synergistic atmosphere would also be fostered in
order to encourage a cooperative team effort towards accomplishing a common objective
(Ives, 2005). Finally, during the implementation stage of projects, risk taking and
conflicts would be minimized through uncertainty analysis, tight controls, and effective
coordination (Hebert, 2002; Ives, 2005; Nakata & Sivakumar, 1996; Sengupta &
Bushman, 1998). Furthermore, the value of project management was recognized by most
companies as part of their holistic strategy (Hebert, 2002).
Sengupta and Bushman, (1998) pointed out that the fourth dimension in
Hofstede's cultural model, uncertainty avoidance, was referred to project management.
This was because uncertainty avoidance in all cultures was how these cultures adapted to
changes and cope with uncertainties of the future (Hofstede, 1980b). When facing a
turbulent marketplace, effective leaders were able to make use of monitoring and
controlling in order to reduce uncertainty and risk during the implementation stage of
new product development. Through clearly setting goals and analyzing environmental
changes, project leaders were able to immediately modify their strategies and projects so
as to fit needs of customers, after recognizing potential problems and conflicts at their

onset (Gibbons et al., 2003; Ives, 2005; Kotter & Heskett, 1992; Thamhain, 1990). In
addition, project management was able to play an important role in requirements
assessment and specifications during the process of NPD (Krishnan & Loch, 2005).
Nakata and Sivakumar (1 996) expounded that in project management managers
with high uncertainty avoidance emphasized risk aversion, tight planning, and controls.
Through tighter controls and better planning, a coordination of complex efforts was
ensured, and managerial commands were fulfilled. As a consequence, these authors
believed that a high level of uncertainty avoidance positively correlated with new product
development during the implementation stage (Nakata & Sivakumar, 1996). The
proposition was supported by findings of Sengupta and Bushman's (1998) empirical
study.
Measurement of Clarity and Project Management
In the study by Sengupta and Bushman (1998), clarity was measured by a 6-point,

uni-dimensional semantic differential scale with six items. Each of six items was ranged
with anchors of "strongly disagree" (1) and "strongly agree" (6). Project management
was measured by a 6-point, uni-dimensional semantic differential scale with seven items.
Each of seven items was ranged with anchors of "almost never" (1) and "almost always"
(6). The reliabilities of the 6-item scale clarity scale and the 7-item project management
scale in the study by Sengupta and Bushman (1998) were tested through Cronbach's
alpha. As a result, findings indicated that Cronbach's alphas of clarity and project
management were estimated 0.82 and 0.78, respectively (Sengupta & Bushman, 1998).
Through a principal components factor analysis with varimax rotation, items loaded
heavily on the five factors as expected with minimum cross-loading values. Therefore,

convergent and discriminant validity of all items of clarity and project management were
established.
Based on the (1996) model by Nakata and Sivakumar, Sengupta and Bushman
(1998) conducted a non-experimental, comparative, and mixed study to examine
relationships between three cultural variables (clarity, initiative, and project management)
and new product development. Before searching the target population, the authors set
three criteria. First, in the target population, high-tech firms whose products were in
electronics, computers, and biotechnology needed to have R&D and marketing
departments and at least eighty employees. Second, managers of both departments in
each firm had to have been working together for at least nine months. Third, both
managers in each firm needed to agree to participate in a two-hour interview. As a result,
89 high-tech firms were selected as the target population based on the three criteria.
According to information from the interview, two questionnaires were designed.
The purpose of the first questionnaire was to collect data about the success rate of
developing and launching new products in the past three years. The success rate of new
product development was calculated by asking two self-report questions developed by
Segupta and Bushman (1998) as follows and then dividing the term b by the term a:
a.

How many new products have you been significantly involved in
developing while working for this company during the last three years?

b.

Of those new products, how many actually were successful in meeting the
significant goals (financial, sales, profitability) set for them? (p. 394)

The second questionnaire was designed to address the organizational culture and
structure characteristics of each firm. The participants were comprised of managers in

both R&D and marketing departments in each firm and needed to respond to the
questionnaires. Therefore, the sample size was 169 (marketing sub-sample n = 83 and
R&D sub-sample n = 86).
After data collection, the Cronbach's alphas of three cultural variables, including
clarity, initiative, project management, were estimated 0.82, 0.82, and 0.78, respectively.
Through a principal components factor analysis and the varimax rotation, the convergent
and distriminant validity were established. Relationships between cultural values, firm
size (the number of employees in each firm), and the success rate were analyzed through
multivariate ordinary least squares (OLS) regression using SPSS statistical software.
Findings indicated that only project management had a slightly positive impact on the
success rate in the full sample. In the marketing sub-sample, however, project
management and firm size significantly and positively influenced the success rate. In
contrast, the success rate was strongly and positively related to clarity and initiative in the
R&D sub-sample.
In order to develop an in-depth understanding of the operationalization of the
cultural variables, by taking two of the three variables at a time, three multiplicative
composite variables, including clarity*project management, clarity*initiative, and
initiative*project management, were formed by Sengupta and Bushman (1998).
Similarly, through an OLS regression, the three multiplicative composite variables were
significantly and positively related to the success rate in the full sample. In the marketing
sub-sample, clarity*project management and firm size were identified to strongly and
positively influence the NPD success rate, whereas initiative*project management had a
slight impact on the NPD success rate. In R&D sub-sample, however, both

clarity*initiative and initiative*project management were significantly and positively
related to the NPD success rate, even though clarity*project management and firm size
had no impact on the NPD success rate.
Based on the findings, Sengupta and Bushman (1998) drew four conclusions.
First, that clarity and initiative had a strong positive impact on successful NPD in the
R&D sub-sample. This indicated that clarity and initiative were able to help to develop
new products during the early stage. Second, project management was able to enhance
the success rate of new products launched in the marketplace. Third, clarity was
identified as improving successful NPD during both the initiation and implementation
phases of NPD. This was because clear mission and goals as well as clear planning and
communication could help NPD team members to more effectively and efficiently create
innovative ideas, products, or services, and then introduce them into marketplaces.
Finally, firm size in the study was identified as mediating relationships between
organizational culture and new product development. The larger firm size was, the
higher the NPD success rate was. However, there were two main limitations emerging in
the study. The first one was that because participants were limited to managers in both
R&D and marketing divisions, the corporate culture of these firms might not be fully
reflected. Therefore, it was recommended that future research should focus on crosssection participants. The second one was that, based on research by Berthon, Hulbert,
and Pitt. (2004), O'Regan and Ghobadian (2005), and Tharnhain (1990), new product
development was influenced by other factors, such as innovation and team performance.
In consequence, future research should focus on the impact of other cultural variables on

new product development.

On the whole, the framework of the study was not well developed based on the
following reasons. First, Sengupta and Bushman (1998) did not consider whether other
performance outcomes, such as financial outcomes, were affected by the three variables.
Second, the 89 firms were not clearly described in the study. As a result, the external
validity might be degraded. Third, based on research by Iaquinto and Fredrickson (1997)
and O'Regan and Ghobadian (2005), environmental conditions would have an impact on
corporate performance. However, Sengupta and Bushman (1998) in their study did not
consider environmental uncertainty as an explanatory variable of NPD success arte even
though firm size was considered as that of NPD success rate. Therefore, this guides
future research to put emphasis on environmental uncertainty.
Team Performance

A team was defined by Katzenback and Smith (1993) as "...as a small number of
people with complementary skills who are committed to common purpose, performance,
goals and approach for which they hold themselves mutually accountable" (p. 113).
Thorne and Smith (2000) pointed out that although the purpose of building teams was to
achieve organizational goals, most work groups hardly met this stage because of conflicts
over power and authority and unstable interpersonal relationships among team members.
According to Katzenback and Smith's (1993) group theory, five conditions led a work
group to effectively become a team. The first one was that a group needed to embrace
leadership as a shared activity. Second, accountability needed to move from individual to
both individual and collective. Third, a group needed to develop its own goals and
missions. Fourth, solving problems needed to become a way of life of all group members
rather than a part-time activity for them. Finally, the effectiveness of a group could be

measured by performance and productivity. Based on Katzenback and Smith's (1993)
group theory, types of teams were classified into four categories, including advice teams,
production teams, project teams, and action teams. The purpose of building advice teams
was to broadly search information from marketplaces for managerial decisions.
Production teams were designed to meet day-to-day operations. The functionality of
project teanls was to create problem solving through specialized knowledge. Action
teams were related to involving the responsive application of specialized knowledge.
Team performance was defined as the extent to which a team was able to fulfill
established plans and reduce conflicts among team members in order to achieve goals set
by its organization and to meet the needs of customers (Ancona & Caldwell, 1991, 1992;
Hoegl & Gemuende, 2001; Meyer, 1994; Sarin & O'Connor, 1999; Sarin & Mahajan,
2001). Likewise, because team performance was identified as a multi-dimensional
construct, it should be evaluated by multiple measures (Sarin & Mahajan, 2001 ; Sarin &
McDermott, 2003; Sarin & O'Connor, 1999). According to Sundstrom, De Meuse, and
Futrell's (1990) model, two major criteria, including performance and viability, were
used to assess the effectiveness of work-based teams. In the study by Thorne and Smith
(2000), evidence suggested that the most effective team performance should build on
cooperation, trust, and cohesiveness among members in a team. Cooperation and
cohesiveness were related to the cultural values in an organization (Kreitner & Kinicki,
1995). Cooperation was the notion of systematically integrating people's efforts to
achieve the mutual goals or objectives (Thorne & Smith, 2000). Nakata and Sivakumar
(1996) expounded that low degrees of individualism were able to strengthen cooperation
among team members. With respect to cohesiveness, the higher the extent of

cohesiveness in a team, the greater team member satisfaction and the higher member
creativity and productivity (Tziner, 1982).
Low power distance was associated with equality and decentralization in a team
(Nakata & Sivakumar, 1996). Based on Nakata and Sivakumar's (1996) propositions, the
degrees of individualism and power distance correlated positively with new product
development. Clear communication, effective leadership, and enough empowerment in a
team enhanced team performance and further improve corporate outcomes. Besides
having good communication and coordination, the more that team members focused on
market analysis and innovation, the higher the NPD success rate (Olson, Walker, &
Ruekert, 1995; Sarin & Mahajan, 2001; Sarin & O'Connor, 1999; Wind & Mahajan,
1997). In the studies by Ancona and Caldwell(1992) and Sarin and Mahajan (2001),
members in the NPD team were from R&D, manufacturing, and marketing divisions in a

firm because they had complementary skills and knowledge. However, evidence
indicated that conflicts emerged among the NPD team members because of their
heterogeneous characteristics. In order to reduce conflicts and increase interpersonal
communications among team members, greater negotiation and conflict resolution skills
as well as clear group goals and established priorities may be necessary (Ancona &
Caldwell, 1992).

Measurement of Team Performance
Team performance was viewed as a construct with multiple dimensions.
Researchers, such as Barczak and Wilemon (1992), used a global instrument measuring
team performance, whereas McDonough (1993) focused on one outcome of team
activity, such as communication among team members. However, Sarin and O'Connor

(1999) pointed out that due to using a global measure, in-depth understanding of the
process might be difficult to obtain. In contrast, any one performance measure was
insufficient to comprehend the holistic outcomes of team behaviors. Additionally, results
measures, including profits, market share, and cost, were viewed as important indicators
of organizational performance, but such measures were unable to lead team members to
understand what they must do to improve their performance (Meyer, 1994).
In the study by Sarin and O'Connor (1999), team performance was measured by a
multi-dimensional instrument. The instrument consisted of seven dimensions, including
"speed to market, adherence to budget and schedule, product quality, market
performance, self-rated performance, team member satisfaction, and resource
availability" (Sarin & O'Connor, 1999, p. 112). Not only was speed to market defined as
a measure of time taken by the team to develop the product and then introduce it into the
marketplace, but it was also viewed as an important indicator of facilitating new product
development because time was viewed as one of the most critical elements in the global
marketplace (Sarin & O'Connor, 1999). The construct was measured by a 5-point
semantic differential scale with five items developed by Sarin and O'Connor (1999).
Each of five items was ranged with anchors of "strongly disagree" (1) and "strongly
agree" (S), and the reliability of speed to market was estimated 0.86.
Adherence to budget and schedule was defined as "the degree to which the NPD
team met its scheduled deadlines and stayed within its budget" (Sarin & O'Connor, 1999,
p. 112). Efficiently making use of the budget provided by their organization during the
limited time had a positive impact on NPD (Ancona & Caldwell, 199 1,1992; Sarin &
Mahajan, 2001). The construct was measured by a 5-point semantic differential scale

with seven items adapted by Sarin and O'Connor (1999) from Ancona and Caldwell
(1991, 1992). Seven items were ranged with anchors of "strongly disagree" (1) and
"strongly agree" ( 9 , and the reliability of adherence to budget and schedule was
estimated 0.89.
The third construct, product quality, referred to "the degree to which the product
delivers value to the customers and meets the quality control standards laid out for it by
the tearn/organization" (Sarin & O'Connor, 1999, p. 112). In order to minimize the
impact of radical price wars, enhancing the quality of the products was also one of the
priorities to most firms. The product with higher quality could earn customer reliability
and then further attract more customers (Berthon et al., 2004). Moreover, the quality of
products was positively related to successful NPD (Craig & Hart, 1992; Olson et al.,
1995; Sarin & Mahajan, 2001). A 5-point semantic differential scale with ten items
developed by Sarin and O'Connor (1999) was used to measure product quality. All of
the ten items were related to customer satisfaction and product reliability, and were
ranged with anchors of "strongly disagree" (1) and "strongly agree" (5), and the
reliability of the construct was estimated 0.86.
Customer orientation drives firms to improve technology, products, and services
in order that firms' practices and behaviors were able to meet customer needs and wants,
so customer orientation should be viewed as market orientation (Berthon et al., 2004).
When putting more emphasis on customer needs, the NPD teams would have better
market performance (Sarin & Mahajan, 2001; Sarin & O'Connor, 1999). Furthermore,
market orientation was identified to have a positive impact on NPD success (Cooper,
1994; Craig & Hart, 1992; Zirger & Maidique, 1990). Market performance was viewed

as "a measure of how the developed product is faring in the market, relative to
expectations" (Sarin & O'Connor, 1999, p. 112). The construct was also measured by a
5-point semantic differential scale with six items developed by Sarin and O'Connor
(1999), and its reliability was estimated 0.91. Each item was ranged with anchors of "far
below expectations" (1) and "far above expectations" (5).
Self-rated performance was identified as "the team member's perception of the
performance of their team, relative to other NPD teams in their organization" (Sarin &
O'Connor, 1999, p. 112). In the study by by Sarin and O'Connor (1999), the construct
was also measured by a 5-point semantic differential scale with seven. Each item was
ranged with anchors of "far below average" (1) and "far above average" (5). Through
Cronbach's alpha, the reliability of self-rated performance was estimated 0.90. In the
study by Ancona and Caldwell(1992), the higher employee job satisfaction was, the
higher corporate productivity was. As a result, team member satisfaction was viewed as
an indicator of team performance (Sarin & Mahajan, 2001; Sarin & O'Connor, 1999).
Moreover, due to having high job satisfaction, employees would devote more attention to
their jobs (Lund, 2003; Parry & Proctor-Thomson, 2003; Patterson, Warr, & West, 2004).
In the study by Sarin and O'Connor (1999), the construct was evaluated by a 5-point
semantic differential scale with five items, and the reliability was estimated 0.87. All of
five items were ranged with anchors of "strongly disagree" (I) and "strongly agree" (5).
The last construct, resource availability, was defined as "the degree to which
needed financial, personnel, and material means were made available to the team" (Sarin
& O'Connor, 1999, p. 112). A firm with organizational culture focusing on

empowerment and supportiveness was able to provide rich, available resources,

materials, and financial support to its NPD teams, so the teams would effectively and
efficiently hlfill the NPD projects. A 5-point semantic differential scale with seven
items developed by Sarin and O'Connor (1999) was used to measure the construct. All
of five items were ranged with anchors of "strongly disagree" (1) and "strongly agree"

(9,and the reliability of resource availability was estimated 0.88.
The validity of the six variables with the exception of resource availability was
established in the study by Sarin and Mahajan (2001). Through exploratory factor
analysis, the uni-dimensionality and basic factor structure of each construct were
examined. Of all items, items whose cross-loadings were less than 0.35 were deleted
until a single-factor solution was gained. As a result, the convergent and discriminant
validity of these six constructs were established. Additionally, Sarin and Mahajan
pointed out that the six performance dimensions might not be orthogonal. Therefore, it
was recommended that future studies should explore the interrelationships among the
constructs. In the study by Sarin and O'Connor (1999), although all Cronbach's alpha
coefficients of the seven dimensions were estimated over 0.7, a minimum requirement
(Nunnally, 1985), the validity of the constructs was not reported. However, the validity
of the six dimensions, including speed to market, adherence to budget and schedule,
product quality, market performance, self-rated performance, and team member
satisfaction, was exhibited in the study by Sarin and Mahajan (2001). On the other hand,
the validity of resource availability was not examined. This led future research to further
examine the construct of the holistic performance dimensions.

Innovation

Facing turbulent markets and high competition in globalization, the success of
developing new products was one of the very important indicators for corporate
performance (Bethon et al., 2004; Sengupta & Bushman, 1998). Due to failure to
innovate in technologies and products, corporations lost competitiveness and the ability
to sustain success in the global market (O'Regan & Ghobadian, 2005). Thamhain (1990)
believed that innovation was able to result in competitive advantages for a company.
Based on research by Drazin and Schoonhoven (1996), Hurley and Hult (1 998), and
Kanter (1985), evidence also pointed out that corporations were able to consider
innovation as a tool to create and maintain sustainable competitive advantages.
Moreover, innovation was described by Drucker (1985) as "the specific instrument of
entrepreneurship" (p. 30). However, due to the lack of a general consensus about
definitions of innovation, it was difficult to develop good measures of innovation in an
organization (Johannessen et al., 2001).
According to research by Linder, Jarvenpaa, and Davenport (2003), for example,
innovation was defined as "implementing new ideas that create value" (p. 44). Based on
the European Commission Green Paper (1995), innovation was broadly defined as "the
successll production, assimilation and exploitation of novelty in the economic and social
spheres" (p. 9). Nohna and Gulati (1996) thought that any policy, administrative
systemlstructure, manufacturing process, technology, product, service, or market
opportunity perceived to be new by adopters could be viewed as an innovation.
Innovation was also defined by Damanpour (1991) as "the generation, development, and
adoption of novel ideas on the part of the firm" (p. 556). Zaltman et al. (1 973) defined

innovation as "any idea, practice, material artifact perceived to be new by the relevant
unit adoption" (p. 10). Among these definitions, although newness was viewed a
common essence, the definitions did not clearly exhibit the characteristics of newness,
such as "what is new, how new, and new to whom" (Johannessen et al., 2001, p. 22).
Johannessen et al., (2001), for example, did not think that the definition of Nohria and
Gulati (1996) clearly and definitely expounded whether newness was applied to the
manager of an innovating unit or to the innovating unit itself.
Johannessen et al. (2001) pointed out that the general meaning of innovation was
viewed not only as improving the existing technologies, accelerating and seeking a
breakthrough in current process technologies, but was also viewed as enhancing
corporate management practices. Especially when facing a turbulent market, shorter
product cycles, and radical price wars, innovation was considered to play an important
role in improving competitiveness, increasing profits, and enhancing productivity
(Nemeth, 1997; O'Regan & Ghobadian, 2005). Moreover, innovation was able to
advance new product development (NPD) outcomes (Brockman & Morgan, 2003).
Johne and Snelson (1988) thought that five variables, including planning,
entrepreneurship, product champions, top management involvement, and marketing
factors, contributed to produce successful innovation.
In the innovation theory by Zaltman et al. (1973), innovations had a variety of
characteristics. For example, innovations were classified into programmed and
nonprogrammed innovations, according to the degree of participation. Nonprogrammed
innovations were divided into slack and distress innovations. Slack innovations referred
to broadly searchng information from the outside of an organization, rather than

disturbing the internal structure of this organization. More often than not, however,
distress innovations only put emphasis on internal changes by reducing costs, modifying
organizational structures, and reorganizing people in an organization. Programmed
innovation was related to minor product, service, or production-process changes.
Moreover, both programmed and slack innovations only emerged in successful
organizations (Zaltman et al., 1973). Innovations were categorized into instrumental and
ultimate innovations. Zaltman et al. (1973) described both instrumental and ultimate
innovations as follows:
The latter are ends in themselves, but the former are aimed at the specific changes
that are intended, at a later point in time, to make possible or easier the
introduction of ultimate innovations. (p. 21)
In a university, for example, setting courses not previously taught was viewed as an
instrumental innovative design that facilitates the eventual establishment of a new
department, the ultimate innovation. Based on the degree of risk, novelty, and creativity,
moreover, innovations were classified into routine (variation) and radical (reorientation)
innovations (Zaltman et al., 1973).
Nemeth (1997) pointed out that if innovation originated from top management,
then it would be prevalent in their organization. Fry (1987) also suggested that top
management should let innovation emerge at every organizational level of a firm.When
in a company innovation was viewed as the most important responsibility of managerial
practices, not only would innovation be one cultural assumption, but it would also
encourage all members in the company to develop their creativity (Citrin & Tansuhaj,
1998; Hurley & Hult, 1998). Nakata and Sivakumar (1996) pointed out that

individualism in Hofstede's cultural model was related to innovativeness. The authors
thought that the higher extent of individualism was able to positively correlate with
successful new product development. Hofstede (1980b) pointed out that individualism
was used to evaluate the extent of how to have ties among members in a given society.
Like Canada and Italy, the U.S. was a society with relatively high individualism. In
American society, people paid more attention to their own interests. In contrast, most
Asian countries put more emphasis on the interests, beliefs, and values of families,
groups, and nation than on those of individuals (Hofstede, 1980b). In essence, Asian
societies had relatively low individualism. However, high degrees of collectivism might
damage or hinder individual creativity. Members in the society with low individualism
always put collective interests as a priority, and follow social or collective rules and
regulations instead of challenging their authorities (Nakata & Sivakumar, 1996). In
contrast, Nakata and Sivakumar (1996) held that due to high individualism in the
American society, individuals in this society had more self-confidence and determination,
and were more likely to be creative. As a result, high individualism encouraged
corporations to put innovation or initiative into their internal structures.
In the study by Nakata and Sivakumar (1996), high degrees of individualism were
closely related to the success rate of developing new products. Johne and Snelson (1988)
also pointed out that corporations with high individualism have informal or adhocratic
structures and put more empowerment on their members. Moreover, these corporations
preferred innovative concepts and structures to conventional ones. Therefore, the
proposition by Nakata and Sivakumar (1996) was that members within the corporations
were more likely to challenge ingrained ideas and devote themselves to developing new

technologies, methods, products, and services. This proposition that innovation
facilitated the initiation of NPD was identified by an empirical study by Sengupta and
Bushman (1998).
Based on research by Lee and Yu (2004), findings supported the idea that
organizational culture focusing on innovation orientation was able to help insurance firms
improve growth in business (annual premium and sum insured), and help high-tech
manufacturing firms to enhance their ROA, even though hospitals in the sample paid less
attention to innovation due to the characteristics of the hospital industry. In consequence,
innovation was included in the components of organizational culture to help corporations
improve their performance. In the study by Hurley and Hult (1998), not only were
market and learning orientations treated as organizational cultures, but were also
proposed as antecedents to innovation. Berthon et al. (2004) conducted a study to
explore differences between marketing and innovation orientations and then to develop
an inclusive model. In a more turbulent environment, firms with innovation outperform
ones with marketing orientation. In a relatively stable environment, however,
performance of firms focusing on marketing orientation was better than that of ones
focusing on innovation orientation (Berthon et al., 2004). This implied that
environmental uncertainty might mediate relationships between innovation and corporate
performance (Berthon et al., 2004). In consequence, innovation was included in the
components of organizational culture to help corporations improve their performance.
Furthermore, the more turbulent the marketplace was, the more innovation was
emphasized.

Measurement of Innovation

The impact of innovation on corporate performance has been identified (Berthon
et al., 2004; Johannessen et al., 2001; Johne & Snelson, 1988; Lee & Yu, 2004; Nakata &
Sivakumar, 1996; Sengupta & Bushman; 1998). However, the lack of a good working
definition of innovation makes the extent and the characteristics of innovation difficult to
evaluate. Based on of Zaltman's et al. (1973) innovation definition, Johannessen et al.
(2001) conducted an empirical study to identify the operationalization of innovation and
measure the characteristics of innovation. Innovation in Zalrtman's et al. (1973)
definition was identified to embrace newness. As a result, innovation in the study by
Johannessen et al. (2001) was viewed as newness. Johannessen et al. (2001) created the
three basic questions, including "what is new, how new, and new to whom" (p. 22) to
explore the nature of newness. The authors adopt six variables, "new products
(NEWPROD), new services (NEWSERVI), new methods of production (NEWMETO),
opening new markets (NEWMARK), new sources of supply (NEWMATER), and new
ways of organizing (NEWORG)" (p. 25), as developed by Kirzner (1985), to examine the
innovativeness of firms.
There were two different mailed surveys in the study. The purpose of the first
study was to examine the operationalization of innovation, and the second was used to
measure the extent of newness. Based on a Norwegian database (Bedriflsdatabasen),
5,584 firms, including both manufacturing and service firms, in study 1 were randomly
selected from eight different industries. Data were collected by mailing questionnaires
about the perception of innovation to the CEO in each firm. Because 534 undeliverable
questionnaires were returned, the number of participants was 5,050. However, only 696

questionnaires were usable, and the overall response rate was 13.5%. In study 2, based
on the same Norwegian database (Bedriftsdatabasen), 5,63 1 small- and medium
enterprises (SMEs) were randomly selected from the information technology sector (ITsector). The SMEs were either hardware or software producers, or their sales and
services were related to IT. Furthermore, Johannessen et al. (2001) established two
criteria to remove firms that were not new and small in this sample. SMEs in this sample
had to be developed within the past ten year period, and also to have less than onehundred employees to qualify for participation in study 2. As a result, 1,080 companies
were selected and the CEOs of companies were asked to respond to the questions about
the innovation activity of hisker firm. Similarly, due to 67 undeliverable questionnaires,
the total number of participants was 1,017. However, there were only 200 usable
questionnaires, and the response rate was 19.6%.
In order to explore innovation activities of these firms within the past three years,
in study 1 the CEO in each firm needed to respond to questionnaires about the six items
measured by a five-point scale rating from "To no extent" (I), "To a little extent" (2),
"To some extent" (3), "To a great extent" (4), and "To a very great extent" (5).
Additionally, none of the six items were reverse-coded responses. Besides the
questionnaires mentioned above, in study 2 Johannessen et al. (2001) added two
dichotomous questions (yes or no) to differentiate between incremental and radical
innovations. Incremental innovation was defined as any idea, technology, product, or
service that was new to the firm,but not new to the other firms. In contrast, radical
innovations indicated any idea, technology, product, or service was h l l y new to the
whole industry (Johannessen et al., 2001). Through principal component factor analysis

and Cronbach's alpha, the construct validity and the reliability of the study were tested
and estimated. Findings of the analysis indicated convergent validity and discriminant
validity were established because an eigenvalue and a factor loading of each item were
more than one and exceeded 0.5 respectively, and no variable loaded above 0.4. In study
1, the reliability was up to 0.86. In study 2, the reliability of examining incremental
innovation was 0.67, while that of examining radical innovation was up to 0.78.
Additionally, through Varimax rotation method in study 2, the component loadings
pointed out that there were no differences between incremental and radical innovations.
The result was consistent with research by Nohria and Gulati (1996) and Van de Ven

(1986).
Based on the findings, Johannessen et al. (2001) drew four conclusions. First, this
study provided a good working definition about innovation and an instrument to measure
it based on this definition. Second, innovation in a company was able to be treated as a
single organizational construct and then be measured. Third, the innovation construct did
not need to be separated into different types or categories when it was measured. Finally,
not only was innovation viewed as newness, but it was also responded to the three basic
aspects, including "what is new, how new, and new to whom" (Johannessen et al., 2001,
p. 27). From the study by Johannessen et al. (2001), two implications were also inferred.
First, if newness was rooted in innovation, it would provide a starting point in employing
innovation concepts. Second, innovation embracing newness was viewed as an indicator
of creating sustainable competitive advantages in organizations because it could be
treated as intellectual capital, and also could inspire their creativity and to improve their
performance. Findings by Holmen (2005) confirmed the two implications. Furthermore,

Johannessen et al. (2001) pointed out that broadly measuring aspects of innovation

.

instead of only focusing on R&D would help companies understand their newness.
However, there were two limitations emerging in this study. First, this study only
asked the CEO of each company to respond to organization-level questions. Therefore,
future research should seek the viewpoints of different members, such as senior managers
and engineers, in a firm in order to reduce response bias. Second, the questionnaires used
to examine the extent of radical innovations in study 2 were dichotomous and indicated
yes or no, so the questionnaires might not deeply explore innovation activity in a firm.
As a result, it was recommended that future research should design a finer-grained
approach in order to gain in-depth understanding of radical innovation. Finally,
Johannessen et al., (2001) suggested that future research should put more emphasis on the
impact of internallexternal organizational factors on innovation and relationships between
innovation and corporate performance, such as non-financial and financial performance.
On the whole, the framework of this study was logically developed based on much of the
early research. Additionally, through robust tools, including principal component factor
analysis, the varimax rotation method, and Cronbach's alpha, the internal validity and
reliability of the study were established. However, due to relatively low response rates in
study 1 and study 2, the external validity of the study may not be inferred.
Mediating Variables
Firm Size and Measurement of Firm Size

Based on previous research by Hofstede et al. (1990), evidence indicated that firm
size was able to influence organizational characteristics and culture. Moreover,
Mintzberg (1 973) thought that firm size negatively correlated with the decision-making

process in a company. For example, an empirical study conducted by Iaquinto and
Fredrickson (1997) discovers that large firm size had a negative impact on agreement of a
top management team (TMT). Results of research by Chow et al. (2003) also revealed
that company size had a significant positive correlation with a cultural value-planning.
However, it negatively correlated with innovation and aggressiveness. During the
process of analyzing data from high-tech manufacturing firms, findings supported the
contention that the larger the firm size was, the higher the success rate of new products
was (Sengupta & Bushman, 1998). In the prior studies, firm size of each firm was
calculated by the number of employees for each firm (Chow et al., 2003; Iaquinto &
Fredrickson, 1997; Sengupta & Bushman, 1998).
Environmental Uncertainty

Based on Khandwalla's (1977) theory, turbulence (uncertainty) of the
environment was defined as the degree of dynamics, unpredictability, expansion, and
fluctuation in the environment. More often than not, information received by
organizations in a turbulent (uncertain) environment contradicts their perceptions
(Khandwalla, 1977). Moreover, there were many opportunities, problems, and
contingencies in a turbulent environment (Khandwalla, 1977; Miles & Snow, 1978;
O'Regan & Ghobadian, 2005). O'Regan and Ghobadian (2005) explained that facing a
more turbulent marketplace, firms with a prospector or analyzer typology placed more
emphasis on innovation of technologies, equipment, products and services, and would
also be more likely to take risk and enlarge market share, whereas those with a defender
typology were apt to reinforce internal orientation and efficiency in order to protect the

existing prodilcts, technologies, and markets. Therefore, one proposition was developed
by Khandwalla (1977) as follows:
The more turbulent the external environment, the more strategically important to
management are uncertainty absorption and avoidance mechanisms like market
research, forecasting, advertising, vertical integration; the more risk-taking and
organic is the top management style; and the greater is interdepartmental conflict.
(p. 335)

In the last 29 years, the theory by Khandwalla (1977) has been revised and has led
to explanations of the relationships between corporate strategies and the environment
(Chow et al., 2003; Iaquinto & Fredrickson, 1997; Miles & Snow, 1978; Milliken, 1987;
O'Regan & Ghobadian, 2005). Additionally, the theory was used to measure the
environment (Chow et al., 2003; Khandwalla, 1977). Based on the theory, Khandwalla
(1977) also created an instrument to measure the environment, and then Chow et al.
(2003) adapted it. Therefore, the usefulness of the theory was able to be inferred.
Environmental uncertainty was identified as the extent to which individuals or
organizations lack abilities to perceive the direction in which their environment might be
changing, to understand the impact of those changes, and to respond to those changes
(Milliken, 1987). The definition by Milliken (1987) was consistent with Khanawalla's
(1977) environmental theory. According to Khanawalla' s (1977) environmental theory,
organizations and their environment formed a mutual pressure system. The environment
was identified as a source of many pressures on organizations. The types of
environmental uncertainty were categorized by Milliken (1987) into state, effect, and
response uncertainty. State uncertainty was viewed as an individual's lack of abilities to

predict the probability of environmental changes, even though he or she perceived that
his or her organizational environment has changed (Buchko, 1994; Milliken, 1987).
Effect uncertainty was defined as "an inability to predict what the nature of the impact of
a future state of the environment or environmental change will be on the organization",
while response uncertainty was proposed as "a lack of knowledge of response options
and/or an inability to predict the likely consequences of a response choice" (Milliken,
1987, p. 137).
Moreover, the environment was not immune to the pressures that organization
exert on it because organizations always made use of marketing activities, including
political lobbying, advertising campaigns, and vertical integration, either to influence the
environment or to insulate them from some of the unfavorable facets of environment
(Buchko, 1994; Iaquinto & Fredrickson, 1997; Khandwalla, 1977; Miles & Snow, 1978;
Milliken, 1987; O'Regan & Ghobadian, 2005). The impact of environmental uncertainty
on a firm's strategies, managerial perceptions, and product introduction was identified
(Buchko, 1994; Iaquinto & Fredrickson, 1997; Khandwalla, 1977; Miles & Snow; 1978;
Milliken, 1987; Schofield & Gregory, 2004). This was because the environment was
viewed as a source of constraints (depressed price, the law, and legal minimum-wage
requirements), contingencies (entry of new competitors, price war, strikes, changes in
regulations, and technological change), opportunities (creating new market and
breakthrough technologies), and problems (a breakdown of equipment, increasing labor
and material costs) (Khandwalla, 1977). However, findings of a study by Chow et al.
(2003) revealed that environmental uncertainty had slight or no impact on corporate

culture. On the other hand, the authors explained that this could be due to the small
sample size.
Measurement of Environmental Uncertainty

Based on Khandwalla's (1977) environmental theory, a 7-point semantic
differential rating scale survey with 19 items was developed to measure the environment
in which a company was positioned. In the study by Chow et al. (2003), Khandwalla's
scale was adapted to measure environmental uncertainty in order to gain in-depth
understanding of the current marketplace. The revised scale was comprised of nine items,
and each item was ranged from "of negligible intensity" (1) to "extremely intense" (7).
In the study by Chow et al. (2003), data collection originated from two resources.
Through surveying, one part of the data was collected from 35 Taiwanese manufacturing
firms, and the other data were collected from 50 U.S. manufacturing firms.
According to these data, Cronbach's Alpha of environmental uncertainty in the
revised scale was calculated 0.85 for Taiwan. Due to the fact that uncertainty data were
not collected from the U.S., however, the reliability of environmental uncertainty was not
estimated for U.S. In the study by Khandwalla (1977), data were collected from 60
Canadian firms, and two executives in each firm participated in completing the
questionnaire. The interjudge reliability of the original version about environmental
variables by Khandwalla was estimated 0.56 to 0.64.
In the study by Khandwalla (1977), the construct validity of the scale was
established by comparing correlation between responses of two senior executives in each
of 60 firms because the executives were experts in their firms. Therefore, the higher
degree of agreement on the information that they provided led to the higher validity of

the environmental variables. However, in the study by Chow et al. (2003), the validity of
the scale was not presented.
Table 2-1

Summary of Literature Review
Independent Variables
Author
Findings
(
Y
e
a
r
)
Barczak & Wilemon (1992)
Failure to clarify project goals led
Clarity
Cooper (1994)

Hong et al. (2004)

Nakata & Sivakumar (1996)
Sengu~ta& Bushman

Project Management

Heber (2002); Ives (2005)

Krishnan & Loch (2005)

Nakata & Sivakumar (1996)

SenWpta & Bushman

Team Performance

Kreitner & Kinicki (1995)
Nakata & Sivakumar (1996)

to poor NPD.
How well a product is defined
prior to earning the development
stage was a key success factor of
NPD.
Project target clarity positively
influenced NPD success in an
uncertain project environment.
The degree of masculinity was
proposed clarity to influence NPD.
Clarity had a significantly positive
impact on the successful NPD.

Effective project management was
able to minimize risk t a h g and
conflicts during the implement
stage of project.
Project management was able to
play an important role in
requirements assessment and
specifications during the process of
NPD.
Uncertainty avoidance was
referred to the positive impact of
project management on NPD
success.
Project management had a positive
impact on the implementation
stage of the successful NPD.
Cooperation and cohesiveness
were related to the cultural values
in an organization.
The high individualism and low
power distance correlated
positively with the early stage of
NPD, while the low individualism
and high power distance positively
influenced the implementation
stage of NPD.

Table 2-1 (Continued)
Independent Variables

Author
(year)
Olson et al. (1995); Sarin &
Mahajan (2001); sirin &
O'Connor (1999); Wind &
Mahajan (1997)
Sundstrom et al. (1990)

Thorne & Smith (2000)

Tziner (1982)

Findings
The more that team members focus
on market analysis and innovation,
the higher the NPD success rate.
Team performance and viability
were used to assess the
effectiveness of work-based teams.
The most effective team
performance needs to build on
cooperation, trust, and
cohesiveness among members in a
team.
The higher the extent of
cohesiveness in a team, the greater
team member satisfaction and the
higher member creativity and
productivity.

Speed to Market

Olson et al. (1995); Sarin &
Mahajan (2001); Sarin &
McDermott (2003); Sarin &
O'Connor (1999)

Speed to market was an important
indicator of facilitating NF'D.

Product Quality

Berthon et al. (2004)

The product with higher quality
would earn customer reliability
and then further attract more
customers.
Product quality was positively
related to successful NPD.

Craig Hart (1992); Olson et
al. (1995); Sarin & Mahajan
(2001)

Market Performance

Team Member Satisfaction

Cooper (1975, 1979,1980,
1988, 1994); Craig & Hart
(1992); Zirger & Maidique
(1990)
Meyer (1994); Olson et al.
(19950; Sarin & Mahajan
(2001); Sarin & O'Connor
(1999)

Lurid (2003); pan^ &
Proctor-Thomson (2003);
Patterson et al. (2004)

Market orientation was identified
to have a positive impact on NPD
success.
Due to putting more emphasis on
customer needs, the NPD teams
would have better market
performance and then facilitate
NF'D.
The higher employee job
satisfaction is, the higher corporate
productivity.

Table 2-1 (Continued)
Independent Variables
Innovation

Author
(Year)
Brockrnan & Morhan (2003)
Drazin & Schoonhoven (1996);
Hurley & Hult (1998); Kanter
(1985); Nemeth (1997)
Hurley & Hult (1998); Nakata &
Sivakumar (1996)
Johannessen et a1 (2001);
Zaltman et a1 (1973)
Johne & Snelson (1988)

Lee & Yu (2004)

Nakata & Sivakumar (1996);
Sengupta &Bushman (1998)

Findings
Innovation was able to advance
NPD outcomes.
Innovation was considered as a
tool to create and maintain
sustainable competitive
advantages.
Innovation was viewed as
corporate culture.
Innovation was the extent of
newness in technologies,
products, services, and
management practices.
Planning, entrepreneurship,
product champions, top
management involvement, and
marketing factors contributed
to produce successhl
innovation.
Innovation positively
influenced corporate
performance in an insurance
industry.
~h~ high individualism was
proposed
to the high
. .
innovativeness. Innovation
was identified to have a
positive impact on the early
stage of NPD.

.

Mediating- Variables

Author
Wear)

Findings

Environmental Uncertainty

Buchko (1994); Iaquinto &
Fredrickson (1997); Khandwalla
(1977); Miles & Snow (1978);
Milliken (1987); Schofield &
Gregory (2004)
Chow et al. (2003)

The impact of environmental
uncertainty on a firm's
strategies, managerial
perceptions, and product
introduction is identified.
Environmental uncertainty had
slight or no impact on
corporate culture.
Environmental uncertainty
significantly influenced
decision making, market
research, forecasting,
advertising, and vertical
integration in a company.
Facing a more uncertain
environment, firms with a
prospector or analyzer
typology will have better

Khandwalla (1977)

Miles & Snow (1978); O'Regan
& Ghobadian (2005)

Table 2- 1 (Continued)

Mediating Variables

Firm Size

Author
(Year)

Findings

Milliken (1987)

The types of environmental
uncertainty were categorized
into state, effect, and response
uncertainty.

Chow et al. (2003)

Firm size had a significant
positive correlation with a
cultural valueplanning.
Firm size was able to influence
organizational characteristics
and culture.
Large firm size had a negative
impact on agreement of a top
management team.
Firm size negatively correlated
with the decision-making
process in a company.
The larger the firm size was,
the higher the success rate of
NPD.

Hofstede et al. (1990)

Iaquinto & Fredrickson (199")

Mintzberg (1973)

Sengupta & Bushman

Dependent Variable

Author
(Year)

Successful NPD

Bartram et al(2002); Bethon et
al. (2004); Sengupta & Bushman
(1998)
Cooper (1979)
Cooper (1994)

Cooper & Klelnschmidt (1986,
1987); Johne (1984); Zirger &
Maidique (1990)
Johne (1984); Nakata &
Sivakumar (1996); Sengupta &
Bushman (1998)

Findings
Successful NPD is one of the
very important indicators for
assessing corporate
performance.
Nine factors influenced
successful NPD.
Eight key determinants were
associated with success in NPD
and combined NPD success
and NPD process.
Product success was related to
the process of NPD.
The two main phases (initiation
and implementation) of NPD
were identified to connect with

Recommendations

Although much literature has identified the impact of organizational culture on
corporate performance, relatively few studies have addressed relationships between
cultural variables and NPD success. Based on Nakata and Sivakumar's (1996)
conceptual model about a culture-new product development relationship, Sengupta and
Bushman (1998) conducted an empirical study to develop a framework of three cultural
variables and new product development (NPD) and to examine the relationships between
them. Three cultural variables, including initiative, clarity, and project management,
were selected as independent variables, and the success rate of NPD was viewed as a
dependent variable. However, although the three cultural variables were identified to
have a significant impact on the success rate of NPD, other cultural factors not mentioned
by Sengupta and Bushman (1998) also impacted the process of NPD. Moreover, there
are external factors, such as environmental uncertainty, influencing the success of NPD
(Iaquinto & Fredrickson, 1997; O'Regan & Ghobadian, 2005; Sounder, Sherman, &
Davies-Cooper, 1998).
Theoretical Framework

Based on Nakata and Sivakumar's (1996) conceptual model about culture and
new product development (NPD), a conceptual framework was developed by Sengupta
and Bushman (1998) to identify relationship between three cultural variables, including
clarity, initiative, and project management, and the success rate of NPD. The clarity of
organizational planning processes was identified as well-defined planning processes.
Clarity was also defined as "the extent of communication, understanding and acceptance
of a set of project mission and goals that guide development" (Hong et al., 2004).

Initiative emphasizes the creativity of employees in an organization, while project
management was defined as an organizational behavior or practice. Therefore, clarity,
initiative, and project management were treated as shared values in an organization
(Sengupta & Bushman, 1998).
Although relationships between the three cultural variables and the success rate of
NPD have been identified, the framework by Sengupta and Bushman (1998) was not well
developed for the following reasons. First, innovativeness of an organization should
focus more on structural orientation and interaction between individuals and their
organizations, not only on individual orientation (Johannessen et al., 2001). In this study,
initiative was replaced by the broad concept-innovation,

because innovation had more

facets than initiative (Zaltrnan et al., 1973). Second, environmental uncertainty was
identified as a factor impacting corporate performance (Khandwalla, 1977; Miles &
Snow, 1978; Milliken, 1987; O'Regan & Ghobadian, 2005). However, environmental
uncertainty was not considered in the framework by Sengupta and Bushman (1998).
Finally, firm size was included in the framework by Sengupta and Bushman (1998), but it
was not treated as mediating between organizational culture and NPD.
Based on Hofstede's (1980b) cultural model, a conceptual model was developed
by Nakata and Sivakumar (1 996) to propose relationships between national culture and
the main two stages of NPD. The first stage was defined as an initiation phase in which
any idea or concept of a new product, technology, or service was generated, screened,
and tested. The second stage was an implementation phase in which new products were
introduced and tested in the market (Johne, 1984). Five dimensions, including
individualism, power distance, masculinity, uncertainty avoidance, and Confucian

dynamicltime-orientation, from Hofstede's (1980b) cultural model, were proposed by

Nakata and Sivakumar (1996) to connect with both initiation and implementation phases
of developing new products.
The impact of organizational culture on corporate performance has been
established (Chow et al., 2003; Cravens et al., 1994; Deal & Kenney, 1982,2000;
Dowling, 2002; Hofstede et al., 1990; Kotter & Heskett, 1992; Lee & Yu, 2004; Nahm et
al., 2004; Sengupta & Bushman, 1998; Stoica et a]., 2004; Stoica & Schindhutte, 1999;
Waclawski, 2002). Especially, organizational culture was identified as one of the
important factors improving NPD success (Citrin & Tansuhaj, 1998; Nakata &
Sivakumar, 1996; Sengupta, & Bushman, 1998). Hofstede's (l980b) cultural model led
to a linkage between culture and NPD (Nakata & Sivakumar , 1996; Sengupta, &
Bushman, 1998). This cultural pattern identified five major dimensions, including
individualism versus collectivism, power distance, uncertainty avoidance, masculinity
versus femininity, and Confucian dynamicltime-orientation. The five dimensions were
used not only to compare differences among different countries to explain the behaviors,
values, and beliefs of people living in one nation, but also to propose the impact of
culture on NPD (Nakata & Sivakumar, 1996; Sengupta, & Bushman, 1998).
In Katzenback and Smith's (1993) group theory, five conditions led a work group
to effectively become a team. The first one was that leadership in a group needed to be a
shared activity. Second, accountability needed to move from individual to both
individual and collective. Third, a group needed to develop its own goals and missions.
Fourth, solving problems needed to become a way of life of all group members rather
than their part-time activity. Finally, the effectiveness of a group could be measured by

their performance and productivity. Based on Katzenback and Smith's (1993) group
theory, teams were classified into four categories, including advice teams, production
teams, project teams, and action teams.
Thorne and Smith (2000) found that "the most effective teamwork occurs through
cooperation, trust and cohesiveness" (p. 349). Cooperation and cohesiveness were
related to the shared values in an organization (Kreitner & Kinicki, 1995; Tziner, 1982).
Cooperation was the notion of systematically integrating people's efforts to achieve
mutual goals or objectives (Thome & Smith, 2000). With respect to cohesiveness, the
higher the extent of cohesiveness in a team, the greater the team member satisfaction and
the higher the member creativity and productivity (Tziner, 1982). Therefore, higher
cooperation and cohesiveness were associated with better team performance (Kreitner &
Kinicki, 1995; Thome & Smith, 2000; Tziner, 1982). Moreover, high degrees of
collectivism were associated with strengthened cooperation among team members,
whereas low power distance was related to cohesiveness in a team (Nakata & Sivakumar,
1996). Based on Nakata and Sivakumar's (1996) propositions, the degrees of
individualism and power distance correlated with new product development. As a result,
team performance was expected to have a significant impact on the successful NPD.
Khandwalla's (1977) environmental theory led to one proposition connecting
environmental uncertainty with organizational behaviors or practices in that the
environment was identified as a source of many pressures on organizations. Turbulence
(uncertainty) of the environment referred to the degree of dynamics, unpredictability,
expansion, and fluctuation in the environment. Environmental uncertainty was also
defined as the extent to which individuals or organizatrons lack abilities to perceive the

direction in which their environment might be changing, to understand the impact of
those changes, and to respond to those changes (Milliken, 1987). Moreover, there were
opportunities (creating new market and breakthrough technologies), problems (a
breakdown of equipment, increasing labor and material costs), constraints (depressed
price, the law, such as legal minimum-wage requirements), and contingencies (entry of
new competitors, price wars, strikes, changes in governmental regulations, and
technological change) in the uncertain environment (Khandwalla, 1977; Miles & Snow,
1978; Miller, 1987; O'Regan & Ghobadian, 2005). The model by Sounder et al. (1998)
proposes environmental uncertainty as a mediator between organizational practices and
NPD.
Organizations and their environments form a mutual pressure system (Khanawalla,
1977). This was because the environment was not immune from the pressures that
organization exert on it. Organizations made use of marketing activities, including
political lobbying, advertising campaigns, and vertical integration, either to influence the
environment or to defend themselves fi-om unfavorable facets of the environment
(Iaquinto & Fredrickson, 1997; Khandwalla, 1977; Miles & Snow, 1978; O'Regan &
Ghobadian, 2005). Moreover, the impact of environmental uncertainty on a firm's
strategies and managerial perceptions has been identified (Khandwalla, 1977; Miles &
Snow, 1978). This was because the environment was viewed as a source of constraints,
contingencies, opportunities, and problems (Khandwalla, 1977).
Successful new product development (NPD) was defined as the process going
fi-om conceiving ideas about a new product to launching this product in the market and
the successful outcomes of that launch (Cooper, 1979; Cooper & Kleinschmidt, 1987;

Craig & Hart, 1992; Crawford, 1991; Hart, 1993; Hart & Baker, 1994; Urban & Hauser,
1993; Zirger& Maidique, 1990). Cooper's (1979) model about new product success
provided nine factors leading to successful NPD. The nine factors were described by
Cooper (1979) as follows:
1.

Introducing a highly innovative product meeting customer needs;

2.

Understanding market knowledge fully and having marketing proficiency;

3.

Having technical and production synergy and proficiency;

4.

Avoiding dynamic markets with many new product introductions;

5.

Avoiding products, technologies, and customers that are very new to the
firm;

6.

Avoiding entering a competitive market where customers are well
satisfied;

7.

Avoiding pricing a product higher than competitive substitutes and
introducing a product with no economic advantage;

8.

Being in a large, high need, high growth market; and

9.

Having strong marketing communications and launch efforts (1979).

Product success was related to the process of NPD (Cooper & Klelnschmidt, 1987;
Johne, 1984; Zirger& Maidique, 1990). The two major phases, including initiation and
implementation, of NPD were identified to connect with NPD success (Johne, 1984;
Nakata & Sivakumar, 1996; Sengupta & Bushman, 1998; Zirger & Maidique, 1990).
Organizational culture was proposed to link with the two major phases (Nakata &
Sivakumar, 1996; Sengupta & Bushman, 1998). Likewise, environmental uncertainty
was related to NPD success (Souder et al., 1998).

Based on the recommendations for the future study resulting froin the review of
the literature and the theoretical framework guiding this study, research questions and
hypotheses were generated in this study about relationships among organizational culture
(clarity, project management, team performance, and innovation), environmental
uncertainty, firm size, and successful NPD.
Research Questions
1. What are the organizational characteristics of telecoinmunication and bicycle

industries in Taiwan, social-demographic characteristics of NPD team members
(managers, engineers, and specialists in R&D, marketing, and manufacturing
divisions in the telecommunication and bicycle firms), their perceptions of
organizational culture (clarity, project management, team performance, and
innovation), environmental uncertainty, and the success rate of NPD?

2. Are there significant differences of organizational culture (clarity, project
management, team performance, and innovation) between telecommunication and
bicycle industries in Taiwan?

3. Are there significant differences of environmental uncertainty between
telecommunication and bicycle industries in Taiwan?
Research Hypotheses

HI

In telecommunication and bicycle industries in Taiwan, organizational culture
variables (clarity, project management, team performance, and innovation) are
significant explanatory variables of the success rate of NPD.

Hz

Environmental uncertainty and firm size mediate relationships between
organizational culture (clarity, project management, team performance, and

innovation) and the success rate of NPD in telecommunication and bicycle
industries in Taiwan.

Hz=. Environmental uncertainty mediates relationships between organizational
culture (clarity, project management, team performance, and innovation)
and the success rate of NPD in the telecommunication and bicycle
industries in Taiwan.
HZb. Firm size mediates relationships between organizational culture (clarity,

project management, team performance, and innovation) and the success
rate of NPD in the telecommunication and bicycle industries in Taiwan.
Based on Nakata and Sivakumar's (1996) conceptual model, a hypothesized
model was developed to examine relationships between organizational culture, firm size,
environmental uncertainty, and NPD success. Through surveying NPD team members in
both telecommunication and bicycle industries in Taiwan, social-demographic
characteristics of NPD team members and their perceptions of organizational culture
(clarity, project management, team performance, and innovation) were presented in order
to respond to RQI in this model. By comparing differences of organizational culture
between both bicycle and telecommunication industries in Taiwan, RQ2 was answered.

RQ3 was designed to compare differences of environmental uncertainty between both
bicycle and telecommunication industries in Taiwan. In the hypothesized model (see
Figure 2-I), moreover, H I was developed to examine the impact of organizational culture
(clarity, project management, team performance, and innovation) on the success rate of
NPD. Through H2, finally, firm size and environmental uncertainty was identified as
mediators between organizational culture and the NPD success.
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Figure 2-1. Hypothesized model about the impact of organizational culture on new
product development.

In Chapter 11, literature about relationships between organizational culture and
new product development was reviewed. Critical analyses of theoretical and empirical
literature revealed a literature gap, that is, there was no integrative model for the
influence of organizational cultural values, firm size, and environmental uncertainty on
new product development. Likewise, the literature provided a direction to build a
theoretical framework to guide this study. The theoretical framework was organized
around Nakata and Sivakumar's (1996) conceptual model. In order to examine specific
propositions, the hypotheses were developed. Based on the theoretical framework and
research hypotheses, a hypothesized model was generated for this correlational
(explanatory) and causal-comparative (exploratory) study. Chapter I11 presented the
research methodology in this study about the impact of organizational culture on new
product development in Taiwan's firms within the telecommunication and bicycle
industries.

CHAPTER I11
METHODOLOGY
In Chapter 111, the research methodology was developed to answer the research
questions and to examine the hypotheses about relationships among organizational
culture (clarity, project management, team performance, and innovation), firm size,
environmental uncertainty, and successfbl new product development (NPD) in Taiwan's
firms across both telecommunication and bicycle industries. There were six sections in
this chapter, which included the research design, population, and sampling plan,
instrumentation, procedures, and data analysis. This chapter concluded with an
evaluation of research methods used for this study.
Research Design
A quantitative, non-experimental, correlational (explanatory), and causal-

comparative (exploratory) survey research design was used to explain the relationships
among cultural values (clarity, project management, team performance, and innovation),
firm size, environmental uncertainty, and the success rate of NPD for Taiwan's firms
within telecommunication and bicycle industries. Through mailing questionnaires, data
was collected from managers and non-managers of telecommunication and bicycle firms
in Taiwan.
In this study, a self-report survey (see Appendix H) was comprised of five parts.
Part 1 was the Demographic Projle, developed by the researcher. It included questions
about social-demographic variables of gender, age, education, workplace, job title, and
tenure (Research Question 1). Part 2 was the Organizational Characteristic Projle of
telecommunication and bicycle firms (firm size and firm age) and also was developed by

the researcher (Research Question 1,2, and 3; Hypothesis 1,2, and 2b). Part 3 was
Organizational Culture (clarity, project management, team performance, and innovation)
(Research Question 1 and 2; Hypothesis 1,2,2a, and 2b). In this part, clarity and project
management were measured through a clarity and project management survey by
Sengupta and Bushman (1998). Team performance was assessed by using a team
performance questionnaire developed by Sarin and O'Connor (1 999). An innovation
instrument by Johannessen et al. (2001) was used to measure innovation in each firm.
Part 4 is Environmental Uncertainty and was measured by using an environment
uncertainty survey revised by Chow et al. (2003) from Khandwalla (1977) (Research
Question 3; Hypothesis 2 and 2a). Part 1 through 4 of the survey provided measures of
the explanatory variables. Part 5 was Success Rate of NPD, which was measured by
using a self-report, two-item NPD survey by Sengupta and Bushman (1998).
Frequency distributions, measures of central tendency, and variability were
utilized to answer Research Question 1, describing all variables. For the causalcomparative design of this survey, a two-tailed t-test was used to respond to Research
Question 2 that examined industry type (telecommunication versus bicycle) for
organizational culture. Similarly, a two-tailed t-test was used to respond to Research
Question 3 that examined differences of environmental uncertainty between both bicycle
and telecommunication industries in Taiwan. Multiple regression was utilized to
examine the explanatory relationships between organizational culture (clarity, project
management, team performance, and innovation) and the success rate of NPD
(Hypothesis 1). The explanatory relationships among organizational culture, firm size,

environmental uncertainty, and the success rate of NPD were analyzed through
moderated multiple regression (MMR) (Hypothesis 2, 2,, and 2t,). .
Population and Sampling Plan

Target Population
Based on the Web site of Ministry of Economic Affairs, R. 0.C. (2007),
perceptions of the traditional and the high-tech industries in Taiwan on searching for and
responding to market signals, organizational management, and organizational structures
were different. Of the traditional industries in Taiwan, the bicycle industry was a very
traditional and was a completely developed industry, while the telecommunication
industry was a developing industry. In the 1980's, Taiwan was well known as the
kingdom of manufacturing bikes, related accessories, and bicycle components. However,
high labor cost and lack of natural materials led most bicycle manufacturers to move to
China in order to reduce manufacturing costs. In contrast, most telecommunication firms
were staying in Taiwan. Moreover, Taiwan's government has been placing more
emphasis on the high-tech industries for two decades. Nowadays, Taiwan has been
viewed as one of the important centers for manufacturing electronic products in the
world. In order to enhance successful competitiveness in the market, Taiwan's
government encouraged these manufacturers to improve the techniques and quality of
their products and services. But the government of Taiwan paid less attention to the
bicycle industry. According to the Web site of Ministry of Economic Affairs, R. 0. C.
(2007), over half of the firms manufacturing electronic products produced and launched
telecommunication products. In this study, therefore, the bicycle and the
telecommunication industries were selected by the researcher because of these

differences to examine relationships between organizational culkre and the NPD success
rate.
The target population in this study included 460 managers, engineers, and
specialists employed in telecommunication and bicycle industries in Taiwan. The Web
site of the Association of Industries in Science Parks (AISP) (2004), which was located in
Taiwan, indicated that there are 54 firms whose products were satellite transceivers and
receivers, digital microwave equipment, wireless communication, wireless LAN, cell
phones, and other related communication components or equipment. Moreover, the
number of employees in each firm ranged from 9 through 1,980. The 54
telecommunication firms had similar organizational structures, such as R&D, marketing,
manufacturing divisions (Accton, 2005; Hitron Technologies Inc., 2004). In each firm,
because managers and engineers in the R&D department, managers and specialists in the
marketing division, and managers and engineers in the manufacturing division usually
had more opportunities to participate in NPD teamwork, they were eligible for inclusion
the target population. By reviewing the Web sites of the 54 telecommunication firms, it
was found that there were approximately 300 managers, engineers, and specialists in
R&D, marketing, and manufacturing divisions of the 54 firms identified as part of target
participants in this study.
Based on Web sites of the Taiwan Transportation Vehicle Manufacturers
Association (TTVMA), which provided a member listing (2006) in the bicycle industry,
there were 45 firms manufacturing bikes, accessories, and bicycle components in Taiwan.
The number of employees in these firms was 7,897. Because the 45 firms belonged to
the bicycle industry, they had homogeneous structures, including R&D, marketing, and

manufacturing divisions. Through a telephone conversation with Li-Long Sung, the
general manager of Yeong Shyh Cheng Alu Co., Ltd. (permission see Appendix E),
managers, engineers, and specialists within the three organizational divisions of the
bicycle firms were new product development team members, and therefore were eligible
for inclusion in the target population. Additionally, this study identified 160 managers,
engineers, and specialists in the bicycle industry as the target population based on
reviewing the Web sites of 45 bicycle firms (Giant, 2006; Merida, 2006). Finally, the
target population included approximately 460 managers, engineers, and specialists from
the 54 telecommunication and the 45 bicycle firms in Taiwan.
A complete target population listing was downloaded from the Web sites of AISP
and TTVMA. Because contact numbers, mail address, and e-mail addresses of the 54
telecommunication and the 45 bicycle firms in Taiwan were definitely exhibited on the
Web sites of AISP and TTVMA, the researcher contacted the target population. In order
to enhance the response rate, there were three stages used in the study. Through the
contract numbers, first, the researcher gained extension contact numbers of R&D,
marketing, and manufacturing divisions in the 99 firms between the 54
telecommunication and the 45 bicycle industries in Taiwan. Through these extension
contact numbers, second, the researcher reached the 460 eligible participants and then
explained the purpose of the study as well as solicited their cooperation. In the calls,
moreover, the eligible participants in these divisions were invited to participate in this
study.
In order to reach the entire population of the 460 participants, the researcher
contacted at least 40 participants each day. All participants were invited within

approximately three weeks. After gaining phone call permission, a list of the participants
willing to participate in this study was formed and included their contact numbers and
local addresses. Based on the list, in the third stage, a survey with a postage-stamped
envelope and consent form was mailed to those eligible participants who agreed to
respond. Neither the survey nor the envelope had identifiers of these participants. As a
result, anonymity of each respondent was maintained. After three weeks, based on a list
of the participants willing to participate in this study, the researcher made a follow-up
phone call from the list to remind them to return the survey.
Accessible Population

In this study, the entire target population was accessible to the researcher and was
invited to participate.
Setting

Data collection design focused on managers, engineers, and specialists in R&D,
marketing, and manufacturing divisions of 54 telecommunication and 45 bicycle firms in
Taiwan. Through a mailed survey to 460 managers, engineers, and specialists in R&D,
marketing, and manufacturing divisions of the 99 firms across bicycle and
telecommunication industries in Taiwan, these participants completed the survey.
Sampling Plan

The target population of managers, engineers, and specialists in R&D, marketing,
and manufacturing divisions of these firms in Taiwan (N = 460) were invited to
participate in this study. For the participants, such as managers, engineers, and
specialists in the 99 firms, the final data produced a self-selected sample of those willing
to participate in this study.

Sample Size

In a quantitative study, generally, the larger the sample size was, the higher the
generalization was in the target population and the lower sampling error was. Green
(1991) pointed out that effect sample size was dependant on the number of predicators.
In this study, due to team performance including four dimensions, a total of predicators,
including clarity, project management, team performance (speed to market, product
quality, market performance, and team member satisfaction), innovation, firm size, and
environmental uncertainty, the number of predictors was 9, and the effective sample size
was about 113 based on the study by Green (1991). As a result, the minimum sample
size was approximately 113.
Eligibility Criteria and Exclusion Criteria
Eligibility criteria

1. All participants were managers, engineers, and specialists in R&D, marketing,
and manufacturing divisions of the 54 telecommunication and 45 bicycle firms
in Taiwan.

2. The eligible participants had experiences participating in NPD teamwork.
3. In the firms, managers, engineers, specialists had more than one-year work
experience at their company.

4. The participants were able to speak, read, and write Mandarin.
Exclusion criteria

1. If participants were not managers, engineers, and specialists in R&D,
marketing, and manufacturing divisions of the 54 telecommunication and 45
bicycle firms in Taiwan, then they were excluded.

2. If participants had no experience participating in NPD teamwork, then they

were excluded.
3. If a participant's tenure did not achieve one year at his or her company, then he

or she was excluded.

4. If the participants did not speak, read, and write Mandarin, they were excluded.
Instrumentation

A five-part questionnaire was utilized in this study. The five parts included the
Demographic Profile of NPD team members (gender, age, education, workplace, job

title, and tenure), the Organizational Characteristic Profile of telecommunication and
bicycle firms (firm size and firm age), Organizational Culture (clarity, project
management, team performance, and innovation), Environmental Uncertainty, and
Success Rate of NPD (see Appendix H),respectively. This survey research was

conducted through mail.
Part 1: The Demographic Profile

The Demographic Projle to collect data about the NPD team members in the 54
telecommunication and the 45 bicycle firms in Taiwan consisted of six items, including
gender, age, education, workplace, job title, and tenure (see Appendix H, Part 1). This
profile was developed by the researcher. In this study, through a dichotomous checklist,
the NPD team members' gender was reported. The NPD team members filled in their
age and tenure (with actual years). Finally, workplace, job title and education of the NPD
team members were presented by using three-level checklist (R&D,manufacturing, and
marketing divisions), three-level checklist (manager, engineer, and specialist), six-level

checklist (less than high school, high school, associate's degree, bachelor's degree,
master's degree, and doctorate degree), respectively.
Part 2: The Organizational Clzaracteristics ProjZle

The Organizational Characteristics Profile of the telecommunication and bicycle
firms in Taiwan was comprised of two items, including firm size and firm age (see
Appendix H, Part 2). Firm size was the number of employees in a company and was
filled in the blank with actual number of employees for each firm. Firm age was defined
as the year that a firm was established (incorporated or founded) to today's date (year)
and was filled in the blank (in years).
Part 3: Organizational Culture
Clarity
Description. Clarity was defined as "the extent of communication, understanding

and acceptance of a set of project mission and goals that guide development" (Hong et
al., 2004, p. 1275). In the study by Sengupta and Bushman (1998), clarity of
organizational planning processes was treated as well-defined planning processes.
Clarity was measured by a 6-point semantic differential rating scale with six items
developed by Sengupta and Bushman (1998) (see Appendix H, Part 3). Each of the six
items ranged from "strongly disagree" (1) to "strongly agree" (6). Of the six items, the
second and sixth items were reverse-coded responses.
Reliability. The reliability of the 6-item scale clarity scale in the study by

Sengupta and Bushman (1998) were tested through Cronbach's alpha. As a result,
findings indicated that a Cronbach's alpha of clarity was estimated 0.82 (Sengupta &

Bushman, 1998). For this study, the reliability of clarity was estimated using Cronbach's
alpha.
Validity. Through a principal components factor analysis with varimax rotation,

items loaded heavily on the five factors as expected with minimum cross-loading values.
Therefore, convergent and discriminant validity of all items of clarity in the study by
Sengupta and Bushman (1998) were established. Finally, the construct validity of clarity
was reexamined by the researcher in this study through a principle components factor
analysis (exploratory factor analysis, EFA).
Project Management
Description. Project management was defined as "the application of knowledge,

skills, tools, and techniques to project activities to meet project requirements" (Project
Management Institute [PMI], 2000, p. 6). Based on this definition, a 6-point, unidimensional semantic differential rating scale developed by Sengupta and Bushman

(1 998) comprised of seven items measuring project management of a company (see
Appendix H, Part 3) were used. All seven items ranged from "almost never" (1) to
"almost always" (6). None of the seven items were reverse-coded responses.
Reliability. Through Cronbach's alpha, the reliability of the 7-item project

management scale was estimated 0.78 in the study by Sengupta and Bushman (1998).
The Cronbach's alpha of this project management scale was estimated in this study.
Validilty. Through a principal components factor analysis with varimax rotation,

items loaded heavily on the five factors as expected with minimum cross-loading values.
Therefore, convergent and discriminant validity of all items of project management in the
study by Sengupta and Bushman (1998) were established. Finally, the construct validity

of project management was reexamined by the researcher in this study through a
principle components factor analysis (exploratory factor analysis, EFA).
Team Performance

Description. Team performance was defined as the extent to which a team was
able to fulfill established plans, and to reduce conflicts among team members in order to
achieve goals set by its organization and meet the needs of customers (Ancona &
Caldwell, 1991, 1992; Hoegl & Gemuende, 2001 ; Meyer, 1994; Sarin & O'Connor,
1999; Sarin & Mahajan, 2001). A multi-dimensional scale, including speed to market,
adherence to budget and schedule, product quality, market performance, self-rated
performance, team member satisfaction, and resource availability, was developed by
Sarin and O'Connor (1999) to measure team performance. Based on research by Berthon
et al., (2004), Cooper (1975, 1979, 1980, 1988, 1994), Craig and Hart (1992), Olsen et
al., (1995) and Zirger and Maidique (1990), of the seven dimensions, four dimensions,
including speed to market, product quality, market performance and team member
satisfaction, were selected by the researcher to measure the NPD team performance (see
Appendix H, Part 3).
Speed to market was defined as a measure of time taken by the team to develop
the product and then introduce it into the marketplace (Sarin & Mahajan, 2001; Sarin &
McDermott, 2003; Sarin & O'Connor, 1999). The construct was measured by a 5-point
semantic differential scale with five items by Sarin and O'Connor (1999). Each of the
five items ranged with anchors of "strongly disagree" (1) and "strongly agree" (5). Of
the five items, the third, fourth, and fifth items were reverse-coded responses.

Product quality referred to "the degree to which the product delivers value to
customers and meets the quality control standards laid out for it by the
team/organizationW(Sarin & O'Connor, 1999, p. 112). A 5-point semantic differential
scale with ten items developed by Sarin and O'Connor (1 999) was used to measure the
construct. All of ten items ranged with anchors of "strongly disagree" (1) and "strongly
agree" (5). Except the third item, the other nine items were reverse-coded responses.
Market performance was viewed as "a measure of how the developed product is
faring in the market, relative to expectations" (Sarin & O'Connor, 1999, p. 112).
Moreover, the construct was also measured by a 5-point semantic differential scale with
six items developed by Sarin and O'Connor (1999). Each item ranged with anchors of
"far below expectations" (1) and "far above expectations" (5). None of the six items
were reverse-coded responses. Finally, team member satisfaction was defined as "the
degree to which association with the team and its project was considered to be
worthwhile and productive by the team members" (Sarin & O'Connor, 1999, p. 112).
The construct was measured by a 5-point semantic differential scale with five items
developed by Sarin and O'Connor (1999). All of the five items ranged with anchors of
"strongly disagree" (1) and "strongly agree" (5). None of the six items were reversecoded responses.

Reliability. The 5-point semantic differential rating scale questionnaire about
team performance consisted of four dimensions, including 26 items. It was developed by
Sarin and O'Connor (1999). Through Cronbach's alpha, the reliabilities of the four
dimensions, including speed to market, product quality, market performance, and team
member satisfaction, were estimated to be 0.86, 0.93, 0.91, and 0.87, respectively.

Cronbach's alpha of each construct in this team performance scale was estimated in this
study.

Validity. In the study by Sarin and O'Connor (1999), the validity of team
performance was not reported. Except for resource availability, the validities of six
dimensions, including speed to market, adherence to budget and schedule, product
quality, market performance, and team member satisfaction, were examined in the study
by Sarin and Mahajan (2001). Through exploratory factor analysis, items whose crossloading values were less than 0.35 were deleted in order to obtain a single-factor solution.
As a result, the convergent validity of all items was established in the study by Sarin and
Mahajan (2001). Because the unidimensionality and convergent and discriminant
validity of the constructs as well as the validity of the nomological network were
established. Furthermore, Sarin and Mahajan pointed out that the six dimensions might
not be orthogonal. Construct validity of the team performance scale was examined in this
study through a principle components factor analysis (exploratory factor analysis, EFA).

Innovation
Description. Innovation was defined as "any idea, practice, or material artifact
perceived to be new by the relevant unit of adoption" (Zaltman et al., 1973, p. 10). Based
on Zaltman's et al. (1973) definition, six items, including new products, new services,
new methods of production, opening new markets, new sources of supply, and new ways
of organizing, were adopted by Johannessen et al. (2001) to measure innovation (see
Appendix H, Part 3). The six items were also developed and deduced from Kirzner
(1985) to examine innovativeness of firms. Each variable in the questionnaire had a fivepoint scale rating ranging from "To no extent" (I), "To a little extent" (2), "To some

extent" (3), "To a great extent" (4), and "To a very great extent" (5). Additionally, none
of the six items were reverse-coded responses.
Reliability. In order to test the reliability of the instrument by Johannessen et al.

(2001), survey data were collected from manufacturing and services firms across eight
different industries in Norway. A total of 5,050 firms received mail questionnaires.
However, only 684 questionnaires were usable. Through Cronbach's alpha, the
reliability of the innovation scale was estimated up to 0.86 in order that the internal
consistency was identified. Cronbach's alpha of this innovation scale was estimated in
this study.
Validity. Principal component factor analysis with varimax rotation was used not

only to reduce the data but also to test the validity of the measurement in the study
conducted by Johannessen et al. (2001). During the process of analysis, all items would
be maintained on a factor if their loading values were more than 0.5. As a result, the
convergent validity of the iteins was established. In order to establish discriminant
validity, none of variables were able to load over 0.4 on any secondary factors
(Johannessen et al., 2001). Construct validity of this innovation scale was examined in
this study through a principle components factor analysis (exploratory factor analysis,
EFA).
Part 4: Environmental Uncertainty
Description

Environmental uncertainty was defined by Milliken (1987) as the extent to which
individuals or organizations lack abilities to perceive the direction in which their
environment might be changing, to understand the impact of those changes, and/or to

respond to those changes. This definition was consistent with Khandwalla's (1977)
environmental theory connecting environmental uncertainty with organizational
behaviors or practices because the environment was identified as a source of many
pressures on organizations. Based on Khandwalla's (1977) environmental theory,
Khandwalla developed a 7-point semantic differential rating scale survey with 19 items to
measure the environment in which a company was positioned. Khandwalla's (1977)
scale was adapted by Chow et al. (2003) to a nine-item questionnaire to measure
environmental uncertainty. The 7-point revised scale was comprised of nine items, and
each item ranged from "of negligible intensity" (1) to "extremely intense" (7). In order to
gain in-depth perceptions of Taiwan firms on their environment, the second and the sixth
items of the scale were slightly revised (see Appendix H, Part 4). In this study, "skilled"
and "and demands" were added by the researcher in the second and the sixth items,
respectively. Furthermore, there were no reverse coded items in this study.

Reliability
In the study by Chow et al. (2003), data collection originated from two resources.
One part of the data was collected by surveying 35 Taiwan manufacturing firms by Chow
et al. (2003). Other data were collected based on Gordon and Christensen's (1993) study.
According to these data, the Cronbach Alpha of environmental uncertainty in the revised
scale was calculated to be 0.85 for Taiwan. In the current study, the researcher retested
the reliability of environmental uncertainty because the nine items in the Chow's et al.
(2003) study were revised. In the study by Khandwalla (1977), data were collected from

60 Canadian firms, and two executives in each firm participated in completing the
questionnaire. The interjudge reliability of the original version of environmental

variables by Khandwalla was estimated to be 0.56 to 0.64. Cronbach's alpha of this
environmental uncertainty scale was estimated in this study.
Validity

In the study by Khandwalla (1 977), the construct validity of all items was
established by comparing correlation between responses of two senior executives in each
of 60 firms because the executives were experts in their firms. Therefore, the higher the
degree of agreement on the information they provided, the higher the validity of the
environmental variables. However, in the study by Chow et al. (2003), the validity of the
scale was not presented. Construct validity of the environmental uncertainty scale was
examined in this study through a principle components factor analysis (exploratory factor
analysis, EFA).
Part 5: Tlze Success Rate of NPD
Description

Successful new product development (NPD) was defined as the process of
conceiving ideas about a new product, to launching this product into the market, to the
successful outcomes of that process (Crawford, 1991; Urban & Hauser, 1993). Based on
the study by Cooper (1982), the NPD success should be defined as the degree to which a
new product reached the minimum acceptable commercial goals set by firms. In the
study by Sengupta and Bushman (1998), a self-report, consisting of two items to
calculate the success rate of NPD in a company was developed to measure the extent to
which a new product achieves the minimum acceptable sales, profitability, or financial
goals set by this company (see Appendix H, Part 5).

Reliability
The data for the NPD success were collected based on the number of successfully
launched new products in the last 3 years for each firm in the target population. In this
study, therefore, the reliability of the self-report data was estimated through interrater
reliability.
Validity
The convergent validity of the self-report ratio (or percentage calculated) was
assessed through an inter-correlation matrix of independent variables (cultural variables:
clarity, project management, team performance, and innovation), mediating variables

(firm size and environmental uncertainty), and the dependent variable (the NPD success
rate).
Procedures: Ethical Considerations and Data Collection Methods

In this section, the ethical considerations about protecting participants was
described, as well as other ethical considerations, and methods of collecting data were
also discussed.

1.

Before the beginning of data collection, permission to use all scales from
instrument developers was obtained (see Appendix F and G).

2.

An application was submitted to Institutional Review Board (IRB) of Lynn
University. Due to this study being conducted in a foreign country, a full
board review by the IRB was necessary. After receiving the approval of the
IRB, data collection began.

3.

To maintain the anonymity of participants, a request to the IRB was made
to waive documentation of a signed consent, since the signature of

participants was the only identifier. Return of the survey implied consent to
participate.
4.

After receiving preliminary approval to proceed with translations from IRB,
the consent form and survey was translated into the Mandarin language by
experts proficient at both Mandarin and English and reverse-translated from
Mandarin into English. An official endorsement and certification was
obtained. The certified consent and survey was submitted to IRB for final
approval.

5.

After receiving the approval of the IRB, data collection began.

6.

The target population listing was obtained through public Web sites of the
Association of Industries in Science Parks (AISP) and the Taiwan
Transportation Vehicle Association (TTVMA). While the listing of the
target population comprises the names, URLs, and contact numbers of
companies, participants did not identifL themselves on the survey and were
anonymous to the researcher.

7.

The target participants were managers, engineers, and specialists in R&D,
marketing, and manufacturing divisions of the 54 telecommunication and
the 45 bicycle firms in Taiwan.

8.

Two methods, phone calls and mail surveys, were used to collect data from
the target population. Through an initial phone call, the researcher
explained the purpose of this study to the target participants and solicited
their intent to participate. After gaining phone call permission, mailing
addresses of these participants willing to participate in this study were

obtained for the mail survey. During this initial phone call, those agreeing
to participate were informed that a follow-up phone call would be made to
remind the participant to return the survey. Because the research did not
know who returned the survey, all participants were reminded to return the
survey.
a.

A survey with a postage-stamped envelope and consent form was
mailed to those eligible participants who agreed to respond. Neither
the survey nor the return envelope had identifiers of these participants.
The second phone call was used to remind potential participants to
complete and return the surveys, whether or not they returned the
survey.

9.

The time of collecting data lasted for two months in order to obtain as many
participants as possible and hence, less than one year after IRB approval.

10.

One month after the conclusion of data collection, IRB Form 8, Report of
Termination of Project, was submitted to the IRB.

1 1.

The data collected were electronically saved with confidentiality (password
and identification required).

12.

The non-public data will be destroyed after five years.

This research study was regarded as ethical for the following reasons:
a. Proper permission was obtained from instrument developers.
b. An IRB application form was submitted to the full board review.

c. An approval from IRB of Lynn University ensured the necessary
procedures associated with protecting human subjects for this study were
in compliance.
d. Eligible participants were informed and received a sufficient explanation
about the study purpose.
e. Respondents were notified that their survey responses were anonymous
and data collected and results in this study were kept confidential.
f. All the data collected from the target population were maintained in a
confidential manner. Electronically saved data were guarded in "password
protected" computer. All paper documents of completed surveys are kept
in a locked cabinet and will be destroyed after five years.
Methods of Data Analysis

All data collected from the target population were analyzed through the Statistical
Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) version 13 in order to respond to the research
questions and examine hypotheses. Many statistical tests, including descriptive data
analysis, internal consistency reliability, exploratory factor analysis, a two-tailed t-test,
hierarchical multiple regression, and moderated multiple regression (MMR), were used in
this study. Before beginning data analysis, the following steps were taken:

1.

Data coding: Data collected were coded with numbers for response
categories for each of the variables in this study and each variable received
a code name.

2.

Descriptive: Through descriptive statistics, data problems and the statistical
assumptions of the parameters used in this study were further examined. In

consequence, data problems were solved, and variables were transformed
only if variables were unable to meet the statistical assumptions.
3.

Internal consistency reliability: Most variables had several items measured
with semantic differential rating scales. The internal consistency of the
multiple-item scales was estimated through Cronbach's alpha. A
Cronbach's coefficient alpha For each of these scales needed to reach 0.7,
the minimum threshold for the internal consistency reliability in the social
science research (Nunnally, 1978).

4.

Exploratory factor analysis: Through exploratory factor analysis, each scale
underwent factor analysis, to determine the data to be reduced, and a large
set of items resembling a construct were also identified. As a result, the
convergent and discriminant validity of all items were established.

To answer Research Question 1 about characteristics of all variables (socialdemographic characteristics of NPD team members, organizational characteristics,
organizational culture, including clarity, project management, team performance, and
innovation, environmental uncertainty, and the success rate of NPD), descriptive
statistics, including frequency distnbutions, measures of central tendency, and variability
(such as the range and standard deviation) were conducted.
Research Question 2 was designed to report differences of organizational culture
(clarity, project management, team performance, and innovation) between
telecommunication and bicycle industries in Taiwan. The purpose of designing Research
Question 3 was to compare the differences of environmental uncertainty between
telecommunication and bicycle industries in Taiwan. For the causal-comparative

(exploratory) aspect of this survey research design, a two-tailed independent t-test was
used to answer Research Question 2 and 3.
Hypothesis 1 was designed to test the explanatory relationships between
organizational culture (clarity, project management, team performance, and innovation)
and the success rate of NPD. Through hierarchical regression, Hypothesis 1 was
examined. A regression model consisted of four cultural variables (clarity, project
management, team performance, and innovation) to explain the success rate of NPD. The
success rate of NPD was measured by the ratio produced from a response to two
questions developed by Sengupta and Bushman (1998).

.

Moreover, the explanatory relationship between cultural variables and the success
rate of NPD was described as followed:
Y = a, +PIXI+ P Z x 2 + P3'3

Where,

y= success rate of NPD
x, = Clarity;
x2= Project Management;
x, = Speed to Market
x4= Product Quality
xj = Market Performance
x, = Team Member Satisfaction; and
x, = Innovation
a, = constant
E , = error

+P d x 4

+Pjxj +Pfjx6 +P7'7

1' '

Mediated multiple regression (MMR) was utilized to test Hypothesis 2 that
environmental uncertainty and firm size mediate the relationships between organizational
culture and the success rate of NPD. Three separate MMR tests were conducted. The
first regression model to test Hypothesis 2a with MMR included the mediating variable
of environmental uncertainty, and was expressed as follows:

Where,
y= success rate of NPD

x,= Clarity;

x2= Project Management;
x3= Speed to Market
x4= Product Quality
x, = Market Performance
x6= Team Member Satisfaction; and
x, = Innovation
z, = environmental uncertainty

a2= constant
E? = error

The second regression model to test Hypothesis 2b with MMR included the mediating
variable of firm size, and was expressed as follows:

Where,
y= success rate of NPD

xl= Clarity;
x2= Project Management;
x3= Speed to Market
x, = Product Quality
x, = Market Performance
x6= Team Member Satisfaction; and
x, = Innovation
z2= firm size

a, = constant
E, = error

The third regression model to test Hypothesis 2 with MMR included both mediating
variables of environmental uncertainty and firm size, and was expressed as follows:

Where,
y= success rate of NPD

xl= Clarity;
x2= Project Management;
x3= Speed to Market
x, = Product Quality

x, = Market Performance

x, = Team Member Satisfaction; and
x, = Innovation

z, = environmental uncertainty
z2= firm size
a4= constant
E~ = error

Evaluation of Research Methods

In this section, internal and external validity were discussed in order to exhibit the
strengths and weaknesses of this research design. External validity of a research study
was related to the approximate truth of propositions, inferences, and conclusions
involving in generalizations, while internal validity of the research study referred to the
extent of presenting cause-effect relationship between independent and dependent
variables (Trochim, 2006). By evaluating this research methodology, strengths and
weaknesses of internal and external validity were exhibited as follows:
Internal Validity: Strengtlzs

1.

In this quantitative and non-experimental study, an explanatory research
design was able to more strongly explain findings than an exploratory or
descriptive design.

2.

The study with a quantitative design had a higher internal validity than one
with a qualitative design.

3.

Due to data analysis procedures appropriately considered for testing
research questions and hypotheses, the internal validity was improved.

4.

Due to having a large sample size and adopting valid and reliable research
instruments for data analysis, the internal validity was enhanced.
Internal Validity: Weaknesses

1.

A non-experimental design was weaker in comparison to an experimental

design.

2.

In respect to measuring the success rate of NPD, using an instrument, the

NPD scale (see Appendix H, Part 5), with no reliability and validity
threatened the internal validity of this study.
External validity: Strengths
1.

The homogenous target population across telecommunication and bicycle
industries in Taiwan minimized the effects of extraneous variables.

2.

Due to comprising of the entire target population (the NPD team members,
including managers, engineers, and specialists in R&D, marketing, and
manufacturing divisions in the 54 telecommunication and 45 bicycle firms
in Taiwan) in this study, the generalization of this study was obtained.

3.

The questionnaire was completed in natural environments (offices,
workplaces, and homes of participants), rather than in a laboratory setting.

4.

In order to increase the validity of the study, a back-translation of the
questionnaire from Mandarin into English was administrated.
External validity: Weaknesses

1.

Because the sample of the target population was produced through a final
data that was self-selected, a selection bias existed.

2.

Due to only focusing on two industries, including telecommunication and
bicycle industries in Taiwan, findings and conclusions of the study may not
be generalized for other industries. That is, the external validity of the
study was limited.

Chapter I11 depicted the research methodology examining research questions and
hypotheses associated with the impact of organizational culture (clarity, project
management, team performance, and innovation) and two mediators (firm size and
environmental uncertainty) on the success rate of NPD for telecommunication and
bicycle industries in Taiwan. In this chapter, the research design, target population,
sampling, instrumentation, data collection procedures, data analysis approaches, and
evaluation of research design were in turn described. Chapter IV exhibited the findings
of this study.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS

In Chapter IV, data analysis was described in detail and an evaluation of the
findings is provided. There were five sections in this chapter. The first section
summarized profiles of participants and companies in the telecommunication and bicycle
industries in Taiwan. Moreover, characteristics of all variables were described in this
section. The following section examines reliability and validity of the instruments used
in the study through Cronbach's alpha and exploratory factor analysis. In the study, the
purpose of employing Cronbach's alpha was to measure internal consistency reliability,
whereas the purpose of using exploratory factor analysis was to evaluate construct
validity. In order to further understand the differences of organizational culture and the
extent of environmental uncertainty between the telecommunication and bicycle
industries in Taiwan, a two-tailed t-test in the third section was adopted.
Identifying the relationship between organizational culture, environmental
uncertainty, firm size, and NPD in the telecommunication and bicycle firms in Taiwan
was the essence of the study. Therefore, the fourth section examined the correlation
between cultural variables (clarity, project management, speed to market, product quality,
market performance, team member satisfaction, innovation), two mediating variables
(including environmental uncertainty and firm size), and a dependent variable (the NPD
success rate). Hierarchical regression analysis was used to identify whether cultural
constructs are the explanatory variables of NPD success rate. In the final section,
moderated multiple regression (MMR) was adopted to examine the roles of
environmental uncertainty and firm size between organizational culture and NPD success

rate. Through MMR, moreover, the interactions between cultural variables and
mediating variables were revealed.
In this study, 460 eligible participants, including managers, engineers, and
specialists, in R&D, manufacturing, and marketing divisions of the 54 telecommunication
and the 45 bicycle firms in Taiwan were invited to participate in the study through phone
invitation. 449 participants agreed to participate in the study. After forming a list
including the contact numbers, e-mail addresses, and local addresses for the 449
participants, a survey with a postage-stamped envelope and consent form was mailed to
each participant who agreed to respond. After one and half months of data collection,
21 9 questionnaires were returned. However, due to having 18 incomplete questionnaires,
the final number of usable questionnaires was 201, for a response rate of 44.7%. All
usable questionnaires were coded for data analysis through the Statistical Package for
Social Sciences (SPSS) computer software.
Descriptive Analysis

Socio-Demographic Clzaracteristics
Of the 201 participants, 78 (38.8%) were from the 21 bicycle and 123 (61.2%)
were from the 33 telecommunication firms in Taiwan. Each of the 54 firms had at least
35 employees. Five of 21 bicycle firms had less then 50 employees, seven had more than
50 but less than 100 employees, and nine had more than 100 employees. The average
firm age of the 21 bicycle firms was 25.9 years old. Based on the addresses of the 21
bicycle firms, moreover, 13 of the 21 bicycle firms positioned their headquarters in
Central Taiwan. Five firms were located in Southern Taiwan and three were in Northern
Taiwan. As for the 33 telecommunication firms, there were 28 firms with more than 100

employees. Only three had less than 50 employees and two had more than 50 but less
than 100 employees. The average age of the 33 firms was 20.4 years old. In addition, 5,
10, and 18 of the 33 firms were positioned in Central, Southern, and Northern Taiwan,
respectively. The organizational profiles of the 54 firms are described in Table 4- 1.
Table 4-1

-

Or~anizationalProfiles o f 54 Firms
Demographic Variables
Employees
35-49
50-99
100 more

21 Bicycle Firms

33 Telecommunication Firms

25.9

20.4

Location
Northern Taiwan
Central Taiwan
Southern Taiwan
Average fm age (years)

Of the 78 participants in the 21 bicycle firms, 56 (713%)were male and 22
(28.2%) were female. The average age of the participants was 33.6 years, and their
average tenure was 5.9 years. 55 of the 78 had earned an associate's degree or higher,
but no one had a doctorate degree. As for job title, 20 (25.6%), 32 (41.0%), and 26
(33.3%) were managers, engineers, and specialists, respectively. Finally, 12 (15.4%), 32
(41.0%), and 34 (43.6%) were from R&D, manufacturing, and marketing divisions,
respectively.
Of the 123 participants in the 33 communication firms, 89 (72.4%) were male and
34 (27.6%) were female. The average age of the participants was 37.3 years, and their
average tenure was 17.4 years. With respect to educational level, 122 of 123 had
graduated from colleges or universities, and 10 had earned a doctorate degree. With
respect to job title, 43 (35.0%), 69 (56.1%), and 11 (8.9%) were managers, engineers, and

specialists, respectively. Furthermore, 43 (35.0%), 62 (50.4%), and 18 (14.6%) were
from R&D, manufacturing, and marketing divisions, respectively. The profiles of 201
participants are exhibited in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2
Projiles ofParticipants in this Study
Demographic Variables

Gender
Male
Female

Frequency

Valid Percentage

1
145
56

2
56
22

3
89
34

1
72.1%
27.9%

2
71.8%
28.2%

3
72.4%
27.6%

55
94
52

12
32
34

43
62
18

27.4%
46.8%
25.8%

15.4%
41.0%
43.6%

35.0%
50.4%
14.6%

Age
20-29
30-39
40-49
50 more
Educational level
Less than high school
High school
Associate's degree
Bachelor's degree
Master's degree
Doctorate degree
Workplace
R&D division
Manufacturing division
Marketing division
Job title
Manager
Engineer
Specialist
Tenure
1-5
69
46
23
34.3%
59.0%
18.7%
40
16
5 more-10
24
19.9%
20.5%
19.5%
92
16
76
45.8%
10 more
20.5%
61.8%
Note. 1: The full sample (n = 201); 2: The bicycle sub-sample (n = 78); 3: The telecommunication subsample (n = 123).

The Means and Standard Deviations of All Variables

As shown in Table 4-3, all variables in this study were briefly described in the full
sample, bicycle sub-sample, and telecommunication sub-sample respectively. Of the

variables, team performance was calculated by 26 items used to measure four constructs,
speed to market, product quality, team member satisfaction, and market performance.
From Table 4-3, the distributions of all variables were approximately normal because
absolute values of the skewness and kurtosis of the variables were less than one (Leech et
al., 2005). By describing social demography and all variables in Table 4-1,4-2, and 4-3,
therefore, data for Research Question 1 were recorded.
Table 4-3
Descriptive Analysis of All Variables
Variable (Items)

1.

Mean
,6396

Std.deviation
.23542

Skewness
-.686

Kurtosis
-.206

4.8329
5.4815

,58938
,88775

,642
-.330

,951
-.545

NPD success rate (2)

Firm size ( I )

Clarity (6)

Project management (7)

1.
2.
3.

Innovation (6)

Speed to market (5)
1.

Product quality (10)

2.
3.

Team member satisfaction (5)

2.
3.

1.

1.

Market performance (6)

2.
3.

Team performance (26)

2.
3.

Environmental uncertainty (9)

2.
3.

1.

Note. I : The full sample (n = 201); 2: The bicycle suh-sample (n = 7e); 3: The telecommunication sub-sample (n =
123).

Exploratory Factor Analysis

In general, not only was exploratory factor analysis (EFA) employed to examine
construct validity of constructs based on correlations between them, but it was also used
to hlfill data reduction in order to extract common factors from items measuring the
constructs (Leech, Barrett, & Morgan, 2005). In this study, the instruments that were
adopted from the previous studies and had been examined by the instrument developers
comprised five dimensions, clarity, project management, team performance, innovation,
and environmental uncertainty. Of the five dimensions, clarity, project management,
innovation, and environmental uncertainty were uni-dimensional variables and were
measured by six, seven, six, and nine items, respectively. In contrast, team performance
was a multiple dimensional variable and was composed of speed to market, product
quality, team member satisfaction, and market performance. The four constructs, speed
to market, product quality, team member satisfaction, and market performance, were
measured by five, ten, five, and six items, respectively. The principal components
analysis with a varimax rotation was conducted to examine the construct validity of the
constructs and to fulfill data reduction so as to extract common factors and identify
whether the constructs of this study was consistent with the original set of variables.
Before fulfilling EFA, Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test and Bartlett's test needed
to be examined first. The purpose of KMO test was to examine whether items were
sufficiently predicated for each factor, whereas the purpose of Bartlett's test was to
indicate whether items were high1y correlated in order to provide a logical reason for
performing EFA. Based on the study by Leech et al. (2005L KMO value should be at
least .70 and Bartlett's test also should be significant @ < .05). On examining KMO

values and Bartlett's test, the results indicated not only that all constructs in this study
were sufficient for social science research but also that EFA could be conducted to
examine the construct validity of the instruments. KMO values and Bartlett's test of all
constructs are exhibited in Table 4-4.
Table 4-4
KMO and Bartlett S Test
Construct
Clarity
Project Management
Team Performance
Innovation
Environmental Uncertainty

KMO
,740
,887
,893
,857
.910

Bartlett's Test
Value
365.769
636.636
2462.607
594.753
1263.217

df
15
21
325
15
36

Sig. (PI
.OOO
.OOO
,000
,000
,000

In the following step, EFA .was adopted to examine validity of all constructs. As
for clarity, the six items were examined through the principal components analysis with a
varimax rotation. Based on one eigenvalue with over one and the scree plot test, only one
factor was extracted and accounted for 65.72% of the observed variance. The scree plot
test was a chart used to determine how many eigenvalues of the correlation matrix should
be maintained (Leech et al., 2005). As shown in Table 4-5, all factor loadings of the six
items were more than .40. Based on the study by Sengupta and Bushman (1998), the
results presented that construct validity was acceptable.
Table 4-5
Factor Loading for Clarity
Item
Clarity #1
~ ~ a r i#2
t;
Clarity #3
Clarity #4
Clarity #5
Clarity #6
Eigenvalue

Factor Loading
,803

Comrnunality
,645

For project management, the seven items were examined through principal
components analysis with a varimax rotation. Only one factor was extracted to account
for 57.679% of the variance. All factor loadings of seven items exhibited in Table 4-6
were ranged fiom .569 to 370. The results were consistent with the study by Sengupta
and Bushman (1998).
Table 4-6
Factor Loading for Project Management
Item
Project management #1
Project management #2
Project management #3
Project management #4
Project management #5
Project management #6
Project management #7
Eigenvalue

Factor Loading
,780
370
.782
,742
.569
.788
,753
4.038

Communality
.609
,756
,611
,550
,324
,621
,566

In the following step, the six items of innovation were examined through principal
components analysis with a varimax rotation. After several iterations for convergence,
one factor accounting for 62.172% of the variance was extracted based on one eigenvalue
with 3.73 and the scree plot test. All loading values of the six items were over .50 and
are exhibited in Table 4-7. This result confirmed the results by Johannessen et al. (2001).
Table 4-7
Factor Loading for Innovation
Item
Innovation #1
Innovation #2
Innovation #3
Innovation #4
Innovation #5
Innovation #6
Eigenvalue
% of variance

Factor Loading
,776
,874
,783
.793
,756
.74 1
3.730
62.172

Communality
,602
,765
.612
,630
,572
.550

With respect to environmental uncertainty, one eigenvalue with 5.723 was
extracted as a factor from the nine items through principal components analysis with a
varimax rotation. This factor was able to account for 63.594% of the observed variance.
As shown in Table 4-8, moreover, factor loadings of the nine items were over .70. This
result pointed out that the validity of environmental uncertainty was acceptable even
though the validity of this construct was not examined in the study by Chow et al. (2003).
Table 4-8
Factor Loadinp for Environmental Uncertaintv
Item
Enwonmental Uncertainty #l
Environmental Uncertainty #2
Environmental Uncertainty #3
Environmental Uncertainty #4
Environmental Uncertainty #5
Environmental Uncertainty #6
Environmental Uncertainty #7
Environmental Uncertainty #8
Environmental Uncertainty #9
Eigenvalue
% of variance

Factor Loading
,806
.828
,805
,827
303
,850
,710
.763
,777
5.723
63.594

Communality
,650
,686
,648
,683
,644
,722
,504
,582
,603

Team performance was composed of four constructs measured by several items.
Of the four constructs, for example, speed to market was measured by five items, product
quality was measured by ten items, team member satisfaction was measured by five
items, and market performance was measured by six items. Through principal
components analysis with a varimax xotation, four eigenvalues with over one were
extracted as the four factors. Of the four eigenvalues, the first one with 8.598 accounted
for 18.241% of the variance. The second eigenvalue with 2.239 accounted for 16.567%
of the variance. The third eigenvalue with 1.827 accounted for 14.480% of the variance.
The last one was 1.344 and accounted for 9.078% of the variance. Totally, 58.365% of
the variance was accounted by the four eigenvalues. On examining the factor structure, it

was observed that factor loadings of items were over .40. These are exhibited in Table 4-

9. Not only was the result of examining construct validity of team performance
consistent with the study by Sarin and Mahajan (2001), but it was also acceptable.
Table 4-9
Factor Loading for Team Performance
Item

1

S ~ e e dto market #1
Speed to market #2
Speed to market #3
Speed to market #4
Speed to market #5
Product quality #1
Product quality #2
Product quality #3
Product quality #4
Product quality #5
Product quality #6
Product quality #7
Product quality #8
Product quality #9
Product quality #10
Team member satisfaction #1
Team member satisfaction #2
Team member satisfaction #3
Team member satisfaction #4
Team member satisfaction #5
Market performance #1
Market performance #2
Market performance #3
Market performance #4
Market performance #5
Market performance #6
Eigenvalue
% of variance

Factor Loading
2
3

4

,710
,818
-.654
-.787
-.864
.59 1
.682
-.696
.777
.70 1
.665
,567
,405
,505
.572
,802
,801
,711
,779
,794

8.598
18.241

2.239
16.567

,754
,659
.646
,715
,707
,788
1.827
14.480

Communality
,623
,757
.48 1
,750
,829
.49 1
,610
,514
,639
,553
,511
.457
,367
,400
,497
,738
,723
,599
,709
.739
.654
,566
,601
,617
,514
.645

1.344
9.078

Reliability Analysis
Reliability of the instrument used in a study indicated the extent of the internal
consistency and stability of the instrument (Leech et al., 2005). In a study, the higher the
reliability of the instrument was, the higher the internal consistency and stability of the
instrument was (Leech et al., 2005; Nunnally, 1978). Cronbach's alpha was employed to
measure eight constructs (clarity, project management, speed to market, product quality,

team member satisfaction, market performance, innovation, environmental uncertainty),
whereas interrater correlation was used to evaluate the reliability of the NPD success rate.
According to the study by Leech et al. (2005), Cronbach's alpha was appropriately used
to evaluate the reliability of a variable measured by Likert scale items because
Cronbach's coefficient alpha was able to calculate the internal consistency reliability
based on the average correlation of each item in the scale with every other term.
Based on the studies by Leech et al. (2005) and Nunnally (1978), a Cronbach's
coefficient alpha for each of these scales needed to reach .70, the minimum threshold for
the internal consistency reliability in the social science research. Through Cronbach's
alpha, the coefficients of the eight constructs ranged from .707 to .927. These are shown
in Table 4-10. The results indicated that the instruments in this study have high internal
consistency reliability. With respect to the dependent variable (the NPD success rate),
the interrater reliability was employed to measure the reliability of the NPD success rate
depending on correlation between respondents in each firm. As a result, the average
correlation was up to .946 (2-tailed, p < 0.001).
Table 4- 10

project Management
Speed to Market
Product Quality
Team Member Satisfaction
Market Performance
Innovation
Environmental Uncertainty
NPD Success Rate
Note. *The interrater reliability

7
5
10
5
6
6
9
1

,874
,707
,872
,896
,852
,877
,927
.946*

t-Test

Research Questions 2 and 3 were designed to identify whether the differences of
organizational culture and environmental uncertainty between the telecommunication and
bicycle industries in Taiwan were significant. An independent t-test was employed to
identify whether the means of two groups for variables were significantly different from
each other. For each variable, equality of variances between the bicycle and
telecommunication sub-samples needed to be identified before employing a 2-tailed t-test
to examine the two research questions (Lech et al., 2005). Leech et al. pointed out that
Levene's test was used to examine the equality of variances for variables across two or
more groups. That the ANOVA F-test of a variable was significant indicated that the
variable had no equality of variances across groups compared. As for these variables
with no equality of variances, it was recommended that these variables should be tested
through the adjusted t-test formula (Lech et al., 2005).
Through Levene's test, the variables, including project management, speed to
market, market performance, innovation, and firm size, had equality of variances across
the telecommunication and the bicycle sub-samples. Clarity, product quality, team
member satisfaction, team performance, and environmental uncertainty did not have
equality of variances across the two sub-samples. These are shown in Table 4-1 1.
According to Table 4-1 1, except for project management, the results of the independent
2-tailed t-test indicated that the differences of cultural variables and environmental
uncertainty between the telecommunication and bicycle industries were significant.
From Table 4-1 0, on the whole, the average perceptions of participants in the
telecommunication industry on organizational culture and environmental uncertainty

were higher than those of participants in the bicycle industry on organizational culture
and environmental uncertainty. Further, the average mean of firm size in the 33
telecommunication firms was higher than that in the 21 bicycle firms.
Table 4- 11
Comparison of the Mean and Std. Deviation Scores for Cultural Variables and
Environmental Uncertainty
Levene's test for equality of
variances
F
Sig. @)
Clarity
10.786
.OO 1
Project management
.I07
,744
Innovation
3.711
,055
Speed to market
3.167
,077
Product quality
12.844
,000
Team member satisfaction
6.009
,015
Market performance
.630
,428
Team performance
11.046
,001
Environmental uncertainty
25.681
,000
Note. a Adjusted t-test formula for unequal variances
Variable

t-test for equality of means
t
-2.69ga
,009
-3.029
-4.051
-1.95ga
-2.391a
-2.410
-3.099a
-5.704a

Sig. (p)
,008
.993
,003
,000
.052
.018
,017
.002
.OOO

Hierarchical Multiple Regression
In this section, Hypothesis 1 was examined through hierarchical multiple
regression. Hypothesis 1 was designed to identify whether organizational culture
variables (clarity, project management, team performance, and innovation) were
explanatory variables of the NPD success rate for the telecommunication and bicycle
industries in Taiwan. Based on the study by Leech et al. (2005), multiple regression
analysis was one of complicated statistical approaches predicating explanatory
relationships between several independent variables and one dependent variable. Aiken
and West (1991), moreover, proposed multiple regression analysis as a general strategy
for analyzing data. It was recommended that hierarchical multiple regression should be
an appropriate statistical method when one has an idea about "the order in which one
wants to enter predictors and wants to know how predication by certain variables
improves on predictions by others" (Leech et al., 2005, p. 91). As a result, before

employing hierarchical multiple regression to examine the explanatory relationships, the
order of entering predictors was first obtained based on the strength of correlations
between all cultural variables and the NPD success rate (NPD). Because team
performance consisted of four constructs (speed to market, product quality, team member
satisfaction, and market performance), the possible Pearson correlations of cultural
variables with the NPD success rate were examined in two sets of cultural variables. The
first set included seven variables, clarity, project management (PM), innovation (INN),
speed to market (STM), product quality (PQ), team member satisfaction (TMS), and
market performance (MP), whereas the second set included four variables, clarity, project
management (PM), innovation (INN),and team performance (TP). Through (2-tailed)
Pearson correlation, for the full sample correlations between cultural variables,
environmental uncertainty (EU), firm size (FS), and NPD success rate are exhibited in
Tables 4-12 and 4-13.
On examining the two Pearson correlation matrices in Table 4-12 and 4-13, the
results indicated that two variables, the NPD success rate and cultural variables, were
significantly correlated to each other. As shown in Table 4-12, of seven cultural
variables, the order of the strength of relationship with the NPD success rate was market
performance, innovation, project management, clarity, product quality, team member
satisfaction, and speed to market. From Table 4-13, furthermore, the order of the strength
with the NPD success rate for four variables, including clarity, project management, team
performance, and innovation, was innovation, team performance, project management,
and clarity.

Table 4- 12
Pearson Correlation Matrix of Seven Cultural Variablesj o y the Full Sample (n = 201)
Variable

NPD

Clarity

PM

STM

PQ

TMS

MP

INN

EU

NPD

1.OO

Clarity

.344**

1.OO

PM

.399**

,620"

STM

.221"

,523"

,378"

PQ

,336"

.667**

.617**

.484**

TMS

,282"

.539**

,447"

,370"

.597*'

1.00

MP

.677'"

.468"

.438'*

.417**

,463"

,431"

INN

,654"

,482"

,425"

,345";

.469*'

,508"

.701"

1.00

EU

,274"

,427':

.305**

,470';'

,419"

,339"

,403"

,410~'

FS

-.154*

-.233**

-.270**

-.139*

-.164'

-.173'

-.150*

FS

1.OO

,079

1.OO
1 .OO

1.00

1 .OO
-.380**

1.OO

Note. For (2-tailed) correlation significance * p 5.05, **p 5.001

Table 4- 13
Pearson Correlation Matrix of Four Cultural variablesfor the Full Sample (n = 201)
Variable
NPD

NPD

Clarity

PM

TM

Innovation

EU

FS

1.OO

Clarity

,344"

1.OO

Innovation

,654"

.482**

,425"

,664"

1.OO

EU

.274**

.427**

,305"

,511"

.410**

FS

-.154'

-.233**

,079

-.220*'

-.150"

1.OO
-.380**

1.00

Note. For (2-tailed) correlation significance * p 5.05, * * p 5.001

According to the order of entering seven predictors, hierarchical multiple
regression was employed to predict the explanatory relationships between the seven
cultural variables and the NPD success rate. As shown in Table 4-14, ANOVA F-tests of

seven models pointed to the combination of the seven variables that significantly ( p <
,001) predicted the NPD success rate. In addition, R2 and adjusted R2 values were over
.450 in the seven models. Based on the study by Leech et al. (2005), the adjusted R2
value was defined as how many percentages of the variance can be predicted from the
combination of the independent variables. As a result, the adjusted R~ value in the
seventh model was 0.533, meaning that 53.3% of the variance in the NPD success rate
was able to be predicted from the seven cultural variables combined.
Table 4- 14
Hierarchical Multiple Regression of Seven Cultural Variablesfor the Full Sample (n =
201)
Model
1
2
3
4
5

6
7

F
168.601
108.176
73.104
55.843
44.91 1
38.537
33.654

df
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Residual df
199
198
197
196
195
194
193

Sig. (p)

,000
,000
,000
,000
,000
,000
.OOO

R'
.459
.522
.527
.533
,535
,544
.550

Adjusted R~
,456
,517
,520
,523
.523
,530
,533

Of seven variables, as shown in Table 4-15, market performance, innovation, and
project management had a strongly positive impact on the NPD success rate. In the
seventh regression model, however, clarity, speed to market, product quality, and t e a p
member satisfaction had no or slight impact on the NPD success rate even though these
variables strongly correlated with the NPD success rate in Table 4-12 through Pearson
correlation. The B weight values and the P weight values in Table 4-15 were the
unstandardized coefficients and standardized coefficients of the multiple regression
equation. Leech et al. (2005) pointed out that "the B weight values are the coefficients of
the estimated regression model, whereas the fi weight values are an attempt to make the
regression coefficients more comparable" (p. 95). The P weight value of one predictor

also indicated that an individual factor contributed to the regression model. Based on the

p weight values (see Table 4-15) from the highest to lowest, the order of the strength was
market performance, innovation, project management, team member satisfaction, speed
to market, clarity, and product quality.
Table 4- 15
Hierarchical Multiple Regression Coeficients of Seven Cultural Variablesfor the Full
Sample (n = 201)
1
2

3

4

5

6

7

Model
(Constant)
Market performance

B

-.378
.300

SE
.079
.023

(Constant)
Market performance
Innovation

-.379
.I90
.I 17

(Constant)
Market performance
Innovation
Project management

fl

Tolerance

VIP

1.000

1 .OOO

,000
,000
,000

,509
,509

1.964
1.964

-4.738
5.806
4.798
1.391

,000
,000
.OOO
,166

.485
.492
,781

2.06 1
2.033
1.281

,421
,355
,127
-.I03

-4.463
5.968
5.016
1.992
-1.564

.OOO
,000
,000
,048
.I 19

,479
,477
,585
,550

2.088
2.098
1.710
1.818

.I 17
,031
.024
,025
,026
,041

,427
,362
,149
-.073
-.074

-3.248
6.035
5.092
2.217
-1.018
-1.042

,001
,000
,000
.028
,310
.299

,476
,472
.529
,462
,470

2.103
2.117
1.891
2.164
2.129

-.373
,189
.I30
.056
-.019
-.017
-.048

,117
,031
,024
,025
,026
,043
,025

,428
,393
,151
-.052
-.030
-.I24

-3.191
6.084
5.423
2.258
-.720
-.408
-1.907

.002
,000
,000
.025
,472
.684
,058

,476
,449
,529
.45 1
,425
,560

2.103
2.228
1.891
2.216
2.354
1.785

-.339
,198
,128
.056
-.008
-.007
-.047
-.038

,118
,032
,024
,025
,027
.043
,025
,024

,448
,388
.I48
-.022
-.012
-.I21
-.094

-2.866
6.294
5.369
2.235
-.297
-.I59
-1.875
-1.591

,005
,000
,000
,027
,767
,874
,062
.I13

.461
,448
,529
,422
,415
,560
,667

2.171
2.233
1.892
2.367
2.412
1.786
1.499

,677

t
-4.768
12.985

Sig. (p)
,000
,000

,075
,030
-023

,430
,353

-5.069
6.244
5.129

-.470
,181
.I 11
,029

.099
,031
,023
,021

.409
,335
.077

(Constant)
Market performance
Innovation
Project management
Clarity

-.446
.I86
.l I8
,048
-.037

.I00
.031
.023
,024
.024

(Constant)
Market performance
lnnovation
Project management
Clarity
Product quality

-.382
,189
,120
,056
-.026
-.043

(Constant)
Market performance
Innovation
Project management
Clarity
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
(Constant)
Market performance
Innovation
Project management
Clarity
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Speed to market

According to the seventh model (see Table 4-15), the estimated regression of the
NPD success rate is:
The NPD Success Rate

= - .339

+ ,198 Market Performance + .I28 Innovation

+ ,056 Project Management - .008 Clarity
- .007 Product Quality - ,047 Team Member Satisfaction
- .038 Speed to Market
Next, the four variables of clarity, project management, team performance, and
innovation were examined to determine whether they were explanatory variables of the
NPD success rate. Based on the strength of correlations in the Table 4-13, hierarchical
multiple regression was adopted to examine relationships between the four cultural
variables and the NPD success rate. In the Table 4-16, ANOVA F-tests of four models
indicated that the four cultural variables combined were able to significantly (p < .001)
predict the NPD success rate. Further, R2 and adjusted R2 values ranged from .425 to
.45 1 in the four models. In the fourth model, the significance of the adjusted R2 value
meant that 44.0% of the variance in the NPD success rate was able to be predicted from
clarity, project management, innovation, and team performance combined.
Table 4-16
Hierarchical Multiple Regression of Four Cultural Variablesfor the Full Sample (N =
201)
Model
1

F
148.939

df
1

Residual df
199

Sig. (p)

R~

,000

,428

Adjusted R'
,425

As shown in Table 4-1 7, the impact of innovation and project management on the
NPD success rate was significantly positive even through clarity and team performance

had no or slight impact on the NPD success rate. Based on the P weight values from the
highest to lowest, the order was innovation, project management, team performance, and
clarity. In Tables 4-15 and 4-17, the B and the fi weight values changed depending on
gradually adding different variables. According to the findings, Hypothesis 1 was
partially supported for the full sample (n = 201). That is, not all of cultural variables used
in this study were explanatory variables of the NPD success rate for the full sample. A
problem with multicollinearity in the two regression models was also examined through
Tolerance and variance inflation factor (VIP). Leech et al. (2005) pointed out that the
lower the Tolerance value or the larger the VIP value was, the higher the probability of
multicollinearity was. Based on the study by Leech et al. (2005), Tolerance = 1lVIP and
VIP = 111 - R~ (p. 95). Leech et al. pointed out that problems with multicollinearity very
likely happened if the VIP value was more than 10 or the Tolerance was less than .lo.
From Tables 4-15 and 4-17, all Tolerance values were over 0.30, so the problem with
multicollinearity was ignored.
Table 4- 17
Hierarchical Multiple Regression Coefjcients of Four Cultural Variablesfor the Full
Sample (n = 201)
1
2

3

4

Model.
(Constant)
Innovation

B
-.050
.217

SE
.058
,018

(Constant)
Innovation
Team performance

-.237
,190
,074

(Constant)
Innovation
Team performance
Project management
(Constant)
Innovation
.
Team performance
Project management
Clarity

P

Tolerance

VIP

1.000

1 .OOO

,053
,000
,084

,559
,559

1.789
1.789

-2.368
8.037
,548
1.886

,019
,000
,584
,061

,559
,414
,607

1.790
2.41 3
1.646

-2.501
8.058
1.039
2.173
-1.207

,013
.OOO
.300
.031
,229

.559
,328
,547
,441

1.790
3.050
1.830
2.267

,654

t
-267
12.204

Sig. (p)
,387
,000

.i22
,024
,043

,572
,124

-1.945
8.015
1.739

-.296
.I89
,027
,048

,125
,024
,049
,025

,570
,045
,128

-.315
,189
,057
,058
-.034

,126
,023
,055
.027
,029

,571
,096
,156
-.096

According to Table 4-17, furthermore, the estimated model of the NPD success
rate is:
The NPD Success Rate

= - .315

+ ,189 Innovation + ,057 Team Performance

+ .058 Project Management - ,034 Clarity
In order to obtain a hrther, in-depth understanding about the relationships
between organizational culture and the NPD success rate, the full sample was categorized
into two sub-samples, bicycle and telecommunication. For the bicycle sub-sample,
through Pearson (Ztailed) correlation analysis, findings in Table 4-1 8 indicated that
cultural variables significantly correlated with the NPD success rate, except for speed to
market. In the following step, the overall team performance was added, and the four
variables (speed to market, product quality, team member satisfaction, and market
performance) were removed. As shown in Table 4-19, clarity, project management, team
performance, and innovation were all strongly correlated with the NPD success rate
through Pearson (2-tailed) correlation analysis.

Table 4- 18
Pearson Correlation Matrix of Seven Cultural Variables.for the Bicycle Sub-Sample (n =

78)
Variable
NPD

NPD

Clarity

PM

STM

TMS

MP

INN

EU

FS

1 .OO

Clarity

,425"

PM

.643*'

,735"

,131

.480**

.437"

STM

PQ

1.00
1.00
1.00

PQ

,407"

,727"

,706"

.553*'

TMS

,362'

,586"

.529**

.449**

,688"

MP

,450"

,512"

.475**

,443"

,543"

,580"

INN

,347"

.407*'

,402"

,462"

.555**

FS

,272'

-.219

-.003

8

-.075

I .OO

.287"

,055

1 .OO
1.00
,627"

1.00

,056

-.013

-.094

1.OO

Note. For (2-tailed) correlation significance * p 5.05, ** p 5.001

Table 4-1 9
Pearson Correlation Matrix of Four Cultural Variablesfor the Bicycle Sub-Sample (n =
78)
Variable

NPD

Clarity

PM

TP

NPD

1.OO

Clarity

.425**

1.OO

INN

.347**

.407"

.402"

.597**

FS

,272'

-.219

-.003

-.083

Note. For (2-tailed) correlation significance * p 5.05,

** p 5.001

INN

EU

FS

1.00

-.013

-.094

1.OO

Based on Table 4-19, the order of using seven predictors in the regression analysis
was project management, market performance, clarity, product quality, team member
satisfaction, and innovation. All ANOVA F-tests (see Table 4-20) indicated that the
combination of the seven cultural variables was able to significantly ( p < .001) predict the
NPD success rate for the bicycle sub-sample. In the seventh model, R' and adjusted R'
values were up to .499, meaning that 49.9% of the variance in the NPD success rate was
able to be explained from the seventh model.
Table 4-20
Hierarchical Multiple Regression of Seven Cultural Variables,for the Bicycle Sub-Sample
(n = 78)
Model
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

F
56.612
29.546
20.591
15.736
12.426
10.229
9.965

df
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Residual df
76
75
74
73
72
71
70

Sig. (p)
,000
,000
.OOO
.000
,000
,000
,000

R~
,414
.44 1
,455
,463
,463
,464
,499

Adjusted R'
,406
.426
,433
,434
,426
,418
.449

As shown in Table 4-21, project management, market performance, and speed to
market strongly influenced the NPD success rate, while the other four had no significant
impact on the NPD success rate. Of project management, market performance, and speed
to market, the former two variables had a positive impact on the NPD success rate. In
contrast, speed to market was identified as negatively influencing the NPD success rate
even though it was not significantly correlated with the NPD success rate in the Pearson
correlation matrix. Based on the absolute P weight values from the highest to lowest in
the last model, the order of the seven variables was project management, market
performance, speed to market, clarity, product quality, team member satisfaction, and
innovation. Moreover, the predicting model of the NPD success rate is:

The NPD Success Rate

= -. 11 7

+.188 Project Management - ,024 Clarity

+.109 Market Performance - .02 7 Product Quality
+ .047 Team Member Satisfaction + .002 Innovation
- ,069 Speed to Market

Table 4-2 1
Hierarchical Multiple Regression Coeficients of Seven Cultural Variablesfor the Bicycle
Sub-Sample (n

=

78)
B

SE

(Constant)
Project management

-.087
.I 68

. I 13
,023

1
2

(Constant)
Project management
Market performance

-.227
.I45
,072

3

(Constant)
Project management
Market performance
Clarity

4

5

6

7

P

Sig. (p)

Tolerance

VIP

,643

t
-.767
7.322

.445
.OOO

1.000

1.000

.I34
,026
,038

,554
,187

-1.700
5.649
1.904

,093
,000
,061

,774
,774

1.291
1.291

-.239
.I 75
,087
-.043

,133
,034
.039
.031

,671
,225
-.I83

-1.799
5.222
2.224
-1.393

,029
,168

,446
,717
,425

2.240
1.396
2.352

(Constant)
Project management
Market performance
Clarity
Product quality

-.I87
.I88
,098
-.030
-.053

,142
,036
,040
,033
,050

.719
.252
-.127
-.I45

-1.319
5.270
2.415
-397
-1.045

,191
,000
,018
,373
.299

,395
,673
,365
.382

2.532
1.486
2.743
2.616

(Constant)
Project management
Market performance
Clarity
Product quality
Team member satisfaction

-.I84
.I 88
,095
-.031
-.056
,006

,144
,036
,043
,034
.055
,033

,720
.247
-.130
-.I55
,021

-1.278
5.237
2.224
-.903
-1.020
,165

,205
,000
,029
,369
,311
,869

.395
,606
,360
,324
,460

2.532
1.650
2.774
3.084
2.172

(Constant)
Project management
Market performance
Clarity
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Innovation

-.I81
.I87
,090
-.030
-.056
,003
,007

,146
,036
,048
,034
.055
,035
,029

,718
,234
-. 129
-.I55
,013
,028

-1.240
5.182
1.893
-889
-1.016
.I00
,241

,219
.OOO
,062
,377
.313
,920
310

.394
,495
,360
,324
,433
,550

2.540
2.021
2.777
3.084
2.310
1.818

(Constant)
Project management
Market performance
Clarity
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Innovation
Speed to market

-.I17
,188
,109
-.024
-.027
,008
,002
-.069

,145
.035
,047
,033
,055
,034
.028
,031

,721
,283
-.103
-.075
.030
,007
-.233

-.812
5.348
2.315
-.731
-.492
,232
,059
-2.226

,419
,000
,024
,467
.625
,817
,953
.029

,394
,479
,358
,306
,432
,546
,653

2.540
2.089
2.795
3.264
2.317
1.831
1.530

Model

,076
.OOO

Similarly, the order of using four cultural variables in the hierarchical multiple
regression model was team performance, project management, innovation, and clarity
depending on the strength of the relationship with the NPD success rate. Based on Table
4-22, the results of all ANOVA F-tests indicated that the combination of the four
variables significantly ( p < .001) predicted the NPD success rate. Moreover, the adjusted

R' value in the fourth model was .40, meaning that the four combined variables were able
to explain 40.0% of the variance.
Table 4-22

Hierarchical Multiple Regression of Four Cultural Variablesfor the Bicycle Sub-Sample
(n = 78)
Model
1
2
3
4

F
53.612
26.454
17.834
13.837

Residual df
76
75
74
73

df
1

2
3
4

Sig. (p)
,000
.OOO
,000
,000

R~
,414
,414
.420
.43 1

Adjusted R~
,406
.398
,396
,400

As for the significance of the P weight values for the four cultural variables in
Table 4-23, findings revealed that for the bicycle sub-sample only project management
had a positive impact on the NPD success rate with a P weight value of .701. In contrast,
the other three cultural predictors were not significantly related to the NPD success rate
even though each of them was identified to significantly correlate with the NPD success
rate in Table 4-19. This might be because project management had a high correlation
with both clarity and team performance, and the importance of clarity and team
performance was disregarded in the regression model. Based on the fourth model, the
estimated regression model of the NPD success rate is:

The NPD Success Rate

=

- ,095 + .I83 Project Management - .028 Clarity

- ,014 Team Performance + ,033 Innovation

Table 4-23
Hierarchical Multiple Regression Coeficients ofFour Cultural Variablesfor the Bicycle
Sub-Sample (n = 78)
1
2

3

4

b'
,643

-.767
7.322

Sig. (p)
,445
,000

,138
,032
,049

,646
-.004

-.608
5.309
-.036

-.I08
,183
.020
-.030

,141
.036
,055
,035

,703
.05 1
-.I28

-.095
,183
-.014
-.028
,033

,141
,036
,061
,035
,027

,701
-.035
-.I19
.I35

Model
(Constant)
Project management

B
-.087
.I68

SE
,113
,023

(Constant)
Project management
Team performance

-.084
.I69
-.002

(Constant)
Project management
Team performance
Clarity
(Constant)
Project management
Team performance
Clarity
Innovation

Tolerance

VIP

1.OOO

1.000

.545
,000
,971

.528
,528

1.895
1.895

-.764
5.090
,369
-.873

,447
,000
,713
,386

,412
.416
.362

2.430
2.404
2.761

-.672
5.092
-.230
,808
1.221

.504
,000
319
,422
,226

.4 11
,329
,361
,641

2.430
3.043
2.769
1.560

t

For the telecommunication sub-sample, first, a Pearson correlation analysis was
conducted to analyze relationships between all cultural variables and the NPD success
rate. As shown in Table 4-24, the NPD success rate was significantly related to six of the
cultural variables, but was not significantly related to speed to market. Of the six
variables, innovation and market performance had the highest coefficients, of .80 and .75,
respectively. However, the coefficients of the other four were low. According to the
correlations with the NPD success rate in Table 4-24, the order of the strength was
innovation, market performance, project management, product quality, clarity, team
member satisfaction, and speed to market.

Table 4-24
Pearson Correlation Matrix of Seven Cultural Variablesfor the Telecommunication SubSample (n = 123)
Variable

NPD
Clarity

NPD

Clarity

PM

STM

PQ

TMS

MP

INN

EU

FS

1 .OO
,245"

1.00

STM

.I57

.516*'

.357**

PQ

.271**

,570"

.542"

.377**

TMS

183'

.452**

.384**

,235"

,467"

MP

,753"

,428"

.436**

,368"

.410**

,316"

INN

.goo*'

.514"

,462"

,320"

,452"

,433"

,738"

1.00

EU

,241"

,488.'

.282**

,361"

,302"

,165

,484"

,396"

FS

-.019

-.I 15

,153

-.241"

-.082

-.I45

-.043

1 .OO
1.OO

,002

1.00
1.00

1 .OO
-.278"

1.OO

Note. For (2-tailed) correlation significance * p 5 .05, * * p 5.001

In the second culture set, four cultural variables (clarity, project management,
team performance, and innovation) and the NPD success rate were also analyzed through
the Pearson correlation analysis. As exhibited in Table 4-25, not only did the four
variables significantly correlate with the NPD success rate, but they also strongly
correlated with each other. Based on Table 4-25, further, the order of the strength was
innovation, team performance, project management, and clarity.

Table 4-25
Pearson Correlation Matrix of Four Cultural Variablesfor the Telecommunication SubSample (n = 123)
Variable

NPD

NPD

Clarity

PM

TP

INN

FS

EU

1.OO

Clarity

,245"

PM

.3 18"

.533"

1 .OO

TP

,517"

.664'*

,603"

1.OO

INN

.goo"

.514**

,462"

.700**

EU

,241"

.488**

,282"

.45 1 "*

.396"

1.OO

FS

-.019

-.I 15

-.133

-.043

-.278**

1.OO

,153

1 .OO

1.OO

Note. For (2-tailed) correlation signiticance * p i .O5, ** p 5.001

In the following step, the process of employing a hierarchical regression to
analyze data entailed two steps. The first step was to enter seven cultural variables
(clarity, project management, innovation, speed to market, product quality, team member
satisfaction, and market performance) to predict the NPD success rate, whereas the
second step was to focus on relationships between four variables (clarity, project
management, team performance, and innovation) and the NPD success rate. On
examining the seven regression models in the first step, results of seven ANOVA F-tests
(see Table 4-26) indicated that the combination of seven cultural variables was able to
significantly 0) < .001) predict the NPD success rate for the telecommunication subsample. Moreover, all R2 and adjusted

values were over .50.

The adjusted R2 values

of .588 in the seventh model pointed to that the combined variables were able to predict
58.8% of the variance.

Table 4-26
Hierarchical Multiple Regression of Seven Cultural Variablesfor the Telecommunication
Sub-Sample (n = 123)
Model
1

F

df

Residual df

214.745

1

121

Sig. (p)
.OOO

R2
,540

Adjusted R2
,537

As shown in Table 4-27, innovation, market performance, clarity, and team
member satisfaction were identified to have significant impact on the NPD success rate.
Of the four variables, team member satisfaction and clarity positively correlated with the

NPD success rate according to the correlation matrix, but they were identified to
negatively influence the NPD success rate. Unlike the former four variables, project
management, product quality, and speed to market might not be the explanatory variables
of the NPD success rate for the telecommunication sub-sample. The order of the P
weight values from the strongest to the weakest was innovation (.697), market
performance (.400), clarity (-.163), team member satisfaction (-.140), speed to market (.089), product quality (-.013), and project management (.009). Based on Table 4-27,
moreover, the estimated regression model of the NPD success rate is as follows:
The NPD Success Rate

= -.077

+ .251 Innovation + .I 76 Market Performance

- .072 Clarity - ,065 Team Member Satisfaction

- .042 Speed to Market- .010 Product Quality

+ ,004 Project Management

Table 4-27
Hierarchical Multiple Regression Coeficients of Seven Cultural Variablesfor the
Telecommunication Sub-Sample (n = 123)
,800

Sig. (p)
.OOO
.OOO

,536 .
,358

-7.394
7.208
4.816

,570
,381
-.I12

,145
,028
,032
,026
.044

-.I63
.241
,173
-.003
-.040
,099

(Constant)
Innovation
Market performance
Project management
Product quality
Clarity
Team member satisfaction

7

2

3

4

5

Model
(Constant)
Innovation

B
-.326
,296

SE
.063
.020

(Constant)
Innovation
Market performance

-.551
,198
,158

,075
.027
,033

(Constant)
Innovation
Market performance
Project management

-.395
.211
.I68
-.047

,108
.028
.033
,024

(Constant)
Innovation
Market performance
Project management
Product quality

-.I90
,220
.I72
-.025
-.093

(Constant)
Innovation
Market performance
Project management
Product quality
Clarity

p

-5.162
14.654

1

6

(Constant)
Innovation
Market performance
Project management
Product quality
Clarity
Team member satisfaction
Speed to market

Tolerance

VIP

1.OOO

1.000

,000
,000
,000

,456
,456

2.194
2.194

-3.642
7.554
5.125
-1.974

,000
,000
,000
,051

.43 1
.444
.767

2.319
2.251
1.305

,596
,392
-.059
-.I27

-1.311
7.897
5.326
-.970
-2.092

,192
.OOO
,000
,334
.039

.420
,442
,638
.652

2.381
2.261
1.567
1.535

,138
,027
,031
,025
,045
,028

,653
.392
-.006
-.054
-.225

-1.177
8.870
5.596
-.I00
-.882
-3.595

,241
,000
,000
,921
.380
,000

.400
,442
,599
,580
,556

2.499
2.261
1.668
1.723
1.798

-.I19
,255
,168
-.002
-.015
-.089
-.063

.I36
,027
.030
.025
,045
,027
.025

,689
,381
,004
-.021
-.200
-.I37

-.874
9.379
5.544
,073
-.337
-3.239
-2.501

,384
,000
,000
,947
,737
,002
,014

,385
.440
,596
,553
,543
,692

2.596
2.271
1.677
1.808
1.843
1.446

-.077
,251
.I76
.004
-.010
-.072
-.065
-.042

,138
,027
,030
.025
,045
,029
.025
,026

,679
,400
,009
-.013
-.I63
-.I40
-.089

-.558
9.294
5.784
,159
-.213
-2.499
-2.581
-1.644

,578
,000
.OOO
,874
,832
.014
,011
,103

,383
.427
,595
,550
.479
,691
,695

2.61 1
2.341
1.681
1.819
2.090
1.448
1.439

t

Based on Table 4-25, innovation, team performance, project management, and
clarity in the second step were added fo the hierarchical regression analysis. ANOVA Ftests in Table 4-28 indicated that the combination of innovation, team performance,

project management, and clarity significantly ( p < .001) predicted the NPD success rate
for the telecommunication sub-sample. In addition, the adjusted R~ value in the fourth
model was .570, meaning that 57.0% of the variance was able to be predicted from the
four variables combined.
Table 4-28
Hierarchical Multiple Regression of Four Cultural Variablesfor the Telecommunication
Sub-sample (n = 123)
Model
1

F
214.754

df
1

Residual df
121

Sig. ( p )
,000

R2
,540

Adjusted R2
,537

On further examining the four regression models in Table 4-29, the impact of
innovation and clarity on the NPD success rate was significant even though team
performance and project management had slight or no impact on the NPD success. The
order of the p weight values from the strongest to the weakest was innovation (.883),
clarity (-.255), team performance (.064), and project management (.007). Additionally,
the estimated regression model of the NPD success rate is:
The NPD Success Rate

= -.I42

+ ,326 Innovation - .I 13 Clarity

+ .047 Team Performance + ,003 Project Management
Differences of organizational culture between the telecommunication and bicycle
industries in Taiwan were identified through (Ztailed) t-test analysis. Now, the results of
employing hierarchical multiple regress analysis also indicated that different industries
needed different cultural components to improve the NPD success rate. During the
process of developing new products, for example, focusing more on project management

,was the priority of the 21 bicycle firms. In contrast, the 33 telecommunication firms put
more emphasis on innovation than on project management.
Table 4-29
Hierarchical Multiple Regression Coefficients of Four Cultural Variablesfor the
,*-,

Telecommunication Sub-Samp,'ie ('n = 1
1
2

3

4

B

~ 3 )

-.326
,296

SE
,063
,020

(Constant)
Innovation
Team performance

-.I69
,317
-.062

(Constant)
Innovation
Team performance
Project management
(Constant)
Innovation
Team performance
Project management
Clarity

Model
(Constant)
Innovation

/I

Tolerance

VIP

1.000

1.000

,281
,000
,271

,510
,510

1.961
1.961

-.912
11.238
-.705
-.647

,364
,000
,482
,519

.507
,411
,634

1.971
2.434
1.578

-.929
12.019
,721
.lo9
-3.555

,355
,000
,472
,913
,001

,504
,347
.604
.528

1.983
2.880
1.656
1.894

,800

t
-5.162
14.654

Sig. (p)
.OOO
,000

,156
,028
,056

.859
-.084

-1.084
11.248
-1.106

-.I46
,319
-.044
-.019

,160
,028
,062
,029

,862
-.060
-.044

-.I42
.326
,047
,003
-.I13

,153
,027
,065
,028
,032

,883
,064
,007
-.255

Moderated Multiple Regression (MMR)

In the final section, the roles of environmental uncertainty and firm size between
organizational culture and the NPD success rate were examined through H2, H2a,and H2b.
In the three hypotheses, interactions between cultural variables and mediating variables
were also examined. In the regression equation, an interaction between two variables
was defined as the product of the two variables and was expounded as the effect in which
one variable moderated or amplified another variable (Aiken & West, 1991). In
consequence, these hypotheses were comprised of not only interactions between cultural
and mediating variables but also curvilinear relationships between the predictors and the

NPD success rate. Based on the study by Aiken and West (1991), moderated multiple
regression (MMR) was recommended as an appropriate data analytic strategy for

studying mediating variables in many fields, such as social sciences, business, and
education. Before employing MMR, all cultural and mediating variables needed to be
centered. Not only was centering these variables able to maintain original properties, but
it was also able to minimize a problem with multicollinearity (Aiken & West, 1991). The
two authors, for example, pointed out that the simple slopes of regression equations, the
standard errors, and the t-tests of centered data were consistent with those of uncentered
data. During the process of fulfilling MMR analysis, in addition, the two authors
suggested that predictor variables should be first entered into multiple regression
analysis, and then all interaction terms should be entered. On examining the three
hypotheses, therefore, cultural variables and mediating variables were in turn put into
multiple regression in the first and second steps, and then interaction terms were entered
in the third step.

In order to avoid redundant words, finally, all interactions between cultural
variables and mediating variables were grouped and renamed. For example, interactions
of clarity and environmental uncertainty; project management and environmental
uncertainty; speed to market and environmental uncertainty; product quality and
environmental uncertainty; team member satisfaction and environmental uncertainty;
market performance and environmental uncertainty; innovation and environmental
uncertainty; team performance and environmental uncertainty; clarity and firm size;
project management and firm size; speed to market and firm size; product quality and
firm size; team member satisfaction and firm size; market performance and firm size;
innovation and firm size; and team performance and firm size were named as Clarity*EU,
Project*EU, Speed*EU, Quality*EU, Satisfaction*EU, Market*EU, Innovation*EU,

Performance*EU, Clarity*FS, Project*FS, Speed*FS, Quality*FS, Satisfaction*FS,
Market*FS, Innovation*FS, and Performance*FS.
For the 1 1 1 sample, the three regression models are exhibited in Tables 4-30 and
4-3 1 through MMR analysis. The first model focused on relationships between seven
cultural variables and the NPD success rate. That is, the seven cultural variables were
entered into multiple regression analysis simultaneously. The second model indicated the
impact of seven cultural variables on the NPD success rate after environmental
uncertainty was entered. Not only did the third model indicate all interactions between
seven cultural variables and environmental uncertainty, but it also exhibited the
curvilinear relationships between the predictors and the NPD success rate. As shown in
Table 4-30, three ANOVA F-tests indicated that the combination of these predictors was
able to significantly (p < .001) predict the NPD success rate. In addition, all of R2 and
adjusted R2 values were over .50. Especially, the adjusted R2 value in the third regression
model was 3 7 , meaning that 55.7% of the variance was predicted from the third model.
Table 4-30

MMR of Seven Cultural Variables and Environmental Uncertaintyfor the Full Sample (n
= 201)
Model
1

F
33.654

df

7

Residual df
193

Sig. (p)

p

,000

,550

Adjusted
.533

On further examining the three models in Table 4-3 1, environmental uncertainty
was identified to have no impact on the NPD success rate even though it significantly,
positively correlated with cultural variables and the NPD success rate through the
Pearson (2-tailed) correlation analysis (see Table 4-12). The significance level (p value)
of each cultural variable on the NPD success was not significantly changed after adding

environmental uncertainty. In the three regression models, for example, the impact of
project management, market performance, and innovation on the NPD success rate was
identified, while that of the other four predictors on the NPD success rate was not
significant. Moreover, not all of the interactions between cultural variables and
environmental uncertainty were significant. As shown in the third model, for example,
environmental uncertainty was identified to mediate the impact of project management
and innovation on the NPD success rate. On the one hand environmental uncertainty
strengthened relationships between project management and the NPD success rate; on the
other hand it weakened the impact of innovation on the NPD success rate. As for the
other five cultural variables, the effect of clarity, speed to market, product quality, team
member satisfaction, and market performance on the NPD success rate was not mediated
by environmental uncertainty. The predicting MMR model of the NPD success rate is:
The NPD Success Rate

= ,646

+ .002 Clarity + ,057 Project Management

- ,031 Speed to Market - .042 Team Member Satisfaction

+ .I98 Market Performance + .I31 Innovation
- .OI 0 Environmental Uncertainty - ,033 Clarity *EU

+ .087 Project*EU + .016 Speed*EU + ,003 Quality *EU
+ .066 Satisfaction *EU - .039 Market*EU
- ,091 Innovation*EU

Table 4-3 1
MMR Coeficients of Seven Cultural Variables and Environmental Uncertaintyfor the

Full Sample (n = 201)
Model
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation

1

B

SE

p

,640
-.008
,056
-.038
-.007
-.047
,198
,128

,011
.027
,025
,024
,043
.025
.032
.024

56.386
-.022
-.297
,148
2.235
-.094 -1.591
-.012
-.I59
-.I21 -1.875
,448
6.294
,388
5.369

,000
.767
,027
,113
,874
,062
,000
,000

,422
,529
,667
.415
,560
,461
,448

2.367
1.892
1.499
2.412
1.786
2.171
2.233

,646
,002
,057
-.031
,000
-.042
,198
,131
-.010
-.033
,087
,016
.003
,066
-.039
-.091

,013
,028
,025
,025
.043
.025
,032
,024
,019
,036
,037
,032
,060
,036
,045
,038

-.a06
,153
-.075
-.001
-.lo9
,447
,396
-.033
-.082
,184
,034
,004
,149
-.073
-.219

50.279
-.078
2.299
-1.212
-.007
-1.690
6.211
5.513
-.513
-.913
2.339
,501
,046
1.854
-.863
-2.383

,000
,938
,023
,227
,995
,093
,000
,000
,609
,362
,020
,617
,963
,065
,389
,018

,368
,497
.571
.401
,529
,427
,429
,541
.273
,356
,495
,261
,342
.310
,262

2.719 .
2.011
1.751
2.492
1.890
2.344
2.331
1.849
3.659
2.811
2.019
3.829
2.922
3.224
3.810

t

Sig. (j) Tolerance

VIP

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty

2

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty
Clarity*EU
Project*EU
Speed*EU
Quality*EU
Satisfaction*EU
Narket*EU
Innovation*EU

3

In the following step, seven cultural variables were narrowed to four variables,
including clarity, project management, team performance, and innovation, because team
performance consisted of speed to market, product quality, team member satisfaction, and
market performance. Through MMR analysis, findings indicated that these combined
predictors significantly (p < .001) predicted the NPD success rate depending on the

results of three ANOVA F-tests in Table 4-32. The adjusted R2 value of .452 in the third
regression model hrther expounded that the combination of these predictors was able to
predict 45.2% of the variance.
Table 4-32
MMR of Four Cultural Variables and Environmental Uncertaintyfor the Full Sample (n
= 201)

Model
1

F
40.211

df
4

Residual df
196

Sig. @)

R2

,000

.45 1

Adjusted R2
,440

As shown in Table 4-33, of four variables, project management and innovation in
the three models significantly influenced the NPD success rate. Environmental
uncertainty moderated the relationship between innovation and the NPD success rate. In
contrast, the impact of the other variables (clarity and team performance) on the NPD
success rate was not significant and was not mediated by environmental uncertainty. The
estimated MMR model of the NPD success rate is described as follows:
The NPD Success Rate

= ,644

- ,030 Clarity + ,061 Project Management

+ ,076 Team Performance + .I87 Innovation
- ,006 Environmental Uncertainty - .007 Clarity*EU

+ ,055 Project *EU + ,077 Performance *EU
- ,104 Innovation *EU

Table 4-33

MMR Coeficients of Four Cultural Variables and Envivonmental Uncertaintyfor the

111Samnle /n

Fh

L

\

= 201)

Model
1
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation

B
,640
-.034
,058
,057
,189

SE'
,012
,029
.027
.055
.023

2

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty

,640
-.033
.058
,062
,190
-.006

.012
,029
,027
,057
,024
,019

3

,644
-.030
.061
,076
,187
-.006
-.007
,055
,077
-.lo4

,014
.029
,027
.058
,024
.0 19
,038
,040
,077
.037

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty
Clarity*EU
Project*EU
Performance*EU
Innovation*EU

P
-.096
,156
,096
,571

51.450
-1.207
2.173
1.039
8.058

Sig. (p)
.O00
,229
.031
,300
,000

-.093
,154
,104
.573
-.021

51.334
-1.157
2.144
1.088
8.029
-.339

.OOO
,249
.033
,278
,000
,735

t

Tolerance

VIP

.44 1
.547
.328
,559

2.267
1.830
3.050
1.790

,435
.545
,309
,552
,720

2.299
1.836
3.234
1.811
1.389

In the following analysis, firm size was used instead of environmental uncertainty
as a mediating variable. Before adopting MMR analysis, according to the Pearson
correlation matrices in Table 4-12 and 4-13, firm size was negatively related to all
variables, except for project management. As shown in Table 4-34, ANOVA F-tests of
the three regression models shown that the NPD success rate was significantly ( p < .001)
predicted from the predictors combined. The adjusted R~ value of .600 in the third model
pointed out that 60.0% of the variance was predicted from the combination of the
predictors.

Table 4-34
MMR of Seven Cultural Variables and Firm Size for the Full Sample (n = 201)
F
33.654

Model
1

df

7

Residual df
193

sig. 0)
,000

R2
,550

Adjusted R2
.533

On examining the three regression models in Table 4-36, firm size changed the
impact of team member satisfaction on the NPD success rate. For example, team
member satisfaction in the first model had no impact on the NPD success rate, but in the
second model it was identified to negatively influence the NPD success rate. In the third
model, additionally, not only was firm size able to amplify the effect of innovation on the

NPD success rate, but was also able to moderate the impact of project management on the
NPD success rate. As for the other variables, the findings indicated that the impact of
them on the NPD success rate was not significantly influenced by firm size. According
to the third model in Table 4-35, the estimated MMR model of the NPD success rate is as
follows:
The NPD Success Rate = .649 - ,017 Clarity + .05 7 Project Management
- ,043 Speed to Market - .003Product Quality

- .042 Team Membersatisfaction + .I61 Innovation

+ ,183 Market Performance - .001 Project *FS

+ ,002 Innovation *FS

Table 4-3 5
MMR Coefficients of Seven Cultural Variables and Firm Size for the Full Sample (n =
201)
Model
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation

1.

B
,640
-.008
,056
-.038
-.007
-.047
,198
,128

SE
,011
,027
.025
.024
,043
,025
,032
,024

,649
-.017
.057
-.043
-.003
-.045
,183
,161
,000
,000
-.001
,000
-.002
,001
,000
'002

,012
,026
,025
,023
,043
.024
,030
,024
,000
.001
.OOO
,001
.001
.OOO
,001
.001

b
-.022
,148
-.094
-.012
-.I21
,448
,388

56.386
-.297
2.235
-1.591
-.I59
-1.875
6.294
5.369

Sig. @)
.OOO
,767
,027
,113
,874
.062
,000
,000

-.049
,151
-.lo4
-.006
-.I16
,413
,484
-.047
-.009
-.I57
-.023
-.I57
,080
-.006
,326

55.484
-.668
2.284
-1.854
-.079
-1.884
6.133
6.647
-360
-.I20
-2.446
-.387
-1.880
1.303
-.078
4.076

.OOO
,505
,024
,065
.937
,061
,000
.OOO
,391
,904
,015
.699
,062
.I94
,938
,000

t

Tolerance

VIP

.422
,529
,667
,415
,560
,461
,448

2.367
1.892
1.499
2.412
1.786
2.171
2.233

,378
,455
,631
.360
,528
,440
.376
.661
,394
,485
,541
,287
,524
,393
,313

2.647
2.196
1.586
2.774
1.895
2.273
2.658
1.512
2.537
2.061
1.847
3.489
1.908
2.546
3.197

2.

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation
Firm size

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation
Firm size
Clarity*FS
Project*FS
Speed*FS
Quality*FS
Satisfaction*FS
Market*FS
Innovation*FS

3.

Next, MMR was adopted to examine relationships between four cultural
variables, firm size, and the NPD success rate. The results of ANOVA F-tests in Table

4-36 indicated that the combination of these predictors significantly (p < ,001) predicted
the NPD success rate. Further, the adjusted RI value of .522 in the third regression model
indicated that the third model was able to explain 52.2% of the variance.

Table 4-36
MMR of'Four Cultural Variables and Firm Size for the Full Sample (n = 201)
F

Model

df

Sig. @)

Residual df

R"

Adjusted RZ

Table 4-37
MMR Coeflcients of Four Cultural Variables and Firm size for the Full Sample (n =
201)
1

2

3

Model
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation

B
,640
-.034
,058
,057
,189

SE
,012
. ,029
,027
,055
,023

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation
Firm size

,640
-.046
,075
,041
,189
,000

,012
,029
,028
,056
.023
,000

P
-.096
,156
.096
.571

51.450
-1.207
2.173
1.039
8.058

Sig. (p)
,000
,229
.031
,300
.OOO

-.I27
,200
,069
,570
-.099

51.703
-1.562
2.636
,742
8.085
-1.711

.OOO
.I20
,009
,459
.OOO
.089

t

Tolerance

VIP

,441
.547
,328
,559

2.267
1.830
3.050
1.790

.419
,483
,319
.559
,831

2.384
2.069
3.138
1.790
1.203

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation
Firm size
Clarity*FS
Project*FS
Performance*FS
Innovation*FS

As shown in Table 4-37, of four variables, the impact of project management and
innovation in the three models on the NPD success rate was significant. The impact of
innovation on the NPD success rate was strengthened by firm size, but that of project
management on the NPD success rate was weakened by firm size. Unlike project
management and innovation, the impact of clarity and team performance on the NPD

success rate was not significant and was not mediated by firm size. Based on Table 4-37,
the estimated MMR model of the NPD success rate is:
The NPD Success Rate

= .649

- .044 Clarity + .054 Project Management

+ .060 Team Performance + .224 Innovation
- .001 Clarity*FS - ,001 Project*FS

+ .002 Innovation *FS
Finally, two mediating variables, environmental uncertainty and firm size, were
simultaneously added to the MMR analysis. Findings in Table 4-38 indicated that the
NPD success rate was significantly (p < .001) predicted from the combination of the
independent variables due to significance of ANOVA F-tests. Due to having the adjusted
R2 value of .627 in the third model, 62.7% of the variance was able to be explained from
the combination of the independent variables.
Table 4-3 8
MMR of Seven Cultural Variables and Two Mediating Variablesfor the Full Sample (n =
Model
1

F
33.654

df
7

Residual df
193

Sin. ( p )
,000

R2
.550

Adjusted R2
,533

On further examining the three regression models in Table 4-39, the results of the
second model indicated that five variables, project management, team member
satisfaction, market performance, innovation, and firm size, strongly influenced the NPD
success rate. In the third model, environmental uncertainty significantly mediated the
impact of project management, team member satisfaction, and innovation on the NPD
success rate. As for the role of firm size, it strongly strengthened the effect of innovation

on the NPD success rate; however, it significantly weakened the impact of project
management on the NPD success rate.
Table 4-39

MMR Coeficients of Seven Cultural Variables and Two Mediating Variablesfor the Full
Sample (n = 201)
Model
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation

1

B
,640
-.008
.056
-.038
-.007
-.047
,198
,128

SE
.011
,027
,025
,024
,043
.025
,032
,024

,658
-.019
,061
-.034
-.002
-.038
,184
,164
-.O 12
,000
-.029
,086
-.013
-.012
,087
-.035
-.086
,000
-.001
,000
-.002
,001
,000
,002

,013
,027
,025
,024
,042
,023
,030
,024
,019
,000
,036
,037
,033
,059
,038
,048
,039
,001
.OOO
,001
.001
,001
,001
.001

B
-.022
.148
-.094
-.012
-.I21
,448
,388

t
56.386
-.297
2.235
-1.591
-.I59
-1.875
6.294
5.369

Sig. (p)
,000
,767
,027
,113
,874
,062
,000
,000

-.053
,162
-.082
-.003
-.098
,416
,494
-.039
-.043
-.072
.I81
-.028
-.018
,195
-.065
-.208
-.015
-.I73
-.036
-.I65
,122
-.014
,311

52.266
-.707
2.472
-1.411
-.046
-1.625
6.243
6.851
-.621
-.769
-301
2.327
-.390
-.I96
2.304
-.731
-2.194
-.200
-2.658
-.545
-1.870
1.784
-.I77
3.549

,000
,481
,014
.I60
,963
,106
,000
.OOO
.536
.443
.424
,021
,697
,845
.022
,465
,030
.842
,009
,586
,063
,076
.086
,000

Tolerance

VIP

.422
,529
.667
.415
,560
,461
,448

2.367
1.892
1.499
2.412
1.786
2.171
2.233

,334
,436
,550
,354
,509
,419
,359
,479
,590
,233
,309
,375
.224
,261
,237
,208
,332
.440
,429
.240
,399
.288
,243

2.994
2.292
1.819
2.825
1.963
2.386
2.782
2.087
1.695
4.298
3.236
2.669
4.463
3.832
4.223
4.800
3.016
2.273
2.331
4.173
2.505
3.467
4.119

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty
Firm size

2

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty
Firm size
Clarity*EU
Project*EU
Speed*EU
Quality*EU
Satisfaction*EU
Market*EU
Innovation*EU
Clarity*FS
Project*FS
Speed*FS
Quality*FS
Satisfaction*FS
Market*FS
Innovation*FS

3

According to Table 4-39, the estimated MMR model of the NPD success rate is
described as follows:
The NPD Success Rate

= ,658 -

.019 Clarity + ,061 Project Management

- .034 Speed to Market - ,002 Product Quality
- .038 Team Member Satisfaction + .I64 Innovation

+ ,184 Market Performance
- ,012 Environmental Uncertainty - .029 Clarity *EU

+ ,086 Project*EU - .013 Speed *EU
+ .087 Satisfaction *EU - ,035 Market*EU
- ,086 Innovation *EU - .00l Project*FS
- ,002 Quality *FS + ,002 Innovation *FS

As with the former steps, four cultural variables, two mediating variables, and the
NPD success rate were entered the MMR analysis. As shown in Table 4-40, the
combination of the predictors was able to significantly ( p < .001) predict 53.1% of the
variance based on the results of ANOVA F-tests and the adjusted R~ value of .53 1.
Table 4-40
MMR of Four Cultural Variables and Two Mediating Variablesfor the Full Sample (n =
201)
Model
1
2
3

F
40.21 1
27.678
17.180

df
4
6
14

Residual df
196
194
186

Sig. (p)
.OOO
,000
,000

R'
.45 1
,461
,564

Adjusted R'
.440
,445
.53 1

Furthermore, project management and innovation were strongly related to the
NPD success rate, while clarity and team performance had no impact on the NPD success
rate (see Table 4-41). With respect to two mediating variables, environmental
uncertainty was identified to buffer the effect of innovation on the NPD success rate. 'In

contrast; firm size was able to amplify the impact of innovation on the NPD success rate
even though it significantly moderated correlations between project management and the
NPD success rate. Based on Table 4-41, the estimated MMR model of the NPD success
rate is:

The NPD Success Rate

= ,652 - ,042

Clarity + ,061 Project Management

+ .080 Team Performance + ,223 Innovation
- .015 Environmental Uncertainty - ,034 Clarity*EU

+ .067 Project*EU + .076 Performance *EU
- ,082 Innovation *EU - .001 Clarity *FS - .001 Project*FS

+ ,002 Innovation *FS
Table 4-4 1

MMR Coeficients ofFour Cultural Variables and Two Mediating Variablesfor the Full
Sample (n = 201)
B

SE

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation

,640
-.034
.058
,057
,189

,012
,029
,027
.055
,023

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty
Firm size

,640
-.044
,076
.052
,191
-.018
-.001

,012
,029
.028
,057
,024
,020
,000

Model
1

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty
Firm size
Clarity*EU
Project*EU
Performance*EU
Innovation*EU
Cla~ity*FS
Proiect*FS

P

Sig. (p)

Tolerance

VIP

-.096
,156
,096
.571

t
5 1.450
-1.207
2.173
1.039
8.058

.OOO
,229
,031
,300
,000

.44 1
,547
,328
.559

2.267
1.830
3.050
1.790

-.I23
,203
.086
,577
-.060
-.I16

51.682
-1.515
2.678
,908
8.134
-.919
-1.911

,000
,131
,008
,365
.OOO
,359
,057

.418
.482
,306
,552
.650
.75 1

2.390
2.074
3.263
1.813
1.538
1.332

Therefore, based on the findings mentioned earlier, not all of cultural variables
were mediated by environmental uncertainty and firm size to influence the NPD success
rate. Therefore, Hz, Hza, and H2bwere partially supported for the full sample.
In the following data analysis, the full sample was categorized into the bicycle
and the telecommunication sub-samples so as to further understand the roles of
environmental uncertainty and firm size in mediating relationships between
organizational culture and the NPD success rate across different industries. Due to data
collection from two different industries, results of data analysis were expected to be
different. The bicycle sub-sample was examined first, followed by the
telecommunication sub-sample. Following the similar procedures of analyzing the full
sample, only environmental uncertainty was considered as a mediator between the seven
cultural variables and the NPD success rate. All cultural variables were entered MMR
first, followed by environmental uncertainty and the interaction terms.
In this step, seven cultural variables, environmental uncertainty, and the NPD
success rate were analyzed through MMR. As shown in Table 4-42, all ANOVA F-tests
were significant and the adjusted R~ value in the third model was up to .412. This meant
that the combination of the predictors significantly ( p < .001) predicted 41.2% of the
variance.
Table 4-42

MMR o f Seven Cultural Variables and Environmental Uncertaintyfor the Bicycle SubSample (n = 78)
Model
1

F
9.965

df

Residual df

7

70

Sig. @)

,000

R'
,499

Adjusted RZ

,449

Table 4-43

MMR Coef$cients of Seven Cultural Variables and Environmental Uncertaintyfor the
Bicycle Sub-Sample (n = 78)
Model
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation

1

B

SE

/J'

,735
-.024
,188
-.069
-.027
.008
,109
,002

.015
,033
,035
,031
,055
,034
.047
,028

-.I03
,721
-.233
-.075
.030
,283
,007

,727
-.034
,203
-.052
-.019
,017
,085
.012
-.034
-.023
,014
,027
-.016
,027
.014
-.009

.018
,037
,039
,037
,060
,037
,055
,031
.024
,053
.054
,043
,070
,050
,069
.052

-.I43
,779
-.I75
-.053
.066
,219
,050
-.I66
-.088
,047
.086
-.041
,085
,030
-.026

t

48.478
-.731
5.348
-2.226
-.492

Sig. (p)
,000
,467

Tolerance

VIP
2.795
2.540
1.530
3.264
2.317
2.089
1.83 1

3.217
2.934
2.088
3.602
2.634
2.603
2.059
1.823
5.236
4.007
2.451
3.946
3.201
2.749
3.172

'232
2.315
,059

,024
,953

.358
,394
,653
.306
.432
,479
,546

40.104
-.913
5.203
-1.385
-.322
,465
1.553
,395
-1.407
-.441
.266
,629
-.237
.541
,206
-.I68

,000
,365
,000
,171
,749
,643
,125
,694
,164
,660
,791
.532
,813
,590
,837
,867

.3 11
,341
.479
,278
,380
.384
.486
,549
,191
,250
,408
,253
,312
,364
,315

,ooo

,029
,625
,817

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
hnovation
Environmental uncertainty

2

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty
Clarity*EU
Project*EU
Speed*EU
Quality*EU
Satisfaction*EU
Market*EU
Innovation*EU

3

On further examining the first model in Table 4-43, only three variables (project
management, speed to market, and market performance) were identified as significantly
influencing the NPD success rate. In the second model, however, speed to market was
found to have no impact on the NPD success rate after environmental uncertainty was
entered. In the last model, environmental uncertainty was unable to mediate the impact

of cultural variables on the NPD success rate. The estimated MMR model of the NPD
success rate is described as follows:
The NPD Success Rate

= ,727 - .034

Clarity + ,203 Project Management

- ,052 Speed to Market - ,019 Product Quality

+ .O17 Team Member Satisfaction + .012 Innovation
+ .085 Market Pevformance - ,023 Clarity *EU
- ,034 Environmental Uncertainty + .014 Project*EU

+ .027 Speed *EU - ,016 Quality*EU + ,014 Market*EU
+ .027 Satisfaction *EU - ,009 Innovation *EU
In the following procedure, the seven cultural variables were narrowed to four,
including clarity, project management, team performance, and innovation. Through
MMR analysis, findings indicated that these combined predictors significantly 0, < .001)
predicted the NPD success rate based on three ANOVA F-tests in Table 4-44.
Furthermore, the adjusted R' value in the third regression model was .421, indicating that
the third model was able to predict 42.1 % of the variance.
Table 4-44
MMR of Four Cultural Variables and Environmental Uncertaintyfor the Bicycle Sub-

Of four cultural variables, project management in the three models positively
influenced the NPD success rate. Unlike the results in Table 4-43, the results in Table 445 indicated that environmental uncertainty negatively influenced the NPD success rate.

As in the former findings, the findings indicated that environmental uncertainty was

unable to mediate the impact of four cultural variables on the NPD success rate. As a
result, for the bicycle sub-sample environmental uncertainty could not weaken or
strengthen the effect of organizational culture on the NPD success rate. Based on Table
4-45, the estimated MMR model of the NPD success rate is as follows:

The NPD Success Rate

= ,725 -.040

Clarity + ,199 Project Management

+ ,020 Team Performance + .033 Innovation
- ,046 Environmental Uncertainty + .006 Clarity *EU
- ,016 Project*EU + .O71 Performance *EU

Table 4-45
MMR Coeficients of Four Cultural Variables and Environmental Uncertaintyfor the

Bicycle Sub-sample (n = 78)
Model
1
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty

2

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty
Clarity*EU
Project*EU
Performance*EU
Innovation*EU

3

B

SE

B

,735
-.028
,183
-.014
.033

,016
,035
,036
,061
,027

-.I19
,701
-.035
,135

,735
-.038
,194
,030
.037
-.049

.015
,034
,035
,062
,026
,020

-.I63
.743
.075
.I52
-.241

,725
-.040
,199
.020
.033
-.046
,006
-.016
,071
-.004

.018
,035
,036
,064
,027
,021
.043
.050
,092
,043

-.I71
,763
,050
.I34
-.228
,024
-.052
.I49
-.011

Sig. (p)

Tolerance

46.458
-.808
5.092
-.230
1.221

.OOO
,422
.OOO
,819
,226

'361
'411
'329
.641

47.999
-1.137
5.534
.479
1.419
-2.434

,000
.259
.OOO
,633
,160
.017

'355
.404
'301
.638
,743

40.716
-1.151
5.468
,310
1.190
-2.191
,145
-.317
,777
-.088

,000
.254
,000
.758
,238
,032
.885
.752
,440
,930

,342
.386
.288
.594
.696
,279
.283
.204
.443

t

.

VIP

2.769
2.430
3.043
1.560
2.814
2.473
3.323
1.567
1.347

Firm size was considered as a mediating variable in the next step. The seven
cultural variables (clarity, project management, speed to market, product quality, team
member satisfaction, market performance, and innovation), firm size, and the NPD
success rate were entered into MMR analysis. Findings pointed out that the NPD success
rate was significantly 01 < .001) impacted by the combination of the independent
variables, explaining 54.8% of the variance (see Table 4-46).
Table 4-46

MMR of Seven Cultuval Variables and Firm Size for the Bicycle Sub-Sample (n = 78)
Model
1

F
9.965

df

Residual df

7

70

Sig. @)
,000

R2
,499

Adjusted R2
,449

On further examining the three models in Table 4-47, findings indicated that firm
size was able to mediate relationships between organizational culture and the NPD
success rate. For example, project management, speed to market, and market
performance strongly influenced the NPD success rate in the first model. However,
market performance in the second and third models had no impact on the NPD success
rate after firm size was entered. Moreover firm size was identified not only as
significantly influencing the NPD success rate but also as strongly buffering the effect of
project management on the NPD success rate. The estimated MMR model of the NPD
success rate is:

The NPD Success Rate

= ,740

+ ,038 Clarity + ,144 Project Management

- ,096 Speed to Market - ,013 Product Quality

+ .027 Team Member Satisfaction - .O16 Innovation

+ .079 Market Performance .t,002 Firm size
- .003 Project*FS + .001 Quality*FS

+ .002 Satisfaction *FS - .001 Innovation *FS
Table 4-47
MMR Coefficients of Seven Cultural Variables and Firm Size for the Bicycle Sub-Sample
(n = 78)
Model
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation

1

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation
Firm size

2

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation
Firm size
Clarity*FS
Project*FS
Speed*FS
Quaiity*FS
Satisfaction*FS

3

B

.735
-.024
.I88
-.069
-.027
.008
.lo9
,002

SE

,015
,033
,035
,031
.055
,034
,047
,028

p
-.lo3
,721
-.233
-.075
,030
.283
,007

t

48.478
-.731
5.348
-2.226
-.492

.232
2.315
.059

Sig. (p)

Tolerance

VIP

,358
.394
,653
,306
,432
,479
.546

2.795
2.540
1.530
3.264
2.317
2.089
1.831

.000

,467
,000

,029
.625

,817
,024
,953

Next, four cultural variables (clarity, project management, team performance, and
innovation) were viewed as the predictors of the NPD success rate. After MMR analysis,
results in Table 4-48 indicated that the combination of these predictors was able to
significantly ( p < .001) predict the NPD success rate based on the significance of
ANOVA F-tests. Additionally, the R~ and the adjusted R~ values were over .400. The
third model pointed out that 46.9% of the variance was explained from these cultural and
mediating variables.
Table 4-48
MMR of Four Cultural Variables and Firm Size for the Bicycle Sub-Sample (n = 78)
Model
1

F
13.837

df
4

Residual df
73

Sip. ( p )
.OOO

R~
.43 1

Adjusted R'
.400

As shown in Table 4-49, of four cultural variables, only project management was
found to have a significant impact on the NPD success rate. The effect of firm size on
the outcome was also positive. Unlike the third model in Table 4-47, the third model in
Table 4-49 revealed that firm size was unable to mediate the effect of each of four
cultural variables on the NPD success rate. For the bicycle sub-sample, in consequence,
only project management was mediated by firm size to influence the NPD success.
Moreover, the estimated MMR model of the NPD success rate is as follows:
The NPD Success Rate

= ,739

+ .02 7 Clarity + ,151 Project Management

- .042 Team Performance + ,025 Innovation

+ ,002 Firm Size - .002 Project *FS
+ .002 Performance *FS - .00I Innovation *FS

Table 4-49

MMR Coefficients of Four Cultural Variables and Firm Size for the Bicycle Sub-sample
(n = 78)
1

2

3

Model
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation
Firm size
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation
Firm size
Clarity*FS
Project*FS
Performance*FS
Innovation*FS

B

SE

B

.735
-.028
.I83
-.014
,033

,016
,035
,036
,061
,027

-.I19
.701
-.035
.I35

,735
,005
,160
-.018
,030
,002

.015
,034
,035
,058
,025
,001

,739
,027
,151
-.042
,025
.002
,000
-.002
,002
-.001

,016
,036
.036
,059
,026
,001
,001
,001
,002
.001

Sig. (p)

Tolerance

VIP

46.458
-.808
5.092
-.230
1.221

,000
,422
,000
,819
,226

.361
'411

2.769
2.430
3.043
1.560

.019
,612
-.046
,124
.276

49.180
.I31
4.598
-.316
1.192
3.131

,000
,896
.OOO
,753
,237
,003

'328
.393
'328
'640
,895

,116
,578
-.I06
,101
.275
,023
-.247
,174
-.073

46.990
,761
4.181
-.716
,937
3.021
.I87
-1.949
1.261
-.696

.OOO
,449
,000
,477
.352
,004
,852
.055
.212
,489

,296
,360
,313
,595
,832
,449
.427
,361
,626

t

'329
,641

3.047
2.546
3.044
1.562
1.117
3.375
2.777
3.192
1.681
1.202
2.229
2.340
2.771
1.597

Finally, environmental uncertainty and firm size were simultaneously considered
as mediators between organizational culture and the NPD success rate. Through MMR
analysis, the results of three ANOVA F-tests in Table 4-50 significantly ( p < .001)
identified that the predictors were explanatory variables of the NPD success rate. The
adjusted R' value of .564 in the third model further expounded that 56.4% of the variance
was predicted from the combination of the predictors.
Table 4-50

MMR of Seven Cultural Variables and Two Mediating Variablesfor the Bicycle SubSample (n = 78)
Model
1

P
9.965

df
7

Residual df
70

Sig. ( p )
,000

R~
,499

Adjusted R'
,449

On examining the three models in Table 4-5 1: project management, speed to
market, and market performance in the first model significantly predicted the outcome.
After being entered, environmental uncertainty and firm size made market performance
insignificantly influence the NPD success rate in the second. In the second model,
moreover, firm size had a positive impact on the NPD success rate, but environmental
uncertainty had no impact on the outcome. In the third model, however, environmental
uncertainty negatively influenced the NPD success rate after all interaction terms were
entered. Additionally, the effect of project management on the NPD success rate was
mediated by environmental uncertainty and firm size. For example, the effect of project
management on the NPD success rate was strengthened by environmental uncertainty,
but it was weakened by firm size. Therefore, the estimated MMR model of the NPD
success rate is as follows:

The NPD Success Rate

= .730

- .03 7 Clarity + ,182 Project Management

- .087 Speed to Market - .020 Product Quality

+ ,049 Team Member Satisfaction - ,019 Innovation

+ ,069 Market Performance + ,002 Firm Size
- ,046 Environmental Uncertainty - ,028 Clarity*EU

+ .I 1I Project*EU - ,003 Speed *EU - ,044 Quality*EU

+ .003 Satisfaction*EU - ,018 Innovation *EU
- ,001 Clarity*FS - ,004 Project*FS + .00I Speed*FS

+ .002 Quality*FS + .002 Satisfaction*FS

Table 4-5 1
MMR Coeficients of Seven Cultuval Variables and Two Mediating Variablesfor the
Bicycle Sub-Sample (n = 78)
Model
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation

B

SE

/I

t

Sig. (p)

Tolerance

VIP

1

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty
Firm size

2

3

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty
Firm size
Clarity*EU
Project*EU
Speed*EU
Quality*EU
Satisfaction*EU
Market*EU
Innovation*EU
Clarity*FS
Project*FS
Speed*FS
Quality*FS
Satisfaction*FS

Four cultural variables, two mediating variables, and the NPD success rate were
examined in the following step. Based on findings in Table 4-52, the three models

indicated that the outcome was strongly (p < .001) predicted from the combination of the
independent and mediating variables. The adjusted R~ value of .530 in the third model
meant that 53.0% of the variance was predicted from these variables.
Table 4-52

MMR of Four Cultural Variables and Two Mediating Variablesfor the Bicycle SubSample (n = 78)
Model
1

F
13.837

df
4

Residual df
73

Sig. (p)
,000

R~
.431

Adjusted R'
,400

As in the former results, findings (see Table 4-53) pointed out that two mediators
strongly affected the NPD success rate in the second and the third models. For example,
the impact of firm size on the NPD success rate was positive, but that of environmental
uncertainty on the NPD success rate was negative. Further, firm size was also identified
as significantly mediating the effect of project management and team performance on the
NPD success rate. For example, firm size strongly moderated the impact of project
management on the NPD success rate, while it significantly amplified the effect of team
performance on the NPD success rate. For the bicycle sub-sample, therefore, firm size
more strongly mediated the impact of organizational culture on the NPD success rate than
environmental uncertainty did according to the findings mentioned above. Based on the
third model in Table 4-53. the estimated MMR model of the NPD success rate is:

The NPD Success Rate

= .721

+ ,020 Clarity + ,186 Project Management

- ,002 Team Performance

+ ,002 Innovation

- ,060 Environmental Uncertainty + ,002 Firm Size

+ .009 Clarity *EU + .056 Project *EU
+ ,005 Pevformance*EU - ,010 Innovation *EU

+ ,004 Performance *FS
Table 4-53
MMR Coeficients of Four Cultural Variables and Two Mediating variables for the
Bicycle Sub-Sample (n = 78)
Model

1

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation

B

SE

P

,735
-.028
,183
-.014
.033

,016
,035
,036
,061
.027

-.I19
.701
-.035
.I35

.72 1
.020
.I86
-.002
,018
-.060
.002
.009
,056
,005
-.010
-.001
-.003
,004

,017
,035
,036
,058
,026
,020
,001
,040
,050
,086
,041
.001
,001
.002
,001

.086
.714
-.006
.075
-.298
,301
,033
.I82
.O11
-.030
-.lo8
-.341
,315
-.052

Si& (P)

Tolerance

46.458
-.808
5.092
-.230
1.221

,000
.422
,000
.819
,226

'361
'411
'329
.641

42.360
,585
5.238
-.038
,709
-2.966
3.314
,215
1.122
,062
-.247
-.882
-2.689
2.316
-.511

,000
,561
,000
,970
,481
.004
,002
,830
,266
,951
.805
,381
,009
,024
,611

.283
,328
,284
,550
.606
,738
,267
.23 1
,187
,405
,405
,380
.33 1
,588

t

VIP

.

2.769
2.430
3.043
1.560

2

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty
Firm size
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty
Firm size
Clarity*EU
Project*EU
Performance*EU
Innovation*EU
Clarity*FS
Project*FS
Performance*FS
Innovation*FS

3

.OOO

3.534
3.046
3.516
1.819
1.649
1.355
3.744
4.327
5.347
2.471
2.467
2.634
3.024
1.700

In the final procedure, data analysis focused on the telecommunication subsample. Seven cultural variables and environmental uncertainty were entered in the first
and second step, followed by seven interaction terms. As shown in Table 4-54, the
results of ANOVA F-tests indicated that relationships between predictors and the NPD
success rate were significantly (p < .001) identified. The adjusted R* value of .572 in the
third model pointed out that 57.2% of the variance was predicted from these predictors.
Table 4-54
MMR of Seven Cultural Variables and Environmental Uncertaintyfor the
Tekcommunication Sub-sample (n = 123)
Model
1

F
53.356

df
7

Residual df
115

Sig. (p)

R2

,000

,560

Adjusted R2
,549

Comparing the first and the second models in Table 4-55, clarity significantly
influenced the NPD success rate and was modified by environmental uncertainty. In
contrast, the significance levels of the other six variables on the NPD success rate were
not significantly changed by environmental uncertainty. Additionally, environmental
uncertainty in the third model was identified as strengthening the effect of team member
satisfaction on the NPD success rate. Based on Table 4-55, the estimated MMR model of
the NPD success rate is as follows:

The NPD Success Rate

= .577 -

.055 Clarity - ,016 Project Management

- ,029 Speed to Market + ,005 Product Quality
- ,077 Team Member Satisfaction + ,248 Innovation

+ .I96 Market Performance + .042 Clarity*EU
- .069 Environmental Uncertainty + .030 Project*EU

+ .004 Speed *EU- ,013 Quality*EU- .012 Market*EU
+ ,056 Satisfaction *EU - .059 Innovation *EU
Table 4-55
MMR Coefficients o f Seven Cultural Variables and Two Mediating Variablesfor the
Telecommunication Sub-Sample (n = 123)
1

Model
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation

2

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty

3

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty
Clarity*EU
Project*EU
Speed*EU
Quality*EU
Satisfaction*EU
Market*EU
Innovation*EU

B

SE

P

,577
-.055
-.016
-.029
,005
-.077
,196
,248
-.069
,042
.030
,004
-.013
,056
-.012
-.059

.012
,031
,025
,025
,045
,025
.032
,027
,026
,030
.025
,026
,057
,028
,039
,034

-.I24
-.039
-.061
,007
-.I68
.446
.671
-.I65
,140
.084
,010
-.022
,155
-.037
-.231

t

47.168
-1.782
-.656
-1.147
.I 19
-3.120
6.184
9.196
-2.693
1.401
1.193
.I41
-.224
2.010
-.299
-1.725

Sig. (p)

Tolerance

VIP

,000
,078
,513
,254
.906
,002
,000
,000
,008
,164
,236
,888
,823
,047
.765
,087

,387
,535
,668
.496
,646
,359
,350
,499
.I86
,372
,407
,190
,313
,125
,131

2.581
1.869
1.497
2.017
1.547
2.789
2.855
2.003
5.384
2.685
2.458
5.255
3.191
7.970
7.608

Now team performance was added to the MMR analysis instead of its four
dimensions, speed to market, product quality, team member satisfaction, and market
performance. Through MMR, findings in Table 4-56 pointed out that the third model
significantly ( p < .001) predicted relationships between the predictors and the NPD
success rate. Three adjusted R~ values were over .540, meaning over 54.0% of the
variance was predicted from the combination of the predictors.
Table 4-56
MMR ofFour Cultural Variables and Environmental Uncertaintyfor the
Telecommunication Sub-sample (n = 123)
Model
1

F
62.372

df
4

Residual df
118

Sig. @)
.000

R*
,552

Adjusted R2
,543

On further examining the three models in Table 4-57, environmental uncertainty
was able to strengthen the impact of clarity on the NPD success rate. However,
relationships between the other three variables and the NPD success rate were not
mediated by environmental uncertainty. The estimated MMR model of the NPD success
rate is:
The NPD Success Rate

= ,571 - ,115

Clarity - ,003 Project Management

+ .053 Team Performance + ,319 Innovation
- ,024 Environmental Uncertainty + ,074 Clarity*EU
- ,004 Project*EU - ,015 Performance *EU
- .034 Innovation*EU

Table 4-57
M M X Coeficients of Four Cultural Variables and Environmental Uncertaintyfor the
Telecommunication Sub-Sample (n = 123)
1

Model
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation

2

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty

3

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty
Clarity*EU
Project*EU
Performance*EU
Innovation*EU

B

SE

b'

,579
-.I13
,003
.047
,326

,013
,032
,028
,065
,027

-.255
,007
,064
,883

,579
-.I10
,003
,049
,327
-.009

,013
,033
.028
,066
,027
,026

-.248
,006
,067
,886
-.02 1

,571
-.I 15
-.003
,053
,319
-.024
.074
-.004
-.015
-.034

,014
,034
.029
,068
,028
,029
,036
,030
,080
,037

Sig. (p)

Tolerance

45.215
-3.555
,109
,721
12.019

,000
,001
.913
,472
.OOO

'528
"04
'347
,504

45.045
-3.306
,089
,754
11.941
-.344

.OOO
.001
.930
.452
,000
,731

'487
'602
.342
.498
,723

t

VIP
1.894
1.656
2.880
1.983

2.053
1.662
2.922
2.007
1.384

After analyzing the role of environmental uncertainty between seven cultural
variables and the NPD success rate, the role of firm size was examined in the following
procedure. Through MMR analysis, findings in the Table 4-58 indicated that 56.3% of
the variance was significantly (p < .001) predicted from the combination of the predictors
based on the ANOVA F-test and the adjusted R~ value of S6.3 in the third model.
Table 4-58

MMR o f Seven Cultural Variables and Firm Sizefor the Telecommunication Sub-Sample
(n = 123)
Model
1

F
53.356

df
7

Residual iff
115

Sig. @)
.OOO

R2
,570

Adjusted R2
,559

Table 4-59
MMR CoefJicients of Seven Cultural Variables and Firm Size for the Telecommunication
Sub-sample (n = 123)
Model
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation

1

B

SE

P

,579
-.072
,004
-.042
-.010
-.065
,176
.251

.011
.029
.025
,026
,045
,025
,030
,027

-.I63
,009
-.089
-.013
-.I40
,400
,679

52.130
-2.499
,159
-1.644
-.213
-2.581
5.784
9.294

,000
,014
,874
.lo3
.832
,011
,000
,000

,573
-.OX0
-.008
-.045
.022
-.059
,176
.266
,000
-.001
,000
-.001
,000
,001
-.001
,001

,013
,033
,028
,028
,052
.027
,032
,030
,000
,001
,001
,001
.001
.001
,001
,001

-.I80
-.019
-.095
.030
-.I28
,399
.720
.O 16
-.lo0
,002
-.060
,036
,065
-.I28
,225

44.241
-2.429
-.282
-1.595
,427
-2.203
5.510
9.020
,273
-1.063
,026
-213
,341
,968
-1.185
1.866

,000
.017
,779
,114
,670
,030
,000
,000
,785
.290
,979
,418
.734
,335
,239
,065

t

Sig. (p)

Tolerance
'479
'595

'695
'550
'691
'427
.383

VIP

2.090
1.681
1.439
1.819
1.448
2.341
2.61 1

2

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation
Firm size

3

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation
Firm size
Clarity*FS
Project*FS
Speed*FS
Quality*FS
Satisfaction*FS
Market*FS
Innovation*FS

,379
,469
,583
.409
,619
,396
,326
,590
.237
.286
,375
.184
,466
.I77
,143

2.641
2.130
1.714
2.447
1.615
2.527
3.069
1.694
4.221
3.492
2.666
5.446
2.144
5.645
7.003

On examining the three Models in Table 4-59, however, it was found that firm
size was unable to mediate the impact of organizational culture on the NPD success rate
because seven interaction terms were not significant. Additionally, thep values of seven
cultural variables on the NPD success rate were not significantly changed after firm size
was added. The estimated MMR model of the NPD success rate is as follows:

The NPD Success Rate

= ,573

- .080 Clarity - .008 Project Management

- ,045 Speed to Market

+ ,022 Product Quality

- ,059 Team Member Satisfaction + .266 Innovation

+ .I 76 Market Performance - ,001 Clarity*FS
+ .00l Speed*FS + ,001 Satisfaction *FS
- .001 Market*FS

+ .001 Innovation *FS

Next, four variables (clarity, project management, team performance, and
innovation), firm size, and the NPD success rate were examined by adopting MMR. As
shown in Table 4-60, the results of ANOVA F-tests and the adjusted R~ values revealed
that the combination of these predictors was able to significantly (p < .001) explain
56.4% of the variance.
Table 4-60
MMR of Four Cultural Variables and Firm Size for the Telecommunication Sub-Sample
(n = 123)
Model
1

F
62.372

df
4

Residual df
118

Sig. @)
.OOO

RZ
.561

Adjusted R2
,552

Unlike the former results, the results in Table 4-61 pointed out that firm size was
able to mediate relationships between organizational culture and the NPD success rate.
For example, firm size in the third model strongly amplified the impact of innovation on
the NPD success rate. The estimated MMR model of the NPD success rate is:
The NPD Success Rate

= ,575

- .I00 Clarity - .0I9 Project Management

+ .083 Team Perfovmance + .324 Innovation
- ,001 Clarity *FS - ,001 Performance *FS

+ .00I Innovation *FS

Table 4-61
MMR Coeficients ofFour Cultural Variables and Firm Size for the Telecommunication
Sub-Sample (n = 123)
1

2

3

Model
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation
Firm size
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation
Firm size
Clarity*FS
Project*FS
Performance*FS
Innovation*FS

B

SE

b'

.579
-.I13
,003
.047
,326

,013
,032
,028
,065
,027

-.255
,007
.064
,883

45.215
-3.555
,109
,721
12.019

,000
,001
.913
,472
,000

.579
-.I13
,004
,046
,326
,000

,013
,032
,030
,067
.027
,000

-.256
.009
,062
,883
-.004

45.024
-3.526
.I26
.688
11.950
-.075

,000
,001
,900
,493
,000
,940

,575
-.I00
-.019
,083
,324
,000
-.001
,000
-.001
,001

,014
.032
,031
.070
,028
,000
,001
,001
,001
,001

-.227
-.045
,113
,877
,032
-.I37
.015
-.088
,230

42.382
-3.1 13
-.616
1.183
11.458
,507
-1.412
,162
-.717
2.043

,000
,002
,539
.239
,000
,613
,161
,871
,475
,043

t

Sig. (p)

Tolerance

'j2'

"04
'347
,504

.521

'547
'333
'502
,883

VIP
1.894
1.656
2.880
1.983
1.919
1.830
3.002
1.991
1.133

In the end, the roles of two mediating variables, environmental uncertainty and

firm size, were examined simultaneously. MMR was employed to analyze seven culture
variables, two mediating variables, and the NPD success rate. Findings revealed that
58.6% of the variance and the NPD success rate were significantly ( p < .001) predicted
from these combined predictors according to the Table 4-62.
Table 4-62
MMR of Seven Cultural Variables and Two Mediating Variablesfor the

Table 4-63
MMR CoefJicients of Seven Cultural Variables and Two Mediating Variablesfor the
Telecommunication Sub-sample (rz
Model
1
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation

B

= 123)

SE

b

t

Sig. (p)

Tolerance

VIP

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty
Firm size

2

3

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Speed to market
Product quality
Team member satisfaction
Market performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty
Firm size
Clarity*EU
Project*EU
Speed*EU
Quality*EU
Satisfaction*EU
Market*EU
Innovation*EU
Clarity*FS
Project*FS
Speed*FS
Quality*FS
Satisfaction*FS
Market*FS
Innovation*FS

.572
-.066
-.017
-.046
.023
-.068
,200
,261
-.060

.014
,034
.028
.028
,051
,027
.033
,029
.029
.OOO
.OOO
,033 ,035
,034 ,027
-.012 ,033
-,012 ,061
,086 ,032
,001 ,041
-.061 ,037
.OOO ,001
.OOO
.001
-.001 .001
,000 ,001
,001 .001
-.001 ,001
,001 ,001

40.426
-.I49 -1.928
-.041
-.623
-.096 -1.650
,446
.031
-.I46 -2.525
,453
6.023
,706
8.930
-.I44 -2.091
-.017
-.283
,108
.946
,094
1.242
-.355
-.030
-.021
-.I91
,237
2.654
,004
,028
-.239 -1.630
-.615
-.063
,032
,369
-.070
-316
,011
,096
,148
2.045
-.613
-.068
1.070
,130

,000
,057
,535
.lo2
.657
.013
,000
,000
,039
,777
,346
,217
,723
.849
.009
,978
,106
,540
,713
,417
,924
,043
,541
,287

,313
,436
.552
,393
,561
,332
,301
,399
,513
,143
,329
,260
,163
.236
,163
,135
,177
.250
,258
,148
,357
,153
.I27

3.192
2.295
1.812
2.545
1.782
3.012
3.325
2.505
1.950
6.972
3.036
3.848
6.135
4.243
6.141
7.393
5.642
3.997
3.876
6.741
2.802
6.527
7.865

By comparing the first and the second models in Table 4-63, the impact of clarity
on the NPD success rate was mediated after two mediating variables were entered.

Moreover, environmental uncertainty in the second model significantly influenced the
NPD success rate. In the third model, the effect of team member satisfaction on the NPD
success rate was significantly strengthened by environmental uncertainty and firm size
simultaneously. Based on Table 4-64, the estimated MMR model of the NPD success
rate is as follows:
The NPD Success Rate

= .5 72 - .066

Clarity - .Of7 Project Management

- ,046 Speed to Market

+ .023 Product Quality

- ,068 Team Member Satisfaction + ,261 Innovation

+ .200 Market Performance + ,033 Clarity*EU
- ,060 Environmental Uncertainty + .034 Project*EU
- .012 Speed *EU- ,012 Quality*EU

+ .001 Market*EU

+ ,086 Satisfaction *EU - ,061 Innovation *EU

Finally, four cultural variables (clarity, project management, team performance,
and innovation) and two mediators (environmental uncertainty and firm size) were
viewed as predictors of the NPD success rate. As shown in Table 4-64,57.0% of the
variance was significantly ( p < .001) predicted from the combination of the predictors.
Table 4-64
MMR of Four Cultural Variables and Tow Mediating Variablesfor the
Telecommunication Sub-sample (n = 123)
Model
1

F
62.372

df
4

Residual df
118

Sig. (p)

,000

R2
,572

Adjusted R2
,563

Table 4-65
MMR Coeflcients of Fouv Cultural Variables and Two Mediating Variablesfor the
Telecommunication Sub-sample (n = 123)
1

Model
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation

B

SE

p

,579
-.I13
,003
,047
,326

,013
,032
,028
.065
,027

-.255
,007
,064
,883

,569
-.I05
-.020
,081
,319
-.015
,000
,053
,003
-.OlO
-.027
-.001
,000
-.001
.001

,015
,035
.031
,072
.029
,030
,000
,039
,031
.092
,039
,001
,001
,002
.001

-.238
-.048
,110
,864
-.036
,027
,176
.009
-.022
-.I07
-.099
,022
-.086
,191

Sig. (p)

Tolerance

VIP

45.215
-3.555
,109
,721
12.019

.OOO
,001
,913
,472
,000

'528
"04

1.894
1.656
2.880
1.983

37.652
-3.030
-.644
1.118
11.041
-.502
.395
1.381
,104
-.I12
-.705
-.962
,230
-.607
1.620

,000
,003
,521
,266
,000
,616
,693
.I70
,918
,911
,482
,338
,819
,545
,108

t

'347
,504

2

(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty
Firm size
(Constant)
Clarity
Project management
Team performance
Innovation
Environmental uncertainty
Firm size
Clarity*EU
Project*EU
Performance*EU
Innovation*EU
Clarity*FS
Project*FS
Performance*FS
Innovation*FS

3

,442
,492
.279
,445
,536
,595
,167
,364
,132
.I17
.255
,297
,137
,196

2.265
2.033
3.582
2.246
1.865
1.681
5.984
2.744
7.584
8.515
3.927
3.372
7.304
5.089

However, the two mediating variables were unable to mediate relationships
between organizational culture and the NPD success rate as shown in Table 4-65. Unlike
the results in Table 4-63, moreover, the results in Table 4-65 revealed that environmental
uncertainty had no impact on the NPD success rate. The estimated MMR model of the

NPD success rate is as follows:

The NPD Success Rate

= ,569 -

,105 Clarity - .020 Project Management

+ ,081 Team Performance + ,319 innovation
- ,015 Environmental Uncertainty + .053 Clarity*EU

+ ,003 Project *EU - .010 Performance *EU
- .02 7 Innovation *EU - ,001 Clarity *FS
- ,001 Performance*FS

+ ,001 Innovation *FS

Based on these findings, the roles of two mediators between organizational
culture and the NPD success rate were not very significant for the two sub-samples. For
the full sample, however, environmental uncertainty and firm size significantly mediated
the impact of organizational culture on the NPD success rate.

Summary of Findings
Based on data analysis mentioned above, the researcher made a summary of
findings. First, differences of clarity, innovation, speed to market, team member
satisfaction, market performance, team performance, and environmental uncertainty
between the 33 telecommunication and the 21 bicycle firms in Taiwan were significant
through the independent 2-tailed t-test. Of the seven constructs, the means of clarity,
innovation, speed to market, market performance, team performance, and environmental
uncertainty in the telecommunication firms were higher than those in the bicycle firms.
In contrast, the mean of team member satisfaction in the telecommunication firms was
lower than that in the bicycle firms. As for project management and product quality,
differences of the two constructs between the two industries were not significant, but the
means of them in the telecommunication firms were higher than those in the bicycle
firms. Therefore, Research Questions 2 and 3 were addressed.

Second, although Hypothesis 1 was partially supported by findings through the
hierarchical multiple regression analysis, some of culture variables were identified as
significantly influencing the NPD success rate. For the first culture set (including clarity,
project management, speed to market, product quality, team member satisfaction, market
performance, and innovation), it was found that project management, market
performance, and innovation were significant positive explanatory variables of the NPD
success rate for the full sample. For the bicycle sub-sample, project management and
market performance significantly positively influenced the NPD success rate, while speed
to market was identified as a strong negative predictor of the NPD success rate. For the
telecommunication sub-sample, the impact of market performance and innovation on the

NPD success rate was significantly positive, while that of clarity and team member
satisfaction on the NPD success rate was strongly negative.
In respect to the second culture set (including clarity, project management, team
performance, and innovation), for the full sample project management and innovation
were identified as strong positive predictors of the NPD success rate. For the bicycle
sub-sample, only project management was found to have a significant positive impact on
the NPD success rate. For the telecommunication sub-sample, innovation was a
significant positive explanatory variable of the NPD success rate, while clarity was
identified as a strong negative predictor of the NPD success rate. Cultural variables
significantly influenced the NPD success rate as described in Table 4-66.

Table 4-66
Cultural Variables Signtficantly Positively and Negatively Influencing the NPD Success
Rate
The First Culture Set
1
2
3
The Second Culture Set
1
2
3
Clarity
N
Clarity
N
Project management
P
P
Project Management
P
P
Speed to market
N
Team performance
P
P
Product quality
Innovation
Team member satisfaction
N
Market performance
P
P
P
Innovation
P
P
Note. P: positive; N: negative. 1: The full sample (n = 201), 2: The bicycle sub-sample (n = 78), 3: The
telecommunication sub sample (n = 123).

Finally, the roles of environmental uncertainty and firm size in mediating the
effect of organizational culture on the NPD success rate were identified through HZ,Hza,
and HZb. For the first culture set, for the full sample environmental uncertainty strongly
amplified the impact of project management on the NPD success rate, but this construct
I

_

significantly buffered that of innovation on the NPD success rate. For the bicycle subsample, it was found that environmental uncertainty did not moderate the effect of
organizational culture on the NPD success rate. For the telecommunication sub-sample,
environmental uncertainty not only significantly strengthened the effect of team member
satisfaction on the NPD success rate but also changed the significance level of clarity on
the NPD success rate. Moreover, environmental uncertainty was a strong negative
predictor of the NPD success rate for the telecommunication sub-sample.
As for the second culture set, environmental uncertainty moderated the impact of
innovation on the NPD success rate for the full sample, while this construct amplified the
effect of clarity on the NPD success rate for the telecommunication sub-sample. For the
bicycle sub-sample, however, environmental uncertainty did not mediate the impact of
the four culture variables on the NPD success rate. However, environmental uncertainty

significantly negatively influenced the NPD success rate for the bicycle sub-sample.
Interactions between culture variables and environmental uncertainty are shown in Table
4-67.

Table 4-67
Interactions among Cultural Variables and Environmental Uncertainty
The First Culture Set
Clarity*EU

1

InnovationXEU

N

2

3

The Second Culture Set
Clarity*EU

1

2

3
P

Note. P: positive: N: negative.
1: The full sample (n = 201), 2: The bicycle sub-sample (n = 78), 3: The
telecommunication sub sample (n = 123).

For the first culture set, when only firm size was viewed as a mediating variable,
it was found that firm size strongly weakened the impact of project management on the

NPD success rate and strengthened the effect of innovation on the NPD success rate for
the full sample. Moreover, the significance level of team member satisfaction on the

NPD success rate was changed by firm size. After firm size was entered, for example,
team member satisfaction had a strong negative impact on the NPD success rate. For the
bicycle sub-sample, not only did firm size strongly positively influence the NPD success
rate, but it also significantly moderated the effect of project management on the NPD
success rate. Additionally, the significance level of market performance on the NPD
success rate was changed after firm size was added. For the telecommunication subsample, however, firm size was unable to mediate the impact of organizational culture on
the NPD success rate. It was also found that firm size was not a significant explanatory
variable of the NPD success rate for the telecommunication sub-sample.

With respect to the second culture set, firm size was identified as strongly
weakening the effect of project management on the NPD success rate and as significantly
strengthening that of innovation on the NPD success rate for the full sample. For the
bicycle sub-sample, firm size was a significant positive explanatory predictor of the NPD
success rate even though it did not mediate relationships between organizational culture
and the NPD success rate. For the telecommunication sub-sample, firm size was able to
significantly amplify the effect of innovation on the NPD success rate. Interactions
between culture variables and environmental uncertainty are shown in Table 4-68.
Table 4-68
Interactions between Cultural Variables and Firm Size
The First Culture Set
1
2
3
The Second Culture Set
1
2
3
ClarityXFS
Clarity*FS
Pro,ject*FS
N
N
Project*FS
N
Speed*FS
Performance*FS
Quality*FS
Innovation*FS
P
P
Satisfaction*FS
Market*FS
Innovation*FS
P
Note. P: positive; N: negative. 1: The full sample (n = 201), 2: The bicycle sub-sample (n = 78), 3: The
telecommunication sub sample (n = 123)

In the end, environmental uncertainty and firm size were simultaneously
considered as two mediators between organizational culture and the NPD success rate.
As for the first culture set, it was found that environmental uncertainty was able to
significantly amplify the impact of project management and team member satisfaction on
the NPD success rate, while it was able to strongly buffer that of innovation on the NPD
success rate. Firm size was found to weaken a relationship between project management
and the success rate of NPD. However, firm size strengthened the impact of innovation
on the NPD success rate. Moreover, team member satisfaction strongly negatively
influenced the NPD success rate after the two mediators were added simultaneously.

Firm size was a significant negative explanatory predictor of the NPD success rate, but
environmental uncertainty was not. For the bicycle sub-sample, the impact of project
management on the NPD was strengthened by environmental uncertainty, but was
weakened by firm size. After the mediators were entered, market performance had no
impact on the outcome. Further, firm size was identified as a strong positive predictor of
the NPD success rate. For the telecommunication sub-sample, the significance level of
clarity on the NPD success rate was changed after the two mediating variables were
added simultaneously. The impact of team member satisfaction on the NPD success rate
was also amplified by the two mediating variables. Environmental uncertainty had a
strong negative impact on the NPD success rate for the telecommunication sub-sample,
when environmental uncertainty and firm size were simultaneously viewed as mediators.
As for the second culture set, findings indicated that for the full sample
environment uncertainty weakened the effect of innovation on the NPD success rate,
whereas firm size not only weakened the impact of project management on the NPD
success rate, but also strengthened that of innovation on the NPD success rate. For the
bicycle sub-sample, it was found that not only did firm size buffer the effect of project
management on the NPD success rate, but it also amplified that of team performance on
the NPD success rate. Unlike firm size, environmental uncertainty was unable to mediate
relationships between the four culture variable and the NPD success rate. However,
environmental uncertainty significantly negatively impacted the NPD success rate, while
firm size significantly positively influenced the NPD success rate. Unlike the full sample
and the bicycle sub-sample, for the telecommunication sub-sample the two mediators
neither mediated the impact of organizational culture on the NPD success rate nor

influenced the NPD success rate. Interactions between culture variables and the two
mediating variables are shown in Table 4-69.
Table 4-69

Interactions among Cultural Variables and Two Mediating Variables
The First Culture Set

1

2

3

The Second Culture Set

1

2

3

InnovationXFS
P
Note. P: positive; N: negative. 1: The full sample (n = 201), 2: The bicycle sub-sample (n = 78), 3: The
telecommunication sub sample (n = 123).

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION
A number of studies about relationships between organizational culture and
corporate performance have been discussed in Western countries, but relatively little
literature about this issue has been examined in Asian countries. In consequence, this
non-experimental, quantitative, correlational (explanatory), and causal-comparative study
was the first to examine and to explain relationships between organizational culture and
the new product development (NPD) success rate across the telecommunication and the
bicycle industries in Taiwan; the first to compare differences of organizational culture
and environmental uncertainty between these two industries in Taiwan; and the first to
identify whether environmental uncertainty and firm size play critical roles in mediating
the impact of organizational culture on the NPD success rate. In this study, a total of
three research questions and two main hypotheses were developed and examined.
Moreover, the most important aspect of this study was to adopt moderated multiple
regression (MMR), which appropriately analyzes the interactions between independent
variables and mediating variables, to identify whether environmental uncertainty and firm
size buffer the effect of cultural variables on the NPD success rate. In Chapter V,
therefore, a discussion of data analysis reported in Chapter IV and the conclusions for
that analysis are presented.
In this study, four main cultural dimensions, clarity, project management, team
performance, and innovation, were selected to be the predictors of the NPD success rate.

Of the four dimensions, clarity was measured by a 6-indicator Clarity Scale (Sengupta &
Bushman, 1998), project management was measured by a 7-indicator Project

Management Scale (Sengupta & Bushman, 1998), and innovation was measured by a 6-

indicator Innovation scale (Johannessen et al., 2001). Team performance was a multiple
dimensional variable and was comprised of four constructs: speed to market, product
quality, team member satisfaction, and market performance. Of the four constructs,
speed to market was measured by a 5-indicator Speed to Market Scale (Sarin & Mahajan,
2001), product quality was measured by a 10-indicator Product Quality Scale (Sarin &
Mahajan, 2001), team member satisfaction was measured by a 5-indicator Team Member
Satisfaction Scab (Sarin & Mahajan, 2001), and market performance was measured by a

6-indicator Market Performance Scale (Sarin & Mahajan, 2001). The total of items
measuring organizational culture was 45. As for two mediating variables, environmental
uncertainty was measured by a 9-indicator Environmental Uncertainty Scale (Chow et
al., 2003), whereas firm size was defined as the number of employees in each firm
(Sengupta & Bushman, 1998). Finally, the dependent variable (the NPD success rate)
was measured by the ratio produced from a response to two items in the NPD Scale
(Sengupta & Bushman, 1998).
Through phone invitations to 460 eligible participants, including managers,
engineers, and specialists, in R&D, manufacturing, and marketing divisions of the 54
telecommunication and the 45 bicycle firms in Taiwan, 449 participants agreed to
participate in the study. After mailing questionnaires to the 449 participants, 219
questionnaires were returned. Because of having 18 incomplete questionnaires, the final
count of 201 usable questionnaires, a response rate of 44.7%, were coded and analyzed
through SPSS. As a result, not only did findings indicate that differences of
organizational culture and environmental uncertainty between the telecommunication and

the bicycle industries in Taiwan were significant, but they also pointed out that project
management, market performance, and innovation were significant explanatory variables
of the NPD success rate. On the whole, environmental uncertainty and firm size were
identified as significantly mediating the impact of project management and innovation on
the NPD success rate. The following sections provided a further discussion,
interpretation and conclusion of data analysis in Chapter IV.
Interpretations
Descriptive Characteristics of the Sample

Based on data collection in the Organizationnl Profile, a total of 54 firms were
sampled. Of these firms, 33 were telecommunication firms and 21 were bicycle firms.
The majority of these firms were in the grown stage. The average firm age of the 33
telecommunication firms was 20.4 years, whereas that of the 21 bicycle firms was 25.9
years. Sixteen of the 21 bicycle firms employed more than 50, whereas 30 of the 33
telecommunication firms had over 50 employees.
Based on the study by Sengupta and Bushman (1998), clarity and project
management were viewed as two components of organizational culture. The two
variables were rated by a 6-point scale. It was also recommended that innovation should
be one component of organizational culture (Hurley & Hult, 1998; Sehgupta & Bushman,
1998). Six items of innovation were rated by a 5-point scale. As for team performance,
Kreitner and Kinicki (1995) pointed out that team performance was one of shared value
in firms. In this study, therefore, four variables, clarity, project management, team
performance, and innovation, were selected as four dimensions of organizational culture.

For the three samples (the fill sample, the telecommunication sub-sample, and the
bicycle sub-sample), project management was the highest rated dimension, followed by
clarity and innovation according to the descriptive analysis of all variables. Findings
were consistent with the study by Sengupta and Bushman (1 998). Moreover, team
performance consisted of four constructs, speed to market, product quality, team member
satisfaction, and market performance. Each of the four constructs was rated on a 5-point
scale. As a result, for the full sample product quality was the highest rated construct,
speed to market was the second rated construct, team member satisfaction was the third
rated construct, and market performance was the fourth rated construct. For the bicycle
sub-sample, the order from the highest to the lowest rated constructs was product quality,
team member satisfaction, speed to market, and market performance. For the
telecommunication sub-sample, speed to market was the highest rated construct, followed
by product quality, team member satisfaction, and market performance. Findings were
different from the study by Sarin and Mahajan (200 1). According to the findings by
Sarin and Mahajan (2001), team member satisfaction was the highest rated construct,
followed by product quality, market performance, and speed to market.
Differences of Organizational Culture and Environmental Uncertainty Between
Telecommunication and Bicycle Industries in Taiwan

Based on the study by Lee and Yu (2004), differences of organizational culture
across different industries were significant. In this study, differences of the cultural
variables and environmental uncertainty were examined through the independent 2-tailed
t-test. According to Table 4-1 1, the extents of clarity, innovation, speed to market, team
member satisfaction, market performance, the overall team performance, and

environmental uncertainty were identified as being significantly different between the
two industries. The means of eight variables (clarity, project management, innovation,
speed to market, product quality, market performance, team performance, and
environmental uncertainty) in the 33 telecommunication firms were higher than those in
the 21 bicycle firms. However, the mean of team member satisfaction in the 21 bicycle
forms was higher than that in the 33 telecommunication firms. This might be because of
different typologies of organizational culture (Stoica & Schindehutte, 1999; Stoica et al.,
2004). Quinn and McGrath (1985) pointed out that different typologies of organizational
culture have different characteristics. For example, the adhocratic culture had
characteristics of entrepreneurship, creativity, and adaptability, whereas the clan culture
focused more on team performance, cohesiveness, and employee job satisfaction. Stoica
and Schindehutte (1999) and Stoica et al. (2004) further explained that firms wi.th an
adhocratic culture were more likely to join a venture, create new markets, search market
opportunities, and focus on innovative technology and products than those with clan
culture.
Based on the Web site of the Ministry of Economic Affairs, R. 0. C. (2007), the
majority of traditional industries had clan culture. It was founded that most bicycle firms
were operated by their founders' families (TTVMA, 2006). In contrast, most high-tech
manufacturing firms had an adhocratic culture and were operated by professional
managers (AISP, 2006; Ministry of Economic Affairs, R. 0. C., 2007). In this study, the
findings indicated the 33 telecommunication firms had higher innovation and lower team
member satisfaction than the 21 bicycle firms. In consequence, these results confirmed
the study by Quinn and McGrath (1985). However, the telecommunication firms had

higher team performance than the bicycle films in this study. This may be because team
performance was measured by four variables, including speed to market, product quality,
team member satisfaction, and market performance. Of the four constructs, the means of
speed to market, product quality, and market performance in the 33'telecommunication
firms were higher than those in the 2 1 bicycle firms. Therefore, the telecommunication
firms had higher team performance than the bicycle firms.
As for environmental-uncertainty,speed to market, and market performance, the
means of the three variables in the telecommunication firms were higher than those in the
bicycle firms (see Table 4-3). Therefore, the findings were consistent with the findings
by Stoica and Schindehutte (1999) and Stoica et al. (2004). This may be because firms
with adhocracy more swiftly detected market signals and responded to them than those
with clan culture (Stoica & Schindehutte, 1999; Stoica et al., 2004). Moreover, due to
having a stronger correlation between environmental uncertainty and clarity in the
telecommunication firms, the mean of clarity in the 33 telecommunication firms was
higher than that in the 2 1 bicycle firms. Stoica and Schindehutte (1999) and Stoica et al.
(2004) explained that this may be because firms with adhocracy had a stronger ability to
search market information and then to adopt clear and appropriate strategies to respond.
Finally, although the mean of project management in the telecommunication firms
was higher than that in the bicycle firms, the difference of this variable was not
significant between the two industries. Based on Tables 4-21,4-23,4-27, and 4-29,
project management was a significantly explanatory variable of the NPD success rate for
the bicycle sub-sample, but it was not for the telecommunication sub-sample.
Consequently, it was recommended that future research should further examine the

difference of this variable across different industries. With respect to product quality, the
mean of this variable in the telecommunication firms was higher than that in the bicycle
firms, but it was identified as having no significant difference between the
telecommunication and the bicycle firms. This may be because improving product
quality was one of the priorities of all industries in Taiwan when facing high competition
in globalization (Ministry of Economic Affairs, R. 0. C., 2007).
Hypotheses Testing

In this study, relationships between organizational culture and the NPD success
rate were examined for the full sample. In order to obtain an in-depth understanding
about differences of organizational culture between telecommunication and bicycle
industries in Taiwan, the full sample was categorized into the telecommunication subsample and the bicycle sub-sample. Moreover, because team performance was
comprised of four constructs (speed to market, product quality, team member satisfaction,
and market performance), organizational culture variables were divided into the two sets.
The first culture set included seven culture variables (clarity, project management, speed
to market, product quality, team member satisfaction, market performance, innovation),
whereas the second culture set included four culture variables ( clarity, project
management, team performance, and innovation).
In order to examine Hypothesis 1 (see Table 5-I), the researcher adopted a
hierarchical multiple regression analysis in which more than one predictor was stepwise
regressed against the dependent variable. The F statistic and its significance level
indicated that the dependent variable was significantly predicted from the combination of
the predictors. The adjusted R' indicates that the proportion of the variance in the

dependent variable was explained by the regression model. Finally, the t-statistic and its
significance pointed out whether one variable was significantly contributing to the
regression model for explaining the dependent variable from the whole set of predictors
(Leech et al., 2005). For HZ,H z ~and
, HZb(see Table 5-I), the moderated multiple
regression (MMR) analysis was employed to examine whether environmental uncertainty
and firm size mediated relationships between organizational culture and the NPD success
rate. Not only did these hypotheses include interactions between cultural and mediating
variables, but they also included curvilinear relationships between the culture predictors
and the NPD success rate.
On examining the regression models, it was found that the hypotheses were
partially supported by the findings. Based on data analysis in Chapter IV, the research
hypotheses and whether each hypothesis was supported or not are summarized in Table

Table 5-1
Reseavch Hypotheses and Results
Hypotheses
H,: In telecommunication and bicycle industries in Taiwan, organizational culture variables
(clarity, project management, team performance, and innovation) are significant
explanatory variables of the success rate of NPD.

Results
Partially
Supported

Hz: Environmental uncertainty and firm size mediate relationships between organizational
culture (clarity, project management, team performance, and innovation) and the
success rate of NPD in telecommunication and bicycle industries in Taiwan.

Partially
Supported

H7,:
culture
-" Environmental uncertaintv mediates relationships between organizational
(clarity, project management, team performance, and innovation) and the success rate
of NPD in telecommunication and bicycle industries in Taiwan.

Partially
Supported

H2b:Firm size mediates relationships between organizational culture (clarity, project
management, team performance, and innovation) and the success rate of NPD in
telecommunication and bicycle industries in Taiwan.

Partially
Supported

Clarity in Explaining the Success Rate of NPD

For the full sample and the bicycle sub-sample, it was found that clarity was an
insignificant explanatory variable of the NPD success rate even though this construct
significantly correlates with the NPD success rate. Unlike the two samples, for the
telecommunication sub-sample clarity was identified as significantly influencing the
NPD success rate. However, this variable had a strongly negative impact on the success
rate of NPD despite positively correlating with the NPD success rate. Therefore, the
results were partially supported the studies by Barczak and Wilemon (1992), Hong et al.
(2004) and Sengupta and Bushman (1998), as well as the propositions by Nakata and
Sivkumar (1996).
Project Management in Explaining the Success Rate of NPD

For the full sample and the bicycle sub-sample, project management was
identified as a significant positive predictor of the NPD success rate. This result was
consistent with the findings by Krishnan and Loch (2005) and Sengupta and Bushman
(1998) and the propositions by Nakata and Sivkumar (1996). However, for the
telecommunication sub-sample this variable was not a significant explanatory predictor
of the NPD success rate. This result was inconsistent with the studies by Krishnan and
Loch (2005) and Sengupta and Bushman (1998) and did not confirm the propositions by
Nakata and Sivkumar (1996). Based on Tables 4-24 and 4-27, this may be because
strong correlations between project management and the other variables made this
variable in the regression model insignificant for the telecommunication sub-sample.

Innovation in Explaining the Success Rate of NPD

Based on data analysis in Chapter IV, findings pointed out that innovation was a
significant positive explanatory predictor of the NPD success rate for the full sample and
the telecommunication sub-sample. It was also found that innovation strongly correlated
with the success rate of NPD for the full sample and the telecommunication sub-sample.
The results were consistent with the studies by Berthon et al. (2004), Lee and Yu (2004),
and Sengupta and Bushman's (1998). Additionally, because the telecommunication firms
in Taiwan were classified as adhocratic culture, they placed more emphasis on
encouraging their employees to create innovative ideas (AISP, 2006; Ministry of
Economic Affairs, R. 0. C., 2007). This result confirmed the study by Quinn and
McGrath (1985). For the bicycle sub-sample, however, innovation was identified as
having no impact on the NPD success rate even though the strength of the correlation
between innovation and the NPD success rate was medium. This may be because the
bicycle firms in Taiwan have clan culture (Ministry of Economic Affairs, R. 0. C., 2007).
Moreover, it was found that innovation was not one of the characteristics of clan culture
(Quinn & McGrath, 1985).
Speed to Market in Explaining the Success Rate of NPD

For the full sample, speed to market significantly correlated with the NPD success
rate, but this construct had no impact on the NPD success rate. For the
telecommunication sub-sample, it was found that speed to market neither correlated with
nor significantly impacted the NPD success rate. The results did not support the studies
by Sarin and O'Connor (1999) and Sarin and Mahajan (2001). For the bicycle subsample, however, although speed to market insignificantly correlated with the NPD

success rate, this construct was identified as significantly negatively impacting the NPD
success rate. As a result, it was recommended that future research should further identify
the relationship between speed to market and the NPD success rate for the other samples.
Product Quality in Explaining the Success Rate of NPD

For the full sample, the telecommunication sub-sample, and the bicycle subsample, explanatory relationships between product quality and the NPD success rate were
not supported by findings even though the strength of the correlation between them was
medium. Therefore, this result was inconsistent with the studies by Craig and Hart
(1992), Sarin and O'Connor (1999), and Sarin and Mahajan (2001).
Team Member Satisfaction in Explaining the Success Rate of NPD

For the full sample and the bicycle sub-sample, team member satisfaction was not
a significant explanatory predictor of the NPD success rate even though the correlation
between them was significant. In contrast, for the telecommunication sub-sample, it was
found that the impact of team member satisfaction on the NPD success rate was
significantly negative. The results partially support the studies by Sarin and O'Connor
(1999) and Sarin and Mahajan (2001).
Market Performance in Explaining the Success Rate of NPD

For the three samples, findings indicated that market performance was a
significant positive explanatory predictor of the NPD success rate. Additionally, the
strength of the correlation between them was very large based on Tables 4-12,4-18, and
4-24. As a result, this result fully confirmed the studies by Berthon et al. (2004), Cooper
(1994), Sarin and O'Connor (1999), and Sarin and Mahajan (2001).

Team Performance in Explaining the Success Rate of NPD

For three samples, unlike market performance, team performance had no impact
on the NPD success rate despite a strong correlation between team performance and the
NPD success rate. This result was inconsistent with the studies by Ancona and Caldwell
(1992) and Sarin and O'Connor (1999), Sarin and Mahajan (2001). In addition, this
result did not confirm the propositions by Nakata and Sivkumar (1996).
On the whole, it was found that project management, innovation, and market
performance were significantly positive explanatory predictors of the NPD success rate
for the fill sample. The results were supported by the findings by Sarin and O'Connor
(1999), Sarin and Mahajan (2001), and Sengupta and Bushman (1998). For the two subsamples (the telecommunication sub-sample and the bicycle sub-sample), the impact of
organizational culture on the NPD success rate was dependant on industrial types. For
example, for the bicycle sub-sample project management, market performance, and speed
to market were significant explanatory predictors of the NPD success, whereas for the
telecommunication sub-sample market performance, innovation, team member
satisfaction, and clarity were identified as significantly influencing the NPD success rate.
Based on the interpretations of data analysis, it was found that differences of
organizational culture between the two industries were firther identified. This result
confirmed the findings by Lee and Yu (2004) because different industries needed
different components of organizational culture to help their ability to improve corporate
performance.

Environmental Uncertainty in Mediating Relationships between Organizational
Culture and tlze NPD Success Rate

For the first culture set, for the full sample findings indicated that environmental
uncertainty significantly strengthened the impact of project management on the NPD
success rate. Mathematically, according to Table 4-3 1, the B weight value of .087 for the
interaction term between project management and environmental uncertainty indicated
that the slope of the regression of the NPD success rate on project management at levels
of environmental uncertainty increased by .087 unit for every one unit increase in
environmental uncertainty (Aiken & West, 1991). Not only did this result confirm the
propositions by Khandwalla (1977), but it also supported the study by Hong et al. (2004).
Additionally, it was found that the effect of innovation on the NPD success rate was
significantly negatively moderated by environmental uncertainty because the B weight
value of -.091 for the interaction term between innovation and environmental uncertainty
indicated that the slope of the regression of the NPD success rate on innovation at levels
of environmental uncertainty decreased by ,091 unit for every one unit increase in
environmental uncertainty (Aiken & West, 1991). This finding did not support the
studies by Berthon et al. (2004) and O'Regan and Ghobadian (2005). Moreover, findings
did not support the content on that environmental uncertainty mediated relationships
between the other culture variables (clarity, speed to market, market performance, team
member satisfaction, product quality, and team performance) and the NPD success rate.
The results were inconsistent with the studies by Hong et al. (2004) and O'Regan and
Ghobadian (2005), but they were consistent with the study by Chow et al. (2003) in
which environmental uncertainty had no impact on organizational culture. Further, it was

found that environmental uncertainty was not a significant explanatory predictor of the

NPS success rate even though this construct significantly correlated with the NPD
success rate. This result did not support the study by O'Regan and Ghobadian (2005).
For the second culture set, it was found that the impact of innovation on the NPD success
rate was significantly negatively buffered by environmental uncertainty due to the B
weight value of -. 104 for the interaction term between innovation and environmental
uncertainty, meaning that the slope of the regression of the NPD success rate on
innovation at levels of environmental uncertainty decreased by ,104 unit for every one
unit increase in environmental uncertainty (Aiken & West, 1991). This finding was also
inconsistent with the studies by Berthon et al. (2004) and O'Regan and Ghobadian
(2005).
For the first culture set, for the bicycle sub-sample findings indicated that
environmental uncertainty neither had an impact on the NPD success rate nor mediated
relationships between seven culture variables and the NPD success rate. For the second
culture set, it was found that environmental uncertainty had a significant negative impact
on the NPD success rate, but it did not mediate the impact of four culture variables on the

NPD success rate for the bicycle sub-sample. In consequence, the results did not confirm
the propositions by Khandwalla (1977).
For the first culture set, for the telecommunication sub-sample set it was found
that not only did environmental uncertainty significantly negatively influence the NPD
success rate, but it also mediated the relationships between organizational culture and the

NPD success rate. For example, the significance level of clarity was changed after
environmental uncertainty was added to the MMR model. Moreover, findings pointed

out that environmental uncertainty significantly amplified the effect of team member
satisfaction (see Table 4-55). The B weight value of .056 for the interaction term
between team member satisfaction and environmental uncertainty pointed out that the
slope of the regression of the NPD success rate on team member satisfaction at levels of
environmental uncertainty increased by .056 unit for every one unit increase in
environmental uncertainty (Aiken & West, 1991). This result partially supported the
study by Hong et al. (2004). For the second culture set, the effect of clarity on the
outcome was significantly strengthened by environmental uncertainty because of the B
weight value of .074 for the interaction term between clarity and environmental
uncertainty, meaning the slope of the regression of the NPD success rate on clarity at
levels of environmental uncertainty increased by .074 unit for every one unit increase in
environmental uncertainty (Aiken & West, 1991). As for the other three culture
variables, environmental uncertainty was unable to mediate the impact of them on the
NPD success rate. Therefore, H2, was partially supported by the findings as reported in
Chapter IV.
Firm Size in Mediating Relationships between Organizational Culture
and the NPD Success Rate

For the first culture set, for the full sample findings indicated that firm size had no
impact on the NPD success rate even though this construct had a significant negative
correlation with the NPD success rate. This result was inconsistent with the study by
Sengupta and Bushman (1998). However, it was found that firm size was able to
significantly mediate relationships between several culture variables and the dependent
variable. After firm size was added, for example, the significance level of team member

satisfaction changed. Firm size was also identified as significantly buffering the effect of
project management on the NPD success rate. Based on Table 4-35, the B weight value
of -.001 for the interaction term between project management and firm size indicated that
the slope of the regression of the NPD success rate on project management at levels of
firm size decreased by .001 unit for every one unit increase in firm size (Aiken & West,
1991). This result supported the studies by Iaquinto and Fredrickson (1997) and
Mintzberg (1973), but it did not support the findings by Chow et al. (2003).
Additionally, findings revealed that the impact of innovation on the NPD success rate
was strengthened by firm size. For example, the B weight value of .002 for the
interaction term between innovation and firm size indicated that the slope of the
regression of the NPD success rate on innovation at levels of firm size increased by .002
unit for every one unit increase in firm size (Aiken & West, 1991). This result confirmed
the studies by Hart (1995) and Hatch and Dyer (2004), but it did not support the study by
Chow et al. (2003). Based on the findings by Chow et al. (2003), firm size negatively
mediated the impact of innovation on corporate performance, but it positively mediated
relationships between project management and corporate performance. As a result, it was
recommended that hture research should further examine relationships between firm
size, project management, innovation, and the NPD success rate. As for the other culture
variables, it was found that the interactions between them and firm size were insignificant
according to Tables 4-35 and 4-37. Therefore, the results were inconsistent with the
findings by Chow et al. (2003), Hart (1995), Hatch and Dyer (2004), and Hofstede et al.
(1990).

For the second culture set, firm size was identified as strongly moderating the
impact of project management on the NPD success rate and amplifying that of innovation
on the NPD success rate. According to Table 4-37, the B weight value with -.001 for the
interaction term between project management and firm size indicated that the slope of the
regression of the NPD success rate on project management at levels of firm size
decreased by .001 unit for every one unit increase in firm size, while the B weight value
with .002 for the interaction term between innovation and firm size pointed out that the
slope of the regression of the NPD success rate on innovation at levels of firm size
increased by .002 unit for every one unit increase in firm size (Aiken & West, 1991).
In contrast, for the bicycle sub-sample, firm size was identified as significantly
positively influencing the NPD success rate for the two culture sets. This result was
consistent with the study by Sengupta and Bushman (1998). For the first culture set, firm
size was also found to mediate the significance level of market performance on the NPD
success rate after being added. Moreover, findings pointed out that the impact of project
management on the NPD success rate was significantly weakened by firm size.
According to Table 4-47, for example, the B weight value of -.003 for the interaction
term between project management and firm size indicated that the slope of the regression
of the NPD success rate on project management at levels of environmental uncertainty
decreased by .003 unit for every one firm size uncertainty (Aiken & West, 1991). This
result confirmed the studies by Iaquinto and Fredrickson (1997) and Mintzberg (1973),
but it did not support the findings by Chow et al. (2003). However, firm size was unable
to mediate relationships between the other culture variables and the NPD success rate.
For the second culture set, it was also found that firm size did not mediate the impact of

the four cultural variables on the NPD success rate. Consequently, the results did not
support the studies by Chow et al. (2003), Hart (1995), Hatch and Dyer (2004), and
Hofstede et al. (1990).
For the telecommunication sub-sample, firm size was not a significant
explanatory predictor of the NPD success rate for either the first culture set or for the
second culture set. Therefore, this result did not support the findings by Sengupta and
Bushman (1998). However, for the second culture set it was found that innovation was
significantly strengthened by firm size to influence the NPD success rate according to the

B weight value of ,001 for the interaction term between innovation and firm size,
meaning that the slope of the regression of the NPD success rate on innovation at levels
of firm size increased by .001 unit for every one unit increase in firm size (Aiken &
West, 1991). This result confirmed the studies by Hart (1995) and Hatch and Dyer
(2004), but it did not support the study by Chow et al. (2003). However, for the first
culture set firm size was unable to significantly mediate the impact of the seven culture
variables on the NPD success rate. These results were inconsistent with the studies by
Chow et al. (2003), Hart (1995), and Hatch and Dyer (2004), Hofstede et al. (1990),
Iaquinto and Fredrickson (1997), and Mintzberg (1973). Therefore, H2bwas partially
supported.
Environmental Uncertainty and Firm Size Simultaneously in Mediating Relationships
between Organizational Culture and tlze NPD Success Rate

On simultaneously examining the roles of environmental uncertainty and firm size
between organizational culture and the NPD success rate, for the first culture set findings
indicated that for the full sample not only was firm size able to significantly impact the

NPD success rate, but it was also able to significantly mediate the effect of some culture
variables on the NPD success rate. For example, firm size significantly negatively
influenced the NPD success rate after two mediators were added simultaneously. This
result was inconsistent with the study by Sengupta and Bushman (1998). Additionally,
not only did firm size significantly moderate the effect of project management on the
NPD success rate, but it also significantly amplified that of innovation on the NPD
success rate. Based on Table 4-39, the B weight value of -.001 for the interaction term
between project management and firm size indicated that the slope of the regression of
the NPD success rate on project management at levels of firm size decreased by ,001 unit
for every one unit increase in firm size, while The B weight value of .002 for the
interaction term between innovation and firm size pointed out that the slope of the
regression of the NPD success rate on innovation at levels of firm size increased by .002
unit for every one unit increase in firm size (Aiken & West, 1991). This result did not
confirm the study by Chow et al. (2003), but it supported the studies by Hart (1 995),
Hatch and Dyer (2004), Iaquinto and Fredrickson (l997), and Mintzberg (1973).
As for environmental uncertainty, it was found that this construct was able to
strongly strengthen the impact of project management and team member satisfaction on
the NPD success rate. Based on the R weight values for interaction terms between
project management and environmental uncertainty and between team member
satisfaction and environmental uncertainty, the slopes of the regression of the NPD
success rate on project management and team member satisfaction at levels of
environmental uncertainty increased by .086 and .087 unit for every one unit increase in
environmental uncertainty, respectively (Aiken & West, 1991). This finding confirmed

Khandwalla's (1977) propositions and the study by Hong et al. (2004). However,
environmental uncertainty strongly buffered relationships between innovation and the

NPD success rate. The B weight value of -.086 for the interaction term between
innovation and environmental uncertainty indicated that the slope of the regression of the

NPD success rate on innovation at levels of firm size decreased by ,086 unit for every
one unit increase in environmental uncertainty (Aiken & West, 1991). This result was
inconsistent with the studies by Berthon et al. (2004) and O'Regan and Ghobadian
(2005). Finally, the significance level of team member satisfaction on the NPD success
rate was changed after two mediating variables were added simultaneously.
For the second culture set, two mediators were not significant explanatory
variables of the NPD success rate for the h l l sample. However, environmental
uncertainty significantly buffered the effect of innovation on the NPD success rate due to
the B weight value of -.082 for the interaction term between innovation and
environmental uncertainty, meaning that the slope of the regression of the NPD success
rate on innovation at levels of environmental uncertainty decreased by ,082 unit for every
one unit increase in environmental uncertainty (Aiken & West, 1991). As for firm size,
for the full sample it was found that firm size significantly mediated the effect of project
management and innovation on the NPD success rate. Based on Table 4-41, for example,
the B weight value of -.001 for the interaction term between project management and
firm size indicated that the slope of the regression of the NPD success rate on project
management at levels of firm size decreased by .001 unit for every one unit increase in
firm size, while the B weight value of .002 for the interaction term between innovation
and firm size revealed that the slope of the regression of the NPD success rate on

innovation at levels of firm size increased by .002 unit for every one unit increase in firm
size (Aiken & West, 1991).
For the bicycle sub-sample, for the first culture set the significance level of
market performance was changed after the two mediating variables were added
simultaneously. It was found that the impact of project management on the NPD success
rate was strongly strengthened by environmental uncertainty. Mathematically, the B
weight value of . l l l for the interaction term between project management and
environmental uncertainty indicated that the slope of the regression of the NPD success
rate on project management at levels of environmental uncertainty increased by ,111 unit
for every one unit increase in environmental uncertainty (Aiken & West, 1991). This
result was consistent with the propositions by Khandwalla (1977) and the study by Hong
et al. (2004). In contrast, finn size significantly weakened the effect of project
management on the NPD success rate because of the B weight value of -.004 for the
interaction term between project management and firm size, indicating that the slope of
the regression of the NPD success rate on project management at levels of firm size
decreased by .004 unit for every one unit increase in firm size (Aiken & West, 1991).
The result was consistent with the studies by Iaquinto and Fredrickson (1997) and
Mintzberg (1973), but it did not support the study by Chow et al. (2003). For the second
culture set, based on Table 4-53, the effect of team performance on the NPD success rate
was strongly amplified by firm size because of the B weight of .004 for the interaction
between team performance and firm size, meaning that the slope of the regression of the
NPD success rate on team performance at levels of firm size increased by .004 unit for
every one unit increase in firm size (Aiken & West, 1991). This result was inconsistent

with studies by Iaquinto and Fredrickson (1997) and Mintzberg (1973). For the two
culture sets, finally, findings revealed that firm size was a significant positive predictor of
the NPD success rate. The result was supported by Sengupta and Bushman's (1998)
findings.
For the telecommunication sub-sample, for the first culture set it was found that
the significance level of clarity was changed after the two mediators were entered
simultaneously. Environmental uncertainty strongly negatively impacted the NPD
success rate. This construct was also identified as significantly strengthening the impact
of team member satisfaction on the NPD success rate. The B weight of .086 for the
interaction between team member satisfaction and environmental uncertainty revealed
that the slope of the regression of the NPD success rate on team member satisfaction at
levels of environmental uncertainty increased by .086 unit for every one unit increase in
environmental uncertainty (Aiken & West, 1991). The results were inconsistent with the
study by Chow et al. (2003). As for firm size, findings indicated that this construct was
able to significantly amplify the effect of the team member satisfaction on the NPD
success rate. Mathematically, the B weight of .001 for the interaction between team
member satisfaction and firm size pointed out that the slope of the regression of the NPD
success rate on team member satisfaction at levels of firm size increased by .001 unit for
every one unit increase in firm size (Aiken & West, 1991). This result was not supported
by the studies by Iaquinto and Fredrickson (1997) and Mintzberg (1973). Moreover, firm
size in the telecommunication sample was not a significant explanatory predictor of the
NPD success rate. This result contradicted the study by Sengupta and Bushman (1998).

For the second culture set, two mediating variables were unable to significantly mediate
the impact of the four culture variables and the NPD success rate.
From these interpretations resulting from data analysis, on the whole, the roles of
environmental uncertainty and firm size in mediating relationships between cultural
variables and the NPD success rate were partially supported. That is, H2 was partially
supported.
Practical Implications

Based on interpretations of data analysis in this study, a number of concepts and
ideas about relationships between organizational culture, environmental uncertainty, firm
size, and the NPD success rate have been identified, analyzed, and explained. Through
adding to the professional literature, this study helps managers not only to understand the
culture of their organizations, to lead them to enact clear and effective strategies, and to
improve their ability to develop new products, but also to further strengthen their
successful competitiveness in their market. Now, some examples in this study are
presented:
1. To enhance the success rate of NPD, top management in an organization needs
to enact definite and clear organizational goals and strategies. Moreover,
managers need to have more emphasis on strengthening project management,
especially during the implementation stage of developing new products
(Nakata & Sivakumar, 1996; Sengupta & Bushman, 1998).

2. Facing high competition in globalization, the success of developing new
products is one of the very important indicators for corporate performance. As
a result, in order to improve the NPD success rate, managers need to strengthen

their abilities to innovate in technologies and products. Additionally, managers
need to diffuse innovation at each level of their firm and then to encourage
their employees to create innovative ideas, concepts, products, and services
(Berthon et al., 2004; Hurley & Hult, 1998; Johannessen et al., 2001; O'Regan
& Ghobadian, 2005; Sengupta & Bushman, 1998).

3. Understanding customer needs and orientation can also enhance the NPD

success rate. As a result, managers need to search any market signal, to filter
these signals, to further know well tendencies in their market, and then to
swiftly introduce their new products, technologies, and services to the
customers. In addition, managers need to pay more attention to market
performance of new products because market performance is identified as one
of the important factors improving the NPD success rate (Hurley & Hult, 1998;
O'Regan & Ghobadian, 2005; Sarin & Mahajan, 2001; Sarin & O'Connor,
1999).

4. Firm size is identified as a significant explanatory predictor of developing new
products because employees are an important resource in a firm. In
consequence, not only should managers in a firm continue to recruit skilled
employees, but they should also encourage them to learn new techniques and
knowledge. Furthermore, managers in a firm need to focus on employee job
satisfaction, to build excellent communications among divisions, and to
strengthen cohesiveness and cooperation of all divisions and employees (Sarin
& Mahajan, 2001; Sarin & O'Connor, 1999; Sengupta & Bushman, 1998).

5. It is very important for managers to clearly understand their market
environment because environmental uncertainty is identified as significantly
mediating the impact of project management and innovation. Furthermore, not
only is the turbulent environment viewed as a source of constraints,
contingencies, and threats for companies, but it is also viewed as providing
opportunities to companies (Berthon et al., 2004; Khandwalla, 1977; O'Regan
& Ghobadian, 2005).

Conclusions
This research study has advanced (see Figure 1-1) and proposed (see Figure 2-1)
an integrative model. Based on Tables 4-1 5,4-16,4-30,4-34, and 4-38, the findings in
regard to the relationships among the constructs and are presented in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1. The P weight and adjusted R~ values of multiple regression for the
integrative model.
Based on interpretations of data analysis of research questions, hypotheses, and
the integrative model, specific conclusions are drawn.

1. Differences of organizational culture between different industries were

significant. This result confirmed the study by Lee and Yu (2004). For
example, the telecommunication firms had significantly higher innovation,
speed to market, and market perfonnance than the bicycle firms. The results
were consistent with the study by Quinn and McGrath (1985), Stoica et al.
(2004), and Stoica and Schindhutte (1999). Moreover, the extent of
environmental uncertainty between the two industries was significantly
different. This result supported the findings by O'Regan and Ghobadian
(2005).
2. Project management, market performance, and innovation were significant
positive explanatory predictors of the NPD success rate. The results supported
the findings by Berthon et al. (2004), Sarin and Mahajan (2001), Sarin and
O'Connor (19991, and Sengupta and Bushman (1998). The results also
confirmed the propositions by Nakata and Sivkumar (1996).
3. Clarity was identified as negatively influencing the NPD success rate for the

telecommunication sub-sample. For the full sample and the bicycle sample, in
contrast, this construct had no impact on the NPD success rate. Therefore, the
results did not support the studies by Barczak and Wilemon (1992), Hong et al.
(2004) and Sengupta and Bushman (1998).
4. For the full sample and the telecommunication sub-sample, speed to market
had no impact on the NPD success rate. For the bicycle sub-sample, however,
speed to market was identified as significantly impacting the NPD success rate.
The results did not support the studies by Sarin and O'Connor (1999) and Sarin

and Mahajan (2001). As for product quality, it was found that this construct
was not a significant explanatory predictor of the NPD success rate. Therefore,
this result was inconsistent with the studies by Craig and Hart (1992), Sarin
and O'Connor (1999), and Sarin and Mahajan (2001).

5. For the full sample and the bicycle sub-sample, team member satisfaction had
no impact the NPD success rate. In contrast, for the telecommunication subsample, it was found that the impact of team member satisfaction on the NPD
success rate was significantly negative. The results partially supported the
studies by Sarin and O'Connor (1999) and Sarin and Mahajan (2001). In this
study, team performance was not a significant explanatory variable of the NPD
success rate. This result was inconsistent with the studies by Ancona and
Caldwell(1992) and Sarin and O'Connor (1999), Sarin and Mahajan (2001),
and did not confirm the propositions by Nakata and Sivkumar (1996).
6. On the whole, it was found that environmental uncertainty significantly
mediated the impact of some culture variables on the NPD success. For
example, environmental uncertainty strengthened the impact of project
management on the NPD success rate. Not only did this result confirm the
propositions by Khandwalla (1977), but it also supported the study by Hong et
al. (2004). Moreover, the effect of innovation on the NPD success rate was
significantly negatively moderated by environmental uncertainty. This finding
did not support the studies by Berthon et al. (2004) and O'Regan and
Ghobadian (2005). However, environmental uncertainty did not significantly
mediate relationships between the other culture variables (clarity, speed to

market, market performance, team member satisfaction, product quality, and
team performance) and the NPD success rate. The results were inconsistent
with the studies by Hong et al. (2004) and O'Regan and Ghobadian (2005), but
it was consistent with the study by Chow et al. (2003).
7. Firm size had no impact on the NPD success rate for the full sample and the
telecommunication sub-sample, but it significantly positively influenced the
NPD success rate for the bicycle sub-sample. This result was inconsistent with
the study by Sengupta and Bushman (1998). However, it was found that firm
size was able to significantly mediate relationships between several culture
variables and the dependent variable. For example, firm size was also
identified as significantly buffering the effect of project management on the
NPD success rate. This result supported the studies by Iaquinto and
Fredrickson (I 997) and Mintzberg (1973), but it did not support the findings
by Chow et al. (2003). Additionally, findings revealed that the impact of
innovation on the NPD success rate was strengthened by firm size. This result
confirmed the studies by Hart (1995) and Hatch and Dyer (2004), but it did not
support the study by Chow et al. (2003).
Limitations
This study was to be one of the more comprehensive studies about relationships
between organizational culture and the NPD success rate across different industries in
Taiwan. In this study, instruments used to measure organizational culture variables and
environmental uncertainty had acceptable reliability and validity. Moreover, there were

both a sufficient sample size and a robust data analysis in this study. However, there are
eight limitations appearing in this study.
1. Because the sample of the target population was produced through a final data

that is self-selected, a selection bias existed.

2. Due to only focusing on two industries, including telecommunication and
bicycle industries in Taiwan, findings and conclusions of the study may not be
generalized for other industries. That is, the external validity of the study was
limited.
3. Because of the fact the bicycle sub-sample size (n = 78) is far smaller than the

telecommunication sub-sample size (n = 123), the researcher may not fully
explore and compare differences of organizational culture and environmental
uncertainty between the two industries in Taiwan.

4. A non-experimental design was weaker than comparison to an experimental
design, so the internal validity of this study may be limited.

5. Because it was limited to the four main culture variables, including seven
constructs, the effect of organizational culture on the NPD success rate may
not be hlly explored and explained.
6. Measuring the success rate of NPD, a self-report, consisting of two items to

calculate the success rate of NPD in a company may not completely reflect the
success rate of a new product.

7. Due to having 55 items in the questionnaire and similarity in the content
between items, respondents may be confused and lose their patience.

Recommendations for Future Study

Based on conclusions and interpretations of data analysis in this study, future
studies are recommended to further explore relationships between organizational culture
and new product development.

1. Organizational culture has been repeatedly identified and examined as being
an explanatory predictor of successful new product development. However, it
was found that no one culture or one cultural variable was adaptive for all
facets of NPD. In addition to the culture variables in this study, therefore, a
future study should explore the impact of the other culture constructs, such as
empowerment, responsiveness, decision making style, and leadership, on the
NPD success rate.

2. Because a self-report, consisting of two items to calculate the success rate of
NPD in a company, may not completely reflect the success rate of a new
product, future research should develop an instrument evaluating all aspects of
the NPD success rate.
3. Because adopting the quantitative method may not obtain an in-depth

understanding of organizational culture in a firm, it is recommended that a
future study should adopt a triangular approach to understand organizational
culture in a firm.

4. Because environmental uncertainty and firm size are not completely identified
as significantly mediating the effect of organizational culture on the NPD
success rate, future research should further examine them across different
industries.

5. Because the interactions between cultural variables in this study are not

examined, future studies should also examine whether culture variables interact
with each other.
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Hi Ying-Chieh,
Thank you for your interest in our conversation. I permit you to cite the conversation about how many
people in a company involve in participating in the new product development in your research. Based on
the conversation. 1 or 2 percent of managers, engineers, and specialists in R&D, manufacturing, and
marketing divisions in a company will participate in the new product development. Anyway, if you need
any help, let me know. One more thing is that my information is as follows:
Name: Li-Long Sung, the general manager of Yeong Shyh Cheng Alu Co., Ltd
Address: No. 71, Gung Ye 2rd, Tainan, Taiwan, R.O.C. (Taning Technology
Industrial Park)
Contact Number:
Fax Number:
Website Address: http://www.vsc8.com.tw
E-mail Address: h
Original Message----From: Ying-Chieh Yang [mailto:
Sent: Thursday, October 19, 2006 9:51 AM
To: ysc8@seed.net. t w
Subject: Permission f o r c i t i n g conversation

Dear Mr. Sung,
This i s Ying-Chieh Yang, a doctoral candidate in a Ph. D. program a t Lynn
University i n Boca Raton, Florida. My major i s Global Leadership, with
a s p e c i a l i z a t i o n i n corporate and organizational management. My
d i s s e r t a t i o n proposal focuses on the e f f e c t s of organizational c u l t u r e ,
and t h e t o p i c i s Relationship beiween organizational c u l t u r e and
corporate performance.
A t the end of t h i s August, you and I had a conversation about the number
of employees having experiences t o p a r t i c i p a t i n g i n new product
development through t h e phone. Now, I need your permission f o r c i t i n g
the conversation. Would you permit me t o c i t e the conversation i n my
research, please? One more thlng t o ask f o r yolir help i s t h a t
I n s t i t u t i o n a l Review Board (IRB) of my school requests not only f o r your
permission but a l s o f o r your contact number and address a s a prove t h a t
I do have your permission.

Any suggestion w i l l be welcomed.

Best Regards,

Ying-Chieh Yang

Thank you so much!
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Hi Ying-Chieh:
Thanks for your email. You have my permission to use the scale from my
article in the 1998 AMA Winter Proceedings. My contact information is
provided below.
Good luck with your research.

Sanjit Sengupta Ph. D.
Chair and Professor, Marketing Department
San Francisco State University
1600 Holloway Avenue
San Francisco, CA 94132.
Phone:
Fax:

On 7/7/06 7:52 PM, "Ying-Chieh Yang"

wrote:

> Hi Dr. Sengupta,

>
> This is Ying-Chieh Yang. Currently, I am a Ph.D. student in Lynn
University
> located in Florida. Now I am working on my proposal, relationships
between
> organizational culture and corporate performance. I have come across
your
> journal article and totally agreed with you.
>
> With all respect, I am asking for your permlsslon to use the
instrument that
> you developed for the study (1998) of organ~zatlonalculture and new
product
> performance: an exploratory investatlgatlon in high-technology
firms. This
> artlcle was published in American Marketing Association, Volume
9. One more
> thing to ask for your help is that Institutional Review Board (IRB)
of my
> school requests not only for your permission but also for your
contact number
> and address as a prove that I do have your permission.
>
> Any suggestion will be welcomed. Thank you so much!
>
> Have a great day!

>
> Best Regards,

>
> Ying-Chieh Yang
>
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Dear Ying-Chieh,
Thank you very much for your interest.

The paper and the scales therein are available in public domain - there is no need to pay
for their use. The copyright for the article is held by the Journal of Marketing (American
Marketing Association). All that is required of you is to cite the relevant article
appropriately, as and when you use the scales.
Good luck with your dissertation.
Sincerely,
Shikhar Sarin

At 08:17 AM 9/10/2006, Vijay Mahajan {mahajanv} wrote:
Please contact Prof Shikhar Sarin at Boise State University.good luck to you .I am copying this to him.

-----Original Message----]
From: Ying-Chieh Yang ~mailto:YYan~@email.lvnn.edu
Sent: Sat 9/9/2006 9:07 PM
To: vmahajan@mail.utexas.edu
Subject: Permission for instrument

Ying-Chieh, Yang

Dear Dr. Chow:
My name is Ying-Chieh, Yang. I am a doctoral candidate in a Ph.D. program at Lynn University in Boca
Raton, Florida. My major is Global Leadership, with a specialization in corporate and organizational
management. My dissertation proposal focuses on the effects of organizational culture, and the topic is
Relationship between organizational culture and corporate performance. I plan to examine the impact of
organizational culture of Taiwan firms across telecommunication and bicycle industries on successfU1new
product development (NPD).A target population of 460 is planned.
While doing my literature search for the dissertation, I read the excellent article by you and Dr. Sarin, "The
Effect of Reward Structures on the Performance of Cross-Functional Product Development Teams,
published in Journal of Marketing, 65(2), 2001".

I am writing to request permission to obtain (and purchase if necessary) the following the materials:
1.

The scale measuring self-rated performance (Appendix C).

I am also requesting permission to reproduce the above scales and related materials in my dissertation. In
addition, I am requesting permission to modify the above scales for my research study. Furthermore,
ProQuest Information and Learning may supply copies of the dissertation on demand and may make the
dissertation accessible in electronic formats.
If you do not control the copyright for any of the above materials, it would be most appreciated if you could
provide me with contact information of who might be the proper rights holder(s), including current
address(es). Otherwise, your permission confirms that you hold the right to grant the permission requested
here. If you control the copyright for some of the aforementioned materials, you may list the permission
for this material at the end of this letter.
Permission includes non-exclusive world rights to translate the scales to use the material and will not limit
any future publications-including future editions and revisions-by you or others authorized by you.
If permission is granted, I will include any statement of authorization for use that you request on all scales,
or provide an APA note of permission. The copyright holder will be given full credit.
I would greatly appreciate your consent to my request. If you require any additional information, please do
not hesitate to contact me., I can be reached at the above postal mail address,
> or
. My dissertation Chair is Dr. John Cipolla, who may
> and
.
be reached at:

A duplicate copy of this request has been provided for your records. If you agree with the terms as
described above, please sign the release form below and send one copy with the self-addressed return
envelope I have provided.
Sincerely,
[Signature-]

Permission granted for the use of all the material as previously described:
Yes ? No ?
Permission is granted for the use of the following material as previously described:
Agreed to:
Name & Title:
Date:

--

-,

Shikhar Sarin, Ph.D.
Professor of Marketing
College of Business and Economics
Boise State University
1910 University Drive
Boise, ID 83725-1630
Tel:
Fax:
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Hello,
Thank you for your interrest in my work. I give you permision to use
the scale measuring innovation (Appendix, p. 31). I also give you
permisson to reproduce the above scales and related materials in your
dissertation. I also permit you to to modify the above scales for
your research study.
What I do not control is the copyright for the paper as such. I you
want to copy the paper as such - I do believe that you would have to
contact the European Journal of Innovation Management. In any case why not contact them to ask them whether my above permision is ok with
them.
Good luck
Yours Sincerely
B j ~ r nOlsen.
My adress is:

PS: Please contact me again if you find something interresting usig the
scale

>>> "Ying-Chieh Yang" <YYang@email.lynn.edu> 12.10.06 9:35 >>>
Oct/12/06
Ying-Chieh, Yang
22509 SW 65th Terrace
Boca Raton, EL 33428, U.S.A.

Dear Dr. Olsen:

My name is Ying-Chieh, Yang. I am a doctoral candidate in a Ph.D.
program at Lynn University ln Boca Raton, Florida. My major is Global
Leadership, with a specialization In corporate and organlzatlonal
management. My dissertation proposal focuses on the effects of
organizational culture, and the topic is Relationship between
organizational culture and corporate performance. I plan to examlne
the impact of organizational culture of Taiwan firms across
telecommunication and bicycle industries on successful new product
development (NPD.

While doing my literature search for the dissertation, I read the
excellent study by you and Dr. Johannessen, and Dr. Lumpkin,
"Innovation as newness: what is new, how new, and new to whom,
published in European Journal of Innovation Management, 4(1), 2001".
I am writing to request permission to obtain (and purchase if
necessary) the following the materials:
1.

The scale measuring innovation (Appendix, p. 31).

I am also requesting permission to reproduck the above scales and
related materials in my dissertation. In addition, I am requesting
permission to modify the above scales for my research
study. Furthermore, ProQuest Information and Learning may supply
copies of the dissertation on demand and may make the dissertation
accessible in electronic formats.
If you do not control the copyright for any of the above materials, it
would be most appreciated if you could provide me with contact
information of who might be the proper rights holder(s), including
current address(es). Otherwise, your permission confirms that you hold
the right to grant the permission requested here. If you control the
copyright for some of the aforementioned materials, you may list the
permission for this material at the end of this letter.
Permission includes non-exclusive world rights to translate the scales
to use the material and will not limit any future publicationsincluding future editions and revisions-by you or others authorized by
you.
If permission is granted, I will include any statement of authorization
for use that you request on all scales, or provide an APA note of
permission. The copyright holder will be given full credit.
I would greatly appreciate your consent to my request. If you require
any additional information, please do not hesltate to contact me., I
can be reached at the above postal mail address,YYang@email.lynn.edu
<mailto:YYang@email.lynn.edu> or (954)552-9162. My dissertation Chair
is Dr. John Cipolla, who may be reached at: jclpolla@lynn.edu
<mailto:jcipoLla@lynn.edu> and (561)237-7104.
One more thing to ask for your help is that Institutional Review Board
(IRB) of my school requests not only for your permission but also for
your contact number and address as a prove that I do have your
permission. Any suggestion will be welcomed. Thank you so much!
Sincerely,
Ying-Chieh Yang

Appendix G
Permission for Environmental Uncertainty Instrument
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Dear Ying Chieh:
The scale for environmental uncertainty is freely available to everyone
It has been used numerous times in published research. I don't think
anyone has copyright to it, so you should feel free to use it or modify
it for your own purpose.
Chee Chow
Professor Chee W. Chow
School of Accountancy
San Diego State University
5500 Campanile Drive, San Diego
CA 92182
Phone
All of this information is available on the SDSU website.

Sep/10/06
Ying-Chieh, Yang

Dear Dr. Chow:
My name is Ying-Chieh, Yang. I am a doctoral candidate in a Ph.D. program at
Lynn University in Boca Raton, Florida. My major is Global Leadership, with a
specialization in corporate and organizational management. My dissertation proposal
focuses on the effects of organizational culture, and the topic is Relationship between
organizational culture and corporate performance. I plan to examine the impact of
organizational culture of Taiwan firms across telecommunication and bicycle industries
on successful new product development (NPD). A target population of 460 is planned.
While doing my literature search for the dissertation, I read the excellent article by
you, Dr. Haddad, and Dr. Wu, "Corporate Culture and its Relation to performance: A
Comparative Study of Taiwanese and U.S. Manufacturing Firms, published in
Managerial Finance, 29(12), 2003".
I am writing to request permission to obtain (and purchase if necessary) the
following the materials:
1. The scale measuring environmental uncertainty (Table 2).

I am also requesting permission to reproduce the above scales and related materials
in my dissertation. In addition, I am requesting permission to modify the above scales for
my research study. Furthermore, ProQuest Information and Learning may supply copies
of the dissertation on demand and may make the dissertation accessible in electronic
formats.

If you do not control the copyright for any of the above materials, it would be most
appreciated if you could provide me with contact information of who might be the proper
rights holder(s), including current address(es). Otherwise, your permission confirms that
you hold the right to grant the permission requested here. If you control the copyright for
some of the aforementioned materials, you may list the permission for this material at the
end of this letter.
Permission includes non-exclusive world rights to translate the scales to use the
material and will not limit any future publications-including hture editions and revisionsby you or others authorized by you.
If permission is granted, I will include any statement of authorization for use that
you request on all scales, or provide an APA note of permission. The copyright holder
will be given full credit.
I would greatly appreciate your consent to my request. If you require any additional
information, please do not hesitate to contact me., I can be reached at the above postal
My dissertation Chair is Dr.
mail address
John Cipolla, who may be reached at:
.
A duplicate copy of this request has been provided for your records. If you agree
with the terms as described above, please sign the release form below and send one copy
with the self-addressed return envelope I have provided.
Sincerely,
[Signature-]

Permission granted for the use of all the material as previously described:
Yes 7 No L?
Permission is granted for the use of the following material as previously described:

Agreed to: Name & Title:
Date:

Appendix H
Survey Instrument (English Version)

Part 1: Demographic Profile
Directions: Please fill in the blank for each question.
Gender:
Age:
Education:

0 Male

0 Female
(with actual years)

Less than high school

0 Bachelor's degree
Workplace:
Job Tit'e:
Tenure:

n High school

Associate's degree

q Master's degree

Doctorate degree

0 R&D division 0 Manufacturing division q Marketing division
0 Manager q Engineer 0 Specialist
(with actual years)
Part 2: The Organizational Characteristics Profile

Directions: Please fill in the blank for each question.
Firm Size:
Firm Age:

Number of employees
(with actual years)
Part 3: Organizational Culture

Directions: Respond to each statement by checking one of the boxes associated with six

ratings (1,2,3,4,5, or 6), where 1 = strongly disagree, arid 6 = strongly agree.
Strongly
Disagree
1
1. I clearly understand the policies and lines of authority

2. In general, people do not understand the policies and
lines of authority in this organization.
3. I have a clear idea of what is expected of me
4. In general, people have a clear idea of what is expected
of them in this organization
5. Things seem to be pretty organized around here
6. Our productivity often suffers kom lack of organization
and planning.
Reverse-coded response

3

2

0
3

n
n

Strongly
Agree
6

2

3

4

5

n
n
n
0

o
o
o
0

o
o
u
f l

u
n
n
n

0

0 0 0 0

q

o o u o

q

Note. Organizational Culture and New Product Performance: an Exploratovy Investigation in HighTechnology Firms by Sengupta and Bushman, 1998. Adopted with permission.

0

o

o

Project Management (Part 3)

Directions: Respond to each statement by checking one of the boxes associated with six

ratings (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6), where 1 = almost never, and 6 = almost always.
Almost

Almost

Never

Alwavs

1
2
3
4
5
6
1. Is there a clearly visible project leader who is
resaonsibte for the overall management
of the aroiect?
- "
2. Is the manager tough minded enough to keep the project
~
0
0 0
0
on schedule?
3. Is there a system for monitoring activities in the
technical field?
q 0 0 0 0
0
4. Does the project manager encourage appropriate
0 0 0 0 0
participation of all people involved in the project?
5. Is cost analysis repeatedly performed on the new
product throughout its development?
0
q
6. When problems with new products are discovered, is
q
0
there a prompt response to correct them?
7. Do people stay with the project until their work that is
crucial to that project is finished?
Note. Organizational Culture and New Product Pe$ormance: an Exploratory Investigation in HighTechnology F i m s by Sengupta and Bushman, 1998. Adopted with permission.

n

n o o n

o

n o o n
n o n u
n n n n

n

o

n

Team Performance (Part 3)
Directions: Respond to each statement by checking one of the boxes associated with

five ratings (1,2,3,4, or 5), where the previous three dimensions are ranged with anchor
of "1 = strongly disagree", and "5 = strongly agree", and the last dimension is ranged
with anchor of "1

= Far below

expectations", and "5 = far above expectations".

Speed to Market
1. This product was developed much faster than other

comparable products developed by our organization.
2. This product was developed much faster than similar
products developed by our nearest competitors.
3. This product could have been developed in a shorter
time.
4. The product concept formation (i.e., opportunity
identification and product design) took longer than
expected.
5. The product commercialization (i.e., producdmarket
testing, production, distribution, promotion, sales)
took longer than expected.
Reverse-coded response
Product Quality
1. Quality of this product compares well with similar
vroducts offered bv our competitors.
2. 'The product meets the customers' needs.

Strongly
Disagree
1

2

3

4

Strongly
Agree
5

n

0 0 0

0

tloo

q

n u n

q

n

n u n

n

0

~

U

0U

1

2

4

5

n

n

3

3. Complaints have been revived regarding the poor
performance of this product.
4. The product meets the specifications outlined for it.

r_l

n u n
o o o
n u g

o

O U C I

5. The product is reliable.

u

o n n

n
n
n
n
n

6. This product is of a higher quality than competing
products available to customer.
7. The product's performance shows little deviation
from expected standards.
8. Quality of this product compares well with other
products developed by our organization.
9 The consumers of this product perceive our product
to be better than our competitors'.
10.This product will deliver benefits to the customers
- that are not currently available to them.
Reverse-coded response
Team Member Satisfaction
1. Team members are satisfied with the recognition they
get for their work on this team's project.
2. Team members are satisfied with the amount of
responsibility they were given on this team.

U

I

2

5

rIi

n n n
o o n

0
3

n
3

4

u

3. Team members are satisfied the way this team was
managed.
4. Team members are satisfied with the opportunities
they were given to use their abilities.
5. Team members are satisfied with the amount ofjob
variety that was offered by this project.

n
U
Far below
expectations
1

Market Performance

n n o
n n o

u

0 0 0

0

2

3

Far above
expectations
5

4

n

n n n

n

3. Market performance of the product relative to its
competition.
4. Chances of the product being a success in the market.

U

o n 0
Clno
n
o

u

5. Level of initial market penetration.

n

1. Level of sales achieved.
2. Customer satisfaction with the product.

o

6. Projected financial rehlms on this product.

o

n u n
n n o

0

Note. The Effect o f Team Leadership Characteristics on New Product Development Performance: A Study
of Cross-Functional Teams in a High-Tech Environment by Sarin and O'Connor, 1999. Adopted with
permission.

Innovation (Part 3)

Directions: Respond to each statement by checking one of the boxes associated with
five ratings (1,2,3,4, or 5), where 1 = To no extent, 2 = To a little extent, 3 = To some
extent, 4 = To a great extent, and 5 = To a very great extent.
To no
extent

To a little
extent

To some
extent

To a great
extent

1

2

3

4

3. New methods of production

q

q

n

n

4. Opening new markets

5. New sources of supply

n

To a very
great
extent
5

1. New products
2. New services

6. New ways of organizing

o
o

a

n
n

o

o
o
o

0

0

il

U

Note. Innovation as Newness: @%atIs New, HOWNew, and New to Whom? by Johannessen, Olsen, and
Lumpkin, 2001. Adopted with permission.

Part 4: Environmental Uncertainty
Directions: Respond to each statement by checking one of the boxes associated with

seven ratings (1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7), where 1 = Of negligible intensity, and 7 = Extremely
intense.
Of Negligible
Intensitv
1

Extremely
Intense
7

2
3
4
5
6
1. Intensity of industry competition for raw
materials
2. Intensity of industry competition for
skilled manpower
3. Number of new products/services
marketed in industry in past 3 years
4. Dynamism of economic and technological
environment
5. Extent that competitors' activities have
become less predictable in past 3 years
6. Extent that customers' tastes and demands
have become less predictable in past 3
years
7. Extent that legal, political and economic
constraints have proliferated in past 3 years
8. Frequency of the emergence of new
technologies in the industry
9. Frequency of the emergence of new
products in the industry
Note. Corporate Culture and Its Relation to Performance: A Comparative Study of Taiwanese and U.S.
Manaufacturing Firms by Chow, Haddad, and Wu, 2003. Adopted with permission.
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Part 5: New Product Development (NPD) Success Rate
Directions: Respond to each statement according to how many significant new products

in your firm were launched within the past three years.
a. How many new products have you been significantly involved in developing while working for this
company during the last three years?
b. Of those new products, how many actually were successful in meeting the significant goals (financial,
sales, profitability) set for them?

Success Rate = bla
Note. Organizational Culture and New Prod~lctPerformance: an Exploratory Investigation in HighTechnology Firms by Sengupta and Bushman, 1998. Adopted with permission.

Appendix I
Suwey Instrument (Chinese Version)
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